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JUDGE MARGULIES: Good morning. This is2

3 the Atomic Safety and Licensing board, assigned to hear

emergency planning issues involving Long Island4

5 Lighting Company's Shoreham Nuclear Plant located at

Brookhaven, New York.6

The regulations of the United States
7

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, more particularly,g

Section 50.47A-1 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal9

Regulations, provides that no operating license for ajo

n nuclear power reactor will be issued unless a finding

12 is made by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission that there

is a reasonable assurance that adequate protectivei3

\ measures can and will be taken in the event of ai4

radiological emergency.15

At this time, I would like to introduce
16

the members of the licensing board.i7

On my left is Mr. Frederick J. Shon. On
,is

my right is Dr. Jerry R. Kline. I am Morton B.j9

Margulies, an administrative law judge, the chairman of20

the licensing board.
21

.

In January 1985, applicants filed a
22

motion which was granted, to reopen the record in this |
23

Proceeding, on Contention 24(o), which involves the
24

naming of the Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum as a25

relocation center and to take up the issue of whethers
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the facility is functionally adequate to accommodate

the general evacuees that can be anticipated resulting

from a radiological emergency at Shoreham.

4
This re-opened hearing had been

scheduled since May of 1985. On Friday, the Board

6
received a letter from the law firm of Kirkpatrick &

7
Lockhart requesting that the proceeding be postponed

because of an ongoing dispute as to who represents

'
Suffolk County, the law firm or the county attorney.

'
In addition to receiving the request by

114

letter from Kirkpatrick & Lockhart, there was delivered

12
to me this morning a motion from New York State in

"

[b which the State of New York also seeks a continuance of-

u
the hearing scheduled for today.

"
The State of New York provides two

'
grounds that the Board's partial initial decision on

''
emergency planning renders the June 25, 1985 hearing

'8 moot until, if ever, the decision is reversed; and two, -

there is confusion over the legal reprersentation of the

2
county of Suffolk, which precludes the compilation of a

21
meaningful record on Contention 24(o). -

22 We will first take up the New York

23 State's second contention or assertion, that there is.

24
confusion over legal representation.

25
As the parties know, we held a telephone

O
V
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I
conference call on June 19th. At that time, we advised

the parties that we were not interested in getting into

the dispute between Kirkpatrick & Lockhart and the

4
County attorney. What happened was, there was worked

5
out a method to preserve the rights of the County, as

'
well as being fair both to the law firm and the County

attorney, and that methodology was to permit the law

firm to present the County witnesses and to do the
9

cross examining.

10
That resolution was fair at that time.

11
It continues to be fair at this time, and on that

12 bas'is, we find New York State's argument and that of
I

f' Kirkpatrick & Lockhart to be without merit on the issue
s

I#
of the confusion as to representation.

15 On the matter of our decision of April

to
1985, rendering this issue moot, we do not find that to

be the case. As you recall, we issued a 427-page

'8
decision, which covered most of the issues that were in

'

dispute in the proceeding. We still have before us

o Contention 24(o).
21 In rendering our decision, we never -

22 arrived at the final conclusion of making a resolution

2 of the case under 10 CFR 50.47A(1). There is no final

decision in this case as yet.

25
Cot.tention 24(o) is still before the

'

.
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Board and the parties are entitled to a ruling on it.

As long as contention 24(o) remains, we will dispose of

3
the issue. If the parties wish to take some action

that would remove Contention 24(o) from the

jurisdiction of this Board, we would entertain it, but
6

as long as it remains a matter before the Board, we

7
will proceed with the hearing'.

8
We deny the request for a postponement

'
and will proceed with the hearing on contention 24(o).

10
I had mentioned the decision of the

"
licensing board that we issued in April of 1985. That

decision is now on appeal within the Nuclear Regulatory

( commission. Both applicant and the intervenors have

filed appeals to that decision.

I
We will take oral appearances at this

16
time. Who appears for the applicant?

17
MR. CHRISTMAN: Judge, my name is James

18
'N. Christman. I am appearing for the applicant, for

~

Long Island Lighting Company. I am with the firm of

Hunton & Williams, P.O. Box 1535, Richmond, Virginia

21
23212. -

JUDGE MARGULIES: We will take
23

appearances for suffolk County. We will first hear

24
from the Suffolk County attorney and then we will hear

from the law firm of Kirkpatrick--

t
\
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Is- MS. ROSENFELD: Chairman Margulies, I

2
would like to make a brief statement, if I may, for the

Long Island Coalition for Safe Living.
4

JUDGE MARGULIES: You are out of order

then.

6
MS. ROSENFELD: I would like to ask you

if there is a time when we could make a statement? We

8
have important issues, citizen concerns, and I am

9
asking you to please give us an opportunity to speak

10
today.

11

JUDGE MARGULIES: I will first take
12

appearances from counsel. This is an evidentiary

13/, ^h hearing. We have had a petition from your organization
%/ 14

to intervene. We denied that petition. We also had a

IS
letter from you requesting permission to make a limited

16
appearances statement, and we denied that request.

MS. ROSENFELD: I realize you have

'8
denied the request, but I am asking you today, for

'

today, for the Coalition to make some statements. We

have three people that have things that we think are
21

vitally important to our health and safety in Nassau -

22
County. I would like to know if there is a time when

23
we could make some statements?

24
(Panel conference.)

25
JUDGE MARGULIES: At this point, we will

O

. - .
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Y- I continue with the appearances. Then we will hear what
2

you intend to present here. We will not permit you to

make any statement at that time in terms of the

substance of your statement, but as to what you inten'd
5

to present.

6
MS. ROSENFELD: You will accept a brief

7
synopsis of our concerns?

i JUDGE MARGULIES: No. I will permit you
9

to tell us what you wish to present here, but you are
lo,

! out of order at this time. Let's proceed with the--

MS. ROSENFELD: I understand that, and I

1 am sorry that I am out of order, but I don't think that

ION our concerns are out of order. I would like an answer
(_) 14

to my question as to when we might be able to talk.

JUDGE MARGULIES: As I stated, we are

16
going on now with the appearances of counsel in this

17
evidentiary hearing. Will your group please be seated,

"
and we will proceed as I indicated.

~

MS. ROSENFELD: Very well. I

20 understand. Is the answer no, that we will not be able

'
to make our statements? -

JUDGE MARGULIES: My answer is please be

23
seated and we will continue with the appearances.

MS. ROSENFELD: I would like to submit

this statement, then.

A

1

.
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V I
MR. MATTHEWS: Mr. Chairman, my name is

2
John Matthews and I would also like to submit a

statement at this time.

JUDGE MARGULIES: We will continue with
' '

the appearances of counsel. I believe the Suffolk

County attorney is next.

MR. KELLEY: Yes. Martin Bradley
8 .

Ashate, Suffolk County Attorney, by Eugene A. Kelley,
'

Chief Deputy Attorney.

JUDGE MARGULIES: We will hear from
''

Kirkpatrick & Lockhart.

12
MS. LETSCHE: My name is Karla J.

Letsche, with the law firm of Kirkpatrick & Lockhart,
14

representing suffolk County.

I
MR. MILLER: My name is Michael S.

16
Miller of the same law firm.

'I
JUDGE MARGULIES: Is anyone appearing

for New York State? *

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: My name is Richard J.

Zahnleuter, Assistant Special Counsel on behalf of

21
Fabian Palomino, representing the Governor of the State -

of New York.

3
JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there anyone

24
representing the NRC staff? I

'
MR. BORDENICK: Yes, Judge Margulies. I
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[ 10
' am Bernard M. Bordenick with the office of the

2
Executive Legal Director, Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington,'D.C. 20555.
'

In addition, Lee Scott Dewey,-who is not

5
present in the hearing room at the present time, will

also possibly be appearing for-the staff in connection j

with contention 24(o).
8

Seated on my left is Melinda MacDonald
!

9
from the office of the Executive Legal Director.

10
Also, I would like to note that Stuart

11
M. Glass, who is the attorney for the Federal Emergency

12
Management Agency, should be in the hearing room,

I. n 13
probably, later this morning. And he will be

appearing, as in the past, for that agency.

JUDGE MARGULIES: I would expect other I
'

"
counsel who appear to make their own appearances,

'
f Excuse me, is the applicant ready to

'8 proceed? -

MR. CHRISTMAN: Yes, we are.
,

'

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, before we

) 21
begin with Mrs. Robinson, there are a few preliminary -

matters I would like to bring up at this time. j

]a One matter is in response to your23

;

characterization of the conference call that we had on !i

June 19th regarding representation of Suffolk County. i

FO
:
,

4

|
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The implications, I think, of your statements were that(

2
it had been worked out among the parties in the

conference call, including Suffolk County, that we

could proceed with this hearing, giving full and

5
'

| effective representation of Suffolk County interest,

'
and that is contrary to the opinion and beliefs of my

law firm on behalf of Suffolk County.

8
I think the transcript of the conference

call on June 19th will reflect the County's position.

JUDGE MARGULIES: I think you are

"
correct in that, Mr. Miller. It was my indication that

'
it was the Board's finding that it would be fair to all

the parties and that the interests of Suffolk County

would be preserved.

MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.

One other point, Judge Margulies, and

'
then I think we are ready to proceed.

18 Just with respect very briefly to the -

"
request that has been made this morning by the citizens

20 of Nassau County, it seems to Suffolk County--as you

21 know, there was a motion to intervene that was filed -

22
and, as you know, the Board, on June 14th, denied the

23
motion to intervene.

24
I now understand that the group did

request from the Board the right to make limited

O
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Is- appearance statements, and the Board, I gather, has

2
previous to today denied that right to make such

statements.

4
Suffolk County would request that the

5
Board reconsider and permit the citizens of Nassau

6
County to make their positions known to the Board. It

7
seems to us that they are representing--their

8
statements are brief and they are matters of importance.

9
We would request the Board to permit the

10
statements to go forward.

11
JUDGE MARGULIES: We will reserve

12
decision on that request.

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: Judge Margulies, may I

also add that the State of New York would support that

15
request, not only support it but adopt it and

16
co-sponsor it.

17
JUDGE MARGULIES: Does anyone else wish

18 '

to be heard on those remarks?

''
We will proceed with the applicant's

2
presentation. You may call your witness.

MR. CHRISTMAN: I would like to call to -

the stand Mrs. Elaine D.. Robinson, please.

JUDGE MARGULIES: I am going to swear

the witness in.

25

O
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ELAINE D. ROBINSON

2
Having been first duly sworn by Judge Margulies, was

3
examined and testified as follows:

4
JUDGE MARGULIES: Please be seated. ,

You may pro'ceed.

MR. CHRISTMAN: Thank you, Judge.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. CHRISTMAN:
9

Q Mrs. Robinson, will you please state

10
your full name and business address for the court

"
reporter?

I
A Elaine D. Robinson, 175 East Old Country r

4

'b Road, Hicksville, New York 11801.
14

0 Since it has been many months since you

"
testified in this proceeding, would you summarize

16
briefly for the Board what you do by way of emergency

'
planning for the LERIO organization?

18
A Beginning in May of 1983 I was appointed

'

''
as division manager for external organizations for the

"

20 LEIRO organization, local emergency response
21'

implementing organization. My major function was to -

22
integrate non-LILCO organizations into the emergency

2
response plan.

24
0 Thank you.

25
Ms. Robinson, I am going to show you a

document dated January 10, 1985, entitled " Affidavit of'

. . - - .
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i'- Elaine D. Robinson on Nassau Coliseum." The document
2

consists of three pages and six attachments.

3 Do you have a copy of that document in

#
front of you?

A Yes, I do.

6
0 Was that prepared by you or under your

supervision?

8
A It was.

9
0 Are there any corrections that you would

like to make in that document?
11

A Yes. On page 3, on the next-to-last
12'

line, the last word of the next-to-last line is

'\
! "with." It should be "within."

14
0 With that correction, is this document

is
true and correct to the best of your knowledge and

16
belief?

'7 A It is.

'8
Q Do you adopt it as your testimony in

'

this proceeding?

20
A I do.

21
Q Thank you. -

MR. CHRISTMAN: Judge, with that, this

23
witness is ready and available for cross examination.

JUDGE MARGULIES: Are the parties ready

to cross examine?

n'V
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MR. CHRISTMAN: Judge, I should have

said, I guess, that I ask this document be bound in the
3

transcript as though read, at this page of the
4

transcript and received in evidence.

JUDGE MARGULIES: Any objection?
6

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, Suffolk

7
county would request the right to conduct limited voir

8
dire of Mrs. Robinson before we can decide upon our

9
objections or not to her proffered affidavit.

10
JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there any objection?

11

MR. CHRISTMAN: No, sir.

'
JUDGE MARGULIES: You may proceed.

'3
'} VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION BY MR. MILLER:

\~/ 14
Q Ms. Robinson, it has been a while since

"
we last met. By way of background, when you previously

'
testified on the issue of relocation centers, I think

17
we established that you've never managed or operated a

18 ~

relocation center or shelter or monitoring or

19
decontamination facility of any kind for the public,

o
Is that correct?

21
A That's correct. -

22
Q And you've never been involved in any

23
way with the establishment er the operation of a

24
monitoring decontamination facility or relocation

| center. Is that correct?

O
b
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k I
A That's correct.

2
Q You mentioned in response to Mr.

3 Christman's request a moment ago, Ms. Robinson, that
#

you were appointed to this position of heading up
-

5
external organizations for LERIO in May of 19837

6
A That's correct.

Q Are you still the head of the external

'
organizations for LERIO?

'
A The teams have been reorganized into a

10
single unit operating under Mr. Weismantle and Mr.

'
Devario. I have maintained my relationship with that

12
organization and am still working on specific parts of

it, but I am not formally any longer in that position.

Q Let me make sure I understand, Ms.

I Robinson.

Previously, LILCO has made an exhibit to

'#
the record of this proceeding your qualifications. It

'8
was this big, blue volume that was bound in. I don't

'

''
remember the exhibit number, quite frankly--

20
A That's correct.

'
Q But apparently it was bound in after -

page 4068 of the record.

Do you have that with you?

A Yes, I do.

25
0 It says in the third paragraph that

O
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1 since May of 1983 you've been on special assignment at

LILCO, serving as team leader for external

organizations in LERIO. Correct?
4

A That's correct.
5

Q Can you tell me when you stopped serving
*

in this capacity, as team leader for external

7
organizations?

8
A I can't give you a formal date, because

'
I have continued the functions. But the team has been

melded into the overall LERIO organization. That's
''

why, in my affidavit, which was filed in January, it

'
was put into the past tense of "I managed the team."

O Q So, sometime before preparation of your
'

14
affidavit, you stopped serving in this capacity as team

15
leader?

16
A In that specific capacity, yes.

'
Q What exactly do you do for LILCO now,

' 'then?
19

A I am currently--my full-time assignment,

my regular assignment, is to the Office of Public

21
Affairs, where I report to the vice-president of public -

,

22
affairs. However, I am, as part of my job description,

23 the public--the emergency planning responsibilities for

24 the entire Office of Public Affairs fall under my

25 jurisdiction.

O
4
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Q At this point, Mrs. Robinson, it's fair

2
to say tnat you are no longer involved in the

3
incorporation of external organizations within LERIO?

A No, that is not correct.

5
Q Mrs. Robinson, if we could turn for a

'
moment to your affidavit, specifically to the

7
attachments to your affidavit, attachment one is the

8
letter from Dr. Catacosinos to Mr. Sumerlin of the

Coliseum. Correct?

10
A That is correct.

11
0 You did not draft this letter, did you?

12
A No. It was drafted by attorneys.

'3
(} Q You were not responsible for reviewing'

\_/ 14
its contents, were you? '

"
A Yes,'I was.

I0
Q At what time?,

''
A Since I was directly involved in the

la
negotiations with Nassau County and with Hyatt |

*

" Management, as various drafts were prepared, I was one

20 of the people who reviewed them. I did not do the

21
basic drafting, but I certainly did review the drafts. -

Q Other than your reviewing the drafts as

23
they were prepared by the attorneys, did you have any

24 iother functions with respect to this letter?

| 25
A Yes.

,
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( 19
'

,
Q Tell me what else you did directly with

respect to preparation of this letter.

A Well, I assume you don't mean whether I
4

typed it or not. I think you mean the negotiations

that went into the letter, and I was present at the
6

meetings with Hyatt Management and had conversations
7

with representatives of Nassau county Government and
8

with the Nassau County Red Cross during the time that
'

negotiations were going on that culminated in the

'U
letter.

"
Q Did you have conversations with Dr.

12
Catacosinos directly regarding this letter?

'O A Yes, I did.

14
Q And with Mr. Sumerlin?

15
A Yes, I did.

16
0 Were those conversations before the

'
preparation of the letter?

'8
A Before and during. *

''
Q What about' after the letter was prepared?

20
A Certainly.

21
Q Looking at attachment two, Ms. -

22 Robinson--this is the letter from Mr. Purcell, the

23 County Executive of Nassau County, to Mr. Sumerlin. I

24
assume you did not draft this letter?

25
A No. I certainly did not.

O

_
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t 20
Q Were you involved in its preparation? i

-

A Only to the extent that I had had

3
conversations with the County Executive's office about

4
the substance of the letter. But in no other way.

5
Q Those conversations, I assume, were

6 Ibefore the letter was prepared?

A Before the letter was prepared and,
8

certainly, afterwards we have remained in touch with
9

the County Executive's office.

10
Q Did you review this letter, attachment

11

two to your affidavit, prior to its release by Mr.
12

Purcell?

'
f\ A No. I received it from Mr. Sumerlin
\. 14

after he had received it from Mr. Purcell.

15
Q But you are stating that you talked with

16
Mr. Purcell, before he wrote this letter to Mr.

17
Sumerlin, about this letter?

'8
A I spoke to people within his office

*

I'
about the subject, not about the letter.

20
Q About the subject of what?

21
A Of the designation of the Nassau -

22
Coliseum as a relocation center or a reception center,

23
as we now refer to it.

| Q You never spoke to Mr. Purcell?

25
A No, I did not speak to Mr. Purcell..,Dr.

| ,~ -
e

%[

# 4

. , . . - - , ,-, , - . _ . . , ,, , . . . .- . , .
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V I Catacosinos did.

Q Ms. Robinson, were you present during
#

any conversations between Dr. Catacosinos and Mr.

Purcell?

i A No.
I 6

Q If you look, please, at attachment three
7

to your affidavit, which is the letter from Dr. Cordaro
8

of LILCO to Mr. Rasbury, again I assume you did not
| draft this letter?

10
A I had input on the information that went

"
into the letter. I did not actually draft it, no.

12
Q When you say you had input, Ms.

/N 13
[ Robinson, you had conversations with Mr. Rasbury? I

A Yes, I did, very extensive conversations

'
with Mr. Rasbury. And I reported back to Dr. Cordaro.

''
Q And you had conversations with Dr.

'#
Cordaro?

'
A Absolutely.

'

Q Prior to October 23rd, the date of the

o
letter?

'
A Yes. And continuing thereafter. This -

22
is an ongoing process.

Q Let me ask you, Ms. Robinson, about
24

attachment five, which is this so-called flow diagram
25 of the Coliseum. Did you prepare this flow diagram?

,
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NAM ' * '- A Excuse me just a moment. Some of my

'

2
papers seem to have gotten jumbled here. I have to

' find the diagram.,g

t 4
Sorry. I will be just a moment.

,.
,

5
Yes, I have it.

6
Q My question was, did you prepare this

'

so-called flow diagram which is attachment five?

'8J A No, I did not. That was prepared byq

technical people, based on the blue prints of the
10 .Coliseum. I

11

O Technical people at LILCO? |,

12
A Working within LERIO, yes. I think

17
_ [xT under the direction of Mr. Brant Aidikoff,.

w/ 14
Q Did you ever review the diagram itself,

15
Ms. Robinson, before it was made an attachment to your

16
affidavit?

t 17
A When you say review, if you mean had I

| been to the Coliseum, did it coordinate with what I
~

19
knew of the physical setup, the answer is yes. Did I

20 -

review it as a technical reviewer, no. I am not a+

i ?!C draftsm,n. -

'

O Let me make sure I understand.,

. 23 -

Are you saying that you took this floor

24-

plan, once it had been prepared, and then you went to

25
th'e Coliseum to verify its accuracy?

'( ) A No, I did not. I had seen the blue

-

.,

. v,
s

-
.

,. .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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' '' ''

prints of the Coliseum. I had been to the Coliseum. I
'

certainly accepted the technical competence of the

3
people who prepared it. Mine was a management role.

#
Mine was not that kind of technical role.

'

Q When did you last go to the Coliseum,

Ms. Robinson?
7

A Well, I was there this past Sunday. I

*
was outside the building. The last time I was inside

9 i
the building, walking through the actual physical '

10
plant, was on Wednesday of last week. I believe that

11
was the 19th of June,

2
Q How many times have you been to the

f 'N Coliseum since--let's pick the date of your affidavit,
'' 141

January the 10th?

15
A Probably five or six times. I don't

remember exactly.

O What has been the purpose of those
8

visits to the Coliseum? Are we excluding social visits?
-

19
A I have not been there to see any sports

2
events or concerts or anything like that. This was as

21
part of the proceeding. -

Either to meet with people there, to
23

walk through, to familiarize myself with the plans and
24

the procedures for the use of the Coliseum.

Q The last attachment, Ms. Robinson,

\~-)
t

.

_ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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attachment six to your affidavit--again, I assume you

2
did not draft this letter?

3
A Again, I have to ask your indulgence on--

4
0 This is the letter from Mr. Purcell to

5
Dr. Catacosinos dated December 31, 1984.

6
A No, I did not.

7
0 I assume that you were not involved in

8
its preparation, then, in any way?

'
A In no way.

'
Q How did this letter come to your

'
attention?

12
A I was given a copy of it by Dr.

'

(~')T ' Catacosinos. It was received at his office.
'N_ j,

Q Ms. Robinson, have you ever seen the

'
lease agreement in effect between Hyatt Management

16
Corporation and Nassau County?

17
A No. I have not studied that document.

I know it exists because I was told.
~

0 My question was, have you ever seen it?

20 A I think I have seen it in Mr. Sumerlin's

21
office. I think he did have it there, but I've never -

22
read it. So, I would say no.

23 MR. MILLER: Thank you, Judge Margulies.

24
JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there any objection

25
to the binding in and receipt of the document in

A



,
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L' i evidence?

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: Excuse me, Judge

Margulies. May I be permitted to ask a few follow-up
#

questions?

JUDGE MARGULIES: Sure.

VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION BY MR. ZAHNLEUTER:

O Ms. Robinson, with regard to attachment

one, I think you stated that you reviewed it. Didn't

9
you also comment on it?

10
A This is the letter from Dr. Catacosinos

11
to Mr. Sumerlin?

12
O Yes. That's correct.

'3
A Yes. I had some input into what went

V 14
into the letter, what I thought was important to be

is
included in an agreement with the reception center.

16
0 Sorry. Would you like to continue?

'
A No. My input was at the very beginning.

la
Q To whom did you provide your input?

'

A Well, in discussions with Mr. Sumerlin

20
and then, as a result of those discussions, with

21 Cblonel Sumerlin, to the attorneys who were drafting -

22
the letter of agreement.

23
0 I take it with attachment two, which is

24
the letter from Mr. Purcell to Mr. Sumerlin, that you

did never speak to Mr. Purcell directly about that

O.

- - - -. _- - _ - ..
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letter?

2
A No. I did not speak to the County

3
Executive. Dr. Catacosinos had spoken -to him about the

4
Concept.

5
0 I would like to explore how you came

6
into possession of this letter. Did it just come to

7
your desk?

8
A No. In one of the meetings with Colonel

9
Sumerlin, he gave me a copy of the letter.

'
O With respect to attachment five, which

'
is the floor diagram--

A Right.

[''Y
s 0 --did you ever speak to the people who

\- ta
prepared this document?

15
A Oh, yes, many times.

''

Q Do you know if they spoke to anyone at
'

the Coliseum?

'8
A They have been at the Coliseum. They '

worked from blue prints they had received from the

20
-Department of Public Works of Nassau County, and they

21
physically. inspected the Coliseum. Yes. -

|

Q Did you review or comment on this map? |
3

A No, I didn't. As I say, I saw it. I

24
saw no visible objection. I--

25
Q Did you ask them why there was no scale

O
V

_ - . - . - . - . . . _ . . .-- -- -
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on the map?<

A No.

O Did you attempt to determine the scale

4
or the size dimensions on any of your_ trips?

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. I think

we're still on voir dire. We're straying pretty far

from that type of cross examination. I do not'see the

8
relevance of these questions to voir dire.

JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you wish to

10
respond, Mr. Zahnleuter?

11
MR.-ZAHNLEUTER: Yes, sir. I will

12
really not go any further. I was trying to explore the

familiarity she has with this diagram.

JUDGE MARGULIES: I'll permit the last

15
question to be answered.

16 (Question read.)

A In terms of actual size of spaces, the

I8
answer is yes. In terms of a scale to the diagram, no.

~

Q With respect to attachment six, the

o
letter from Mr. Purcell to Dr. Catacosinos--

21
A This is the letter of December 31st. -

22
Yes.

23 0 Is it fair to say that this letter came-

24 into your possession by appearing on your desk?
25

A No. It was given to me by Dr.

O .

- .- - - _. - .-
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Catacosinos, who had received it at his office. A copy
2

of it was given to me. I do not have the original.

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: That completes my voir

4
dire.

JUDGE MARGULIES: Anything further of

6
the witness in the area of voir dire?

7
MR. CHRISTMAN: No, sir. I would like

8
to renew my motion that this document of three pages

9
and six attachments be entered into evidence and bound

10
into the transcript as though read.

"
JUDGE MARGULIES: Any objection?

MR. MILLER: No objections for Suffolk

3
County.

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: I would like to

object. I would like to object on the basis that the

16 i
affidavit ant'the attachments lack foundation.

17
Specifically concerning attachment two,-which is a

'8 '

letter from Mr. Purcell to Mr. Sumerlin. I would like

19
to point out to the board that in prior proceedings

5- '' 03M20 Judge Larsen criticized or questions letters that were

21
sent by non-parties to non-parties. -

22 -
~'' V^

Judge Larsen questions the foundation of

2
those documents. I would like to specifically raise

that point with respect to attachment two.

25
It appears that no one who is a

[
v

!
l

,
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signatory or a recipient of that letter is here to

2
testify today.

3
JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you wish to be

4
heard on that, Mr. Christman?

MR. CHRISTMAN: Surely.

I think Mr. Bordenick does also.

MR. BORDENICK: I was just going to

8
indicate--this may be somewhat out of order. I want to

'
indicate I have no objection to the admission of the

10
documents. It's a joint staff FEMA filing of February

11
19, 1985. As indicated, we have no reason to question

12
the authenticity of any of the documents attached to

O Mrs. Robinson affidavit. We have no objection to the
14

admission of the affidavit or the attachments.
'

MR. CHRISTMAN: The motion to exclude

16
any of this evidence is patently without merit. In the

''
first place, there were certain documents from

'8
non-parties to non-parties submitted into evidence. I

-

"
think what Mr. Zahnleuter is referring to is a case

20 where he produced documents for one of our witnesses to
21 look at when our witness had no knowledge of the -

document. In that case, there was no foundation.

23
In this case, the witness has knowledge

24
of these documents, participated in discussions about

25 them. The chairman of the board of her company, whom

A

|

)
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she represents, had discussions directly with the

2
person who wrote some of these letters. They are

certainly entitled to be admitted into evidence.

4
Mr. Zahnleuter can cross examine them on

5
them if he wishes,1as long as he stays within the scope

'
of the proceeding and perhaps try to shed doubt on the

7
weight they are to be given, but they are clearly

8
admissible.

9
MR. ZAHNLEUTER: To clarify my position, !

10
I was speaking of the transcript, page 12,485. The

11
subject was relocation centers. There was a letter

12
attached to the County testimony. That was my

reference.

(Panel confers.)
15

JUDGE MARGULIES: The Board will admit

'6 the document into evidence and bind it into the record.
17

MR. CHRISTMAN: Thank you, Judge. !

18
With that, this witness is available for ~

''
cross examination.

O
JUDGE MARGULIES: You may proceed with

21
cross examination. -

CROSS EXAMINATION

b BY MR. MILLER:
|
! 24
| 0 Ms. Robinson, if we can start with your
L 25
[ affidavit, the first page of your affidavit, second

LO

,

- , - - - . - ,. , ...m. _ . . _ _ _ , _ , - - - , . - - - . _ , - . - . . . , _ , . ~ _ - - , _ . - - - - , , . . , _ . _ , - - - , - - , _ - . - - - ~ - . . --
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LILCO, January 10, 1985
,

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

In the Matter of )

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY Docket No. 50-322-OL-3
) (Emergency Planning

(Shoreham Nuclear Power ) Proceeding)
Station, Unit 1) )

AFFIDAVIT OF
ELAINE D. ROBINSON ON NASSAU COLISEUM

'

1. My name is Elaine D. Robinson. My professional qualifications

are at Tab 15 after page 4068 of the hearing transcript in this

proceeding.

2. I managed the Local Emergency Response Implementing Organization"

team that is responsible for incorporating outside organizations,

including the Red Cross, into the emergency planning effort. I

participated in the discussions with the Hyatt Management Corporation of

New York, Inc., which leases and manages the Nassau Veterans Memorial

Coliseum, that led to the letter of agreement between LILC0 and the Hyatt

Management Corporation dated September 25, 1984. That letter authorizes

LILCO and the Red Cross to use the Coliseum as a reception center. It was

approved by Hyatt Management Corporation on October 8, 1984. It is

Attachment 1 to this Affidavit.

3. Prior to the agreement embodied in Attachment 1, the County

Executive of Nassau County advised the General Manager of the Coliseun

:n
( }; that he approved the use of the Coliseum as a reception center in the

m

__.)(
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event of an accident at the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station. His letter to

that effect, dated October 1, 1984, is Attachment 2 to this Affidavit.

4. I also participated in discussions with the Nassau County Chapter

of the American Red Cross leading to a letter of agreement, dated

October 23, 1984, that sets out the Red Cross's and LER0's

responsibilities in using the Coliseum as a reception center. That letter

of agreerent is Attachment 3 to this Affidavit.

5. The Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum is a sports and

entertainment / exhibition complex designed to accommodate crowds of 15,000 .

to 17,000 people, depending on the event. The Coliseum is located in

'. south-central Nassau County at the intersection of Hempstead Turnpike and
,

'2 Meadowbrook Parkway. Its location is narked on the map that is Attachment

4 to this Affidavit. The Coliseum is 43 miles from the Shoreham Nuclear

Power Station and 33 miles from the 10-mile EPZ boundary.

6. It has a Peceiving Area with 15,500 square feet of space, an

Arena (17,000 square feet), and Exhibiticn Hall (59,000 square feet), and

an Arera lobby (5750 square feet). A diagram of the Coliseum is

Attachment 5 to this Affidavit. The Coliseum has locker rooms and

dressing rooms with at least 30 shcwers. In addition, there are numerous

sinks that could be used to clean evacuees with localized contamination.

7. The Nassau County Executive has assured LILC0 that the Nassau

County Governrrent would cooperate to the fullest in making the Coliseum

available in the event of an accident at Shoreham. His letter to that

effect is Attachment 6 to this Affidavit. If a sporting or entertainment
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event were in progress at the Coliseum when an accident at Shoreham

occurred, Hyatt fianagement has advised LER0 that it would take no more

than 1-1/2 hours to completely clear the Coliseum and its parking lot.

For example, on January 8,1985, the New York Islanders (a professional

hockey team) played to a capacity crowd of over 15,000 fans. A LILCO

consultant clocked the clearing of the parking lot and found that the

parking lot had emptied and surrounding streets were cleared with

approximately 45 minutes after people began to leave the game.

A -f-

-

'EWi nib.-~Ro nson
' ~

Subscribed and sworn to before me this t- day of M,
U1985. /

Fly commission expires: 1 -> ^ =m

N_MM
~ ~

e

Notary P b ic /) d
PHYLLis A. GRoEZI ER

NOTARY PUBUC. St:te of New York
No. 4674005

0;of f ed in Suf tsk County #
Comm ssten Egres Mcrch 30,19A.**
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Attachment 1.

7 ~~. 7

[ggj'O } LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY
l j EXECUTtvE OmCES: 250 OLO COUNTRY ROAD * WNEOLA NEW YORK 11500

September 25, 1984

Mr. E. B. Sumerlin, Jr.
General Manager
Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Hyatt Management Corporation of N.Y., Inc.
c/o Nassau Coliseum
Uniondale, NY 11553

Dear Sir:

LETTER OF AGREEMENT FOR USE OF
NASSAU VETERANS MEMORIAL COLISEUM

BY LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY

This letter confirms our recent discussions regarding the use of
Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum by Long Island Lighting Company (LILCO)
as a reception center during a radiological emergency at the Shoreham
Nuclear Power Station.

Use of Facility. Hyatt Management Corporation of New York, Inc.,
the lessee of the Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum, agrees to allow LILCO
to use the Coliseum, consisting of the Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum
building and all parking lots and immediately surrounding property, as a
reception center for the general public in planning for and responding to
a radiological emergency at Shoreham, pursuant to the Local Offsite
Radiological Cmergency Response Plan (LILC0 Plan) developed by LILCO.
LILCO's use of the Coliseum pursuant to the LILC0 Plan shall include the
following activities:

1. Identifying the Coliseum, in the LILC0 Plan and brochures and
other information distributed to the public, as a reception center for
joint use by LILCO and the American Red Cross in the event of a
radiological emergency at Shoreham, where (1) LILC0 will register, monitor
decontaminate (if necessary), and issue " clean tags" to evacuees, and (2)
the Red Cross will provide information and assistance to evacuees as
required.

2. Perfoming radiological monitoring and decontamination, if
necessary, in the Coliseum and/or surrounding property in the event of a
radiological emergency at Shoreham, including using showers in the
building and waterworks on the property for decontamination.

. ..
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' ' ' ' ~ ' "~Mr. E. B. Sumerlin, Jr.
September 25, 1984
Page 2

3. Developing layouts and implementing procedures for use of the
Coliseum, in cooperation with Nassau County employees to allow LILCO to
develop these items expeditiously.

4 Identifying, in cooperation with Coliseum employees, an area in
which to store any necessary amounts of equipment and supplies on the
property at the facility, and storing such equipment and supplies upon
reasonable terms to be agreed to by the parties.

Access. LILC0 will be given reasonable access to the Coliseum
upon notification by LILCO to Hyatt or the County that a radiological
emergency exists at Shoreham. LILC0 will also be granted access to the
Coliseum to plan for and conduct drills and exercises of the Local
Emergency Response Organization. These activities will be scheduled on a
time-to-time basis by the parties so as not to interfere with the nonnal
operation of the Coliseum.

Expenses. LILC0 will be responsible for any expenses (1)
incurred in the development of plans for use of the Coliseum, and (2) in
using the Coliseum for planning, drills, exercises, or an emergency
response. LILCO will reimburse Nassau County and/or Hyatt, as
appropriate, for any expenses incurred by them in connection with such
activities.

Insurance and Indemnity. LILC0 will be liable for all damage to
the Coliseum, normal wear and tear excepted, as a result of LILC0's use of
the Coliseum pursuant to this Letter of Agreement, and LILCO will
indemnify and hold the County and Hyatt harmless from any claims or suits
arising out of injury or death to any person or damage to property
resulting from LILC0's use of the Coliseum pursuant to this Letter of
Agreement. For all contractual and noncontractual non-nuclear liability
arising out of either (1) the training of emergency response members or
(2) response to a simulated or actual radiological energency at Shoreham,
LILC0 will furnish a statement of self-insurance and/or an appropriate
certificate of insurance showing that there is in effect, and will remain
in effect throughout the term of this agreement, comprehensive general
liability insurance, including property damage, in the following nts:

Comprehensive General Liability (Including Personal Injury and
Contractual Liability) - $1,000,000.

Bodily Injury (each occurrence) - $1,000,000.

Property Damage (each occurrence) - $300,000,

LILC0 will name, as additional insured, Hyatt Managementi

Corporation of New York, Inc., its officers, directors, agents, and
employees, and the County of Nassau and its cognizant officials, as their
interests may appear. Within 10 days after the signing of this Letter of

,

Agreement by the County and Hyatt, LILCO will deliver to Hyatt and the'

County certificates of insurance or evidence of self-insurance with the~

i

limits specified above, evidencing that the policies or self-insurance
required from LILCO are in full force and effect.
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Mr. E. B. Sumerlin, Jr. ',- -

'' .
September 25, 1984 m

.< ,%g @alziPage 3 ,

-, .,

. .

If you find that this L ., Agreement accurate 1pW#esents':' ^^
our understanding regarding LILC0'swe of the Coliseum during an
emergency at Shoreham, please sign the Letter below and return it to me.
Thank you very much for allowing us to use the Coliseum in our efforts to
aid the public in the unlikely event that an emergency were to occur at
Shoreham.

Very truly yours,

A L9 u 1.
Dr. Wi 1 am J. Catacosinos
Chairman of the Board and

Chief Executive Officer
Long Island Lighting Company

:-;
'

.. - e.-

HYATT MANAGEMENT CORPOR ION
OF NEW YORK, INC.

DATE: \c [ E /p &

--
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TE%%LOCOP NASSAU COUSEUM-

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE'

NMSSAU COUNTY EXED'UTIVE BulLDING
ONE WEST STREET

MINEQLA. N. Y.11501
'

%. -

October 1, 1984

Mr. E.B. Sumerlin, Jr.
Vice President / General Manager
Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum
Hyatt Management Corporation of New York, Inc.
Uniondale, New York 11553

Dear Mr. Sumerlin:
This letter will confirm' discussions between members of my staff
with you and officials of the Long Island Lighting Company
regarding the use of the Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum as a
reception center for the public in the event of a radiological
emergency at the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station.

I am aware of and approve the use of the Coliseum as a reception
center for members of the public requiring assistance from the
Local Emergency Response Organization and/or the American Red
Cross as a result of any accident at Shoreham which results in the
recommendation that the public evacuate from part or all of the
Emergency Planning Zone around Shoreham. Included will be:

The identification in public information ofa.
the Coliseum as the reception ceriter,

b. ,The use of the Coliseum fcr performing
radiological monitoring and decontamination
as necessary, and

c. Cooperation with LILCO in planning, training
and exercises as well as in the event of an
accident. -

.

.

,

|

.
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Mr. E. B. Sumerlin, Jr.
~ * *

October 1y 1984
Page 2

I want to assure you that in the event of an emergency at
Shoreham, as at all times, the Nassau County Police Depdrtment
will be prepared to protect the public welfare of all those in
Nassau County. The Department will, therefore, be available to
provide assistance with security at the Coliseum, and to
facilitate traf fic flow and parking at the Coliseum and its
approaches.

I hope that an agreement can be reached promptly with the Nassau
County Chapter of the American Red Cross to formalize their
relationship with the Coliseum for its use by the Red Cross during
any emergency, including a radiological accident at Shor m.

Ver truly your ,
n-

. -.- a

Francis T. Purcell
FTP:ser County Executive

cc: Dr. William J. Catacosinos
Long Island Lighting Company

Mr. Frank Rasbury
American Red Cross

.
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October 23, 1984

Mr. Frank M. Rasbury
Executive Director
American Red Cross
Nassau County Chapter
264 Old Country Road -

Mineola, New York 11501

Letter of Agreement for Use of
Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum by American Red Cross

Dear Mr. Rasbury:

As you know, Long Island Lighting Company has entered into an
agreement with Hyatt Management Corporation for the use of the Nassau
Veterans Memorial Couseum (Coliseum) as a reception center pursuant to the
Local Offsite Radiological Emergency Response Plan (LILCO Plan) developed
by LILCO. A copy of that agreement, dated September 25, 1984, is attached
to this letter. The purpose of this letter is to set out our understanding
regarding LILCO's and the American Red Cross' use of the Coliseum as a
reception center pursuant to the LILCO Plan.

LILCO will identify the Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum in the
LILCO Plan, brochures, and other information distributed to the Red Cross
in the event of a radiological emergency at Shoreham, where 1) the Local

*

Emergency Response Organization (LERO) will register, monitor, decontaminate
(if necessary), and issue " clean tags" to evacuees, and 2) the American Red
Cross will provide information and assistance to evacuees as required. The
American Red Cross will provide Red Cross staff to assist evacuees and to
direct evacuees to congregate care centers operated by the Red Cross, chosen
fram among those on the list provided with the Letter of Agreement between
Long Island Lighting Company and the American Red Cross dated July 25, 1984.

Red Cross Staff at the Nassau Coliseum will coordinate with LERO moni-
toring and decontamination personnel to define a " clean" area from which the
Red Cross will operate at the Coliseum; ovacuees will be monitored and, if
necessary, decontaminated by LERO personnel prior to being directed to Red
Cross staff members at the Coliseum. American Red Cross staff at congregate
care centers will be trained to send any evacuee who has not been monitored
(should any find his way to a congregato care center without first going to
the Coliseum) back to the Coliseum for monitoring prior to accepting him into

.

.______..___________________s
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Mr. Frank M. Rasbury -2- October 23, 1984
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the congligan care centers. The location of specific congregate care centers
will not be included in public information materials; all evacuees will be direc-._

ted to go to the Coliseum.

If you find that this letter accurately represents our understanding
regarding the American Red Cross' use with.LILCO of the Nassau Veterans -
Memorial Coliseum during an emergency at Shoreham, please sign the letter
below and return it to me. Thank you very much for your continued efforts
to provide aid to the public in the unlikely event that an emergency were to
occur at Shoreham.

Very truly yours,.

-

Matthew C. Cordaro, Ph.D.
Vice President

rank M. Rasbury ~ /
Executive Director /
American Red Cross
Nassau County Chapter

.

DATED: October 4,1984

9.
'

b

. _ _
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Attachment 6
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OFFICE OF THE E X EC U TIV Fi
NAGEAU COUNTY EXECUTIVE BUILDING

oNEWEST STRig?
MIN EOLA. N. Y.11801

December 31, 1984

Re.t 1 L

Dr. William J. Catacosinos
Chairman and Chief Executive 'fficerO
Long Island Lighting Company

*250 Old Country Road
Mineola, New York 11501 .

.

Dear Dr. Catacosinos:

The article appearing in the Thursday, December 27th
issue of Newsday appears to have raised some confusion
with respect to the use of the Nassau Coliseum in the event
of a radiological accident at the Slioreham Nuclear Power
Plant.

In an attempt to clarify any misunderstanding, let
me assure you that should such an accident occur, Nassau
County Government will cooperate to the fullest in making
all public facilitice, including the Coliseum, available,

at Jan time. The health and public safety of the residents
of Wng Island take precedent over any other activities
that might be occurring within buildings of public assembly.

I trust that the foregoing will leave no doubt in
anyone's mind as to our position in this matter. -

Very truly yours, -

~ y: -
,

4 2- =%-

, #
*

FRANCIS T. PURCELL. . . . .

County Executive

FTP:jgb

Q.

- - - _- .
- -
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paragraph, you mentioned these discussions that you

i participated in with the Hyatt Management Corporation.

Do you see that reference?

#
A Yes, I do.

3
I 0 I think we briefly touched on this

already this morning. Could you tell me--I gather

these discussions were meetings with the Hyatt

8
Management personnel?

''

A Meetings and telephone calls.

'
Q With whom from Hyatt Management did you

''
meet?

'
A With Colonel Sumerlin, who is the

'
general manager for Hyatt Management Corporation at the

A 14
Nassau Coliseum.

'
MR. CHRISTMAN: Beg your pardon.

16
Perhaps the record should reflect that Mr. Glass has

''
arrived and taken his place in the hearing room.

'O
JUDGE MARGULIES: Would you like to -

I' enter your appearance at this time, Mr. Glass?

20 MR. GLASS: Stuart M. Glass, Regional

21
Counsel for the Federal Emergency Management Agency. -

JUDGE'MARGULIES: Your address?

MR. GLASS: It's 26 Federal Plaza, New
'

York, New York 10278.
'

JUDGE MARGULIES: Thank you.

nv
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Q Mrs. Robinson, you say your discussions'

were with Mr. Sumerlin, general manager of the Coliseum?

r 3

|
A That is correct.

| 4
Q Was anyone else from Hyatt Management

,

5
! ever involved in any discussions you participated in?
I '

A No.
; 7

Q Was there anyone else from LILCO, other
8

than yourself, who participated in these discussions?
9

A Yes, there was. Ira Freilicher, vice
10r presfjent of the corporation, and Mr. Weismantle,
'

manager of the LERIO.

12'

Q These discussions you reference in your

affidavit were obviously sometime prior to September

25, 1984. Correct?

15
A That's correct.

16
Q could you tell me approximately when

'#
they took place?

''
A The end of August and throughout *

19
September, up until the signing of the agreement.

20
Q can you give me a general idea of the

21
number of discussions you held with Mr. Sumerlin? -

22
A Probably was at the Coliseum to meet

23
with--to actually meet with him six or seven times.

24
Then there were a greater number of telephone

25 conversations in between that.

: O

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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' '
Q Why was there a necessity, Mrs.

'

Robinson, for so many meetings with Mr. Sumerlin?

A I wouldn't characterize it as so many.
4

We were negotiating a very important document. We

5
wanted to make sure that we both understood very

'
clearly exactly what was involved and make sure that we

# had nailed down all the details. I didn't think of it
8

as excessive. t

'
Q Prior to your having these discussions

'
with Mr. Sumerlin of the Coliseum, Mrs. Robinson, did

"
you have discussions with the Nassau County Executive

'*
or any of his staff members?

IO A Yes, I did.
U 14

Q Could you tell me briefly about those |
'8

dinussions? For example, with whom did you have,

''
meetings from Mr. Purcell's office? !,

'
A I spoke to Owen Smith, Deputy County |

; 18 Executive. '

I'
Q We're talking at this time, Mrs.

,

20
Robinson, just about any discussions with Mr. Purcell

21
of the Nassau County Executive or his staff prior to I-

22
your beginning discussions with Mr. Sumerlin of the

: 23 Nassau Coliseum.
,

24
A That is correct.

25
; Dr. Catacosinos spoke to Mr. Purcell and

O
'

.

.

_- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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I spoke to Mr. Smith. I also believe Mr. Freilicher,

2
spoke to Mr. Smith.

Q Let's start with your conversation with

# Mr. Smith. Was that a meeting you had in person with

5 Mr. Smith?
0

A No. I spoke to him on the telephone.

I
Q It was one time?

i

8 MR. CHRISTMAN: I object to this

' line--any further questions along this line on the

| 'O ground they are irrelevant to the subject of this

'' hearing and that their probative value is nill so far

12 as I can see, on the subject of an existence of an

'' agreement or the functional adequacy of the Coliseum.
14~

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, we have

" offered by LILCO and accepted into the record

statements in Mrs. Robinson's affidavit a letter from
'

Mr. Purcell to Mr. Sumerlin talking about how the

'8 Coliseum should be used or made available to LILCO. -

'' I fail to underst,1nd how this could be s

20 an irrelevant line of questioning. It's questions

' directed and based directly upon the testimony which .

22 has been offered by LILCo.

MR. CHRISTMAN: I will point out not

24
every question the mind of man can conceive that may

8 have some link to a piece of testimony is admissible.
O
V

.
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JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you wish to be

heard, Mr. Zahnleuter?

3
MR. MILLER: Just one other quick point.

| At the beginning of the paragraph three
1 5

of Mrs. Robinson's affidavit directly brings this
'

matter into issue because she states that prior to the

7
agreement with the Nassau Coliseum there were these

a
meetings with the County Executive of Nassau County.

' That's what these questions are exploring. '

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: I would agree that the
11

question is probative and relevant.
12

JUDGE MARGULIES: Does anyone olae wish

"( 'T to be heard?
t !

,

' 'd
(Panel confers.)

'
JUDGE MARGULIES: It would appear to the

Board at this time in regard to those letters of
17

agreement where LILCO was a party, it would serve no
10

purpose to go into the conversations in which they
'

19
ultimately reaulted in the agreement between LILCO and

20
other parties.

21 But in terms of a document auch as -

2'
attachment two, where LILCO in not a party to that

23 document, and if the witness was involved in meetings,
#'

at thin time we would permit you to go in back of the
25

document to 800 what trannpired. Ao long as it
,ry

|

,.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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- continues in a material vein, we will permit the

2
question.

3
MR. MILLER: Thank you, Judge Margulies.,

#
BY MR. MILLER:

5
Q Mrs. Robinson, maybe we can cut through

6
this.

,7

Look at attachment two, if you would,
8

please, of your affidavit, which is the letter from Mr.

Purcell to Mr. Sumerlin.
,

IO
A Yes.

"
| +

Q Is it your understanding, Mrs. Robinson,
12<

that this letter reflects Mr. Purcell's approval of the

use of the Coliseum by LILCO during an emergency atm

Shoreham?
15

A Yes, it does, by LILCO and by the
'0

American Red Cross.
17

Q Is it your understanding that this
'8

| approval was rendered by Mr. Purcell on behalf of -

Nassau County?

20
A As the County Executive, absolutely.

21
Q Is it your understanding that Mr. -

22
Purcell has the authority to render such approval on

behalf of Nassau County?

24
A Mr. Purcell has been acting as the

25
County Executive of Nassau County for a good many

O .
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years. I certainly do think that he knows what he's
2

doing.

3
0 That's not my question.-

4
My question is, is it your understanding

5
that Mr. Purcell, as County Executive, has the

6
authority to make available the Nassau Coliseum for

LILCO's use?

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. It asks for
'

a legal conclusion on the part of the witness. She
10

gave her best answer already.
11

JUDGE MARGULIES: We will permit the
,

12
witness to answer, if she can.

A This is not first-hand information, but

I do know that Mr. Purcell--and I know this through Mr.

15 Smith--did consult with his County attorney before
'

writing this letter. Therefore, I assume that he
17

received a legal opinion from him, which I am not
'

18
( qualified to give. ~

19
Q Do you know, Mrs. Robinson, if Mr.

20
Purcell, as County Executive, sought the approval of

21
the Nassau County Board of Supervisors, which is the -

22
legislative body of Nassau County?

23
A For writing the letter? No, I don't

24
believe he did.

25
- Q ?; ~s. Robinson, jumping back to the

1

_ -
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'O '
[ second paragraph of your affidavit, and again to try to

cut through some of this, see if this is a fair

synopsis.

Prior to any meetings between LILCO,
5

including yourself and Mr. Sumerlin, of the NassauL

6 Coliseum, there were some meetings, either in person or
i 7

telephone, between representatives of LILCO and Mr.

I Purcell and his staff. Is that correct?

A Yes, that's correct.

10
0 And those meetings or discussions, Mrs.

Robinson, with Mr. Purcell and his staff, were for what
i

12
purpose?

. A To explain to him the problem that we

had had with identifying and relying on reception

15
centers within Suffolk County because of the political

situation in the County and the problem we had with any
#

facilities controlled by New York State; to explain to
la

him exactly what was involved in acting as a reception -

W
center, and to get his opinion on what he would do were

20
he asked for his assistance.

21
Q So, you basically asked Mr. Purcell to -

step in and help LILCO out?

A No. We asked Mr. Purcell to provide the

kind of support that was necessary to basically provide
25

for the safety of the people of the emergency planning

O

B-
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m
7 ne in Suffolk County in case of an emergency.
2

Q And Mr. Purcell told you that he would

render such assistance to LILCO, is that correct?
4

A I was not there. I have heard Mr.
5

Purcell at other meetings express his willingness--more
6

than willingness--to assist anybody who is in need of
7

that kind of help, whether they come originally from
8

Suffolk County or they live in Nassau County.

O But just with respect to these meetings

and discussions prior to your beginning discussions
"

with Mr. Sumerlin at the Coliseum, did Mr. Purcell

12
indicate to you or other LILCO representatives that he

3
would render assistance to LILCO in obtaining the

,

Coliseum as a relocation center?

15
A No. Basically what Mr. Purcell has said

16
all along is that he was willing to provide that

'
function, to provide a facility to fulfill that

function. It was never put in terms of going to him to
'

help LILCO out.

2
Q Do you know if Mr. Purcell contacted Mr.

21
Sumerlin at the Coliseum prior to LILCO contacting Mr. -

i
'

Sumerlin?

23
A Yes. I

24
Q Do you know what Mr. Purcell said, in

essence, to Mr. Sumerlin?

O
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A In essence, he told him that he uas

willing to provide that function, that he felt that Mr.

Sumerlin should meet with LILCO representatives and the
4

Red Cross representatives and work out a procedure by

5
which the Nassau Coliseum, if it was found to be an

0
adequate facility, would be used within that plan.

O And after that point, LILCO began its

discussions with Mr. Sumerlin?

A That's correct.

10
Q Was LILCO at any time, Mrs. Robinson,

11
negotiating with any facility other than or in addition

12
to Nassau Coliseum?

IOg MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. Irrelevant.
14

JUDGE MARGULIES: Would the reporter

repeat the question.

16
(Record read.)

17
JUDGE MARGULIES: You wish to respond,

18 '

counsel?
~

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, there is a

20
little history in this, but essentially, last August, I

21
believe, when we were litigating the issue of -

22 relocation centers for the first time, Mrs. Robinson,

3
as one of the LILCO witnesses, Mr. Rasbury, the Red

Cross representative, as another LILCO witness,<

25
indicated there were discussions ongoing regarding the

D(v

- .. . . _.-
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1 use by LILCO of facilities for reception monitoring<

.

2
decontamination facilities. Those facilities were not

identified to suffolk County at the time.

4
The relevance of my question now to Mrs.

5
Robinson is, number one, we're faced with a situation !

6
here where there is one facility identified by LILCO to

7-
serve as a monitoring decontamination facility for all

8
evacuees of Suffolk County. There is relevance

9
regarding whether one facility can possibly provide the

necessary equipment and facility space for all evacuees
,

'

11
from the entire EPZ population.

'
There is relevance regarding whether-

'(~') there should not be more than one facility, not just in
k,)

14
terms of size but also in terms of location, to better.

15
handle access and egress and so forth by the residents

'
of Suffolk County as they're' evacuating.

'
It seems to me it's relevant to know if

I8
LILCO has had discussions with facilities other than

~

I'
this one facility, Nassau Coliseum.

JUDGE MARGULIES: The Board will sustain

21
the objection. -

Q Mrs. Robinson, let's back up for a
L 23

moment to the Nassau County Board of Supervisors.
- 24
] Has LILCO ever met with the Nassau

'
County Board of Supervisors regarding LILCO's use of

'

.

ee9 - ei g y-g ,+--w*2 y. w , y. 7a.,--,,s. .e,--p----,m-- -- 4 % w w e---w -- --= y y--,-
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N/ the Nassau Coliseum?

A No.
3

Q Has LILCO ever requested to meet with
4

the Nassau County Board of Supervisors on that subject?

A No.
6

0 Isn't it true, Mrs. Robinson, that

7
members of the Nassau County Board of Supervisors have

indicated that Mr. Purcell, as County Executive, does

'
not have the authority to permit use of the Coliseum on

10 LILCO's behalf?
11

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. The issue
12

here is existence of a letter of agreement and the

I'N '
functional adequacy of the Nassau County Coliseum.

i4~

This question doesn't go to that issue,

15
which is the scope of this proceeding.

16
MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, we have

17
again, directly in LILCO's testimony, paragraph three

18
states--this is Mrs. Robinson's affidavit- " Prior to

*

19
the agreement embodied in attachment one, County

Executive of Nassau County advised the general manager

21
of the Coliseum that he approved the use of the -

22
Coliseum as a reception center."

_

23
It seems to me the issue of who has the

24
authority to render such approval and permission is

25
directly relevant to this proceeding. If we're

OV

.
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the Coliseum, it seems obvious to me that it's relevant

and material if that facility is even available to

LILCO's use.
.

MR. CHRISTMAN: Let me say that there is

a contract here with the Hyatt Management Corporation,

7
not with either the County Executive out there or with

8
the supervisors, and that that is what's at issue here.

9
The question had nothing to do with the

10
viability of that agreement.

11
MR. MILLER: There are also letters in

12
the record from Mr. Purcell that have been offered by

(} LILCO regarding Mr. Purcell's understanding, LILCO"s

use of that understanding, that the Coliseum would be

I
made available to LILCO.

I am now attempting to show that there

17
are other members in the government of Nassd9 County,

I8
members of the Board of Supervisors, who have the -

''
authority to rule upon the issue of the availability of

20
the Coliseum and who have spoken and said that the

'
Coliseum may not be made available and that the Board -

of Supervisors will have to make that decision, not Mr.

23
Purcell.

24
MR. CHRISTMAN: Mr. Miller, is it your

25
position in this proceeding that the public officials

O
-V

-- .. . - - - -
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\_) in Nassau County would not make a public building

available to evacuees from a radiological emergency?

3
Is that your position?

s
JUDGE MARGULIES: Counsel will direct

5
their. remarks to the Board.

6
MR. CHRISTMAN: Yes. I would like to

7
know if that is counsel's position in this proceeding.

8
That seems to be what he's trying to prove.

JUDGE MARGULIES: You may wish to

10
respond, if you want to.

11
MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, I will

12
request a Board ruling. I will respond to Board

questions.

JUDGE MARGULIES: The Board will sustain
"

the objection. We do not believe that this is the

16
proper forum to take up that issue.

From this point on, will counsel direct

'"
their remarks to the Board.

-

19
MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, at this

20
time I am handing out, through Mrs. Letsche, the copies

of two letters from members of the Nassau County Board -

of Supervisors that are directly pertinent to the issue

2
of the Coliseum's availability.

24
If my count is right, I think we were up

25
through suffolk County Exhibit 94 at the end of the

O(._ /-
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N 1
- hearings last August, so I would ask that these two

letters be marked as Suffolk County Exhibits 95 and 96.

'

JUDGE MARGULIES: Your count is
*

4
correct. The last exhibit was 94. It's my practice to

| mark documents for identification before they are

6
offered into evidence.

I would like to mark them for

identification first and identify which is which.

9
MR. MILLER: Thank you.

10
Suffolk County Exhibit 95, Judge

11
Margulies, I would ask, would be the letter dated April

12
8, 1985, from Vincent Suozzi, Mayor of Glen Cove and a

I3f member of the Nassau County Board of Supervisors.

I#
The letter was written to the Atomic

I
Safety & Licensing Board of the NRC.

JUDGE MARGULIES: That will be Suffolk

'
County Exhibit 95 for identification.

8
(Suffolk County Exhibit 95 was so marked

-

for identification.) '
,

20 MR. MILLER: Suffolk County Exhibit 96

21 for identification is a letter dated May 17, 1985, from -

22
Hannah Komanoff, who is the member of the Nassau County

23 Board o'f Supervisors, from the City of Long Beach.

24
Again, this letter is directed to the U.S. Nuclear j

25
Regulatory Commission, particularly the five

..

. _ _ - __ _
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'' commissioners of the NRC.

JUDGE MARGULIES: It will be marked

Exhibit 96 for identification.
4

(Suffolk County Exhibit 96 was so marked

5
for identification.)

6
JUDGE MARGULIES: You may proceed with

7
your examination.

8
BY MR. MILLER:

9
0 Mrs. Robinson, I would like to ask you

'O briefly to read the two letters. I think you've been

'
doing this while we've talked.

12
Have you had a chance to read the

'I3

O)
letters?

\m j4
A I skimmed through them both, yes.

15
Q Isn't it true, Mrs. Robinson, that these

16
letters reflect the fact that there has been no

17 approval given by the Nassau County Board of
18

Supervisors regarding the use of the Nassau Coliseum by
~

LILCO in the event of an emergency at Shoreham?

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. I rely on

21 4
the Board's ruling to my last objection. I rely on the -

$
22

proposition that these documents are not relevant to

the issue at issue in this proceeding, the existence of

an agreement with Hyatt Management and with the.

25
functional adequacy of the Coliseum.

Ov

._. , , . _ --_. -_ _ _ . . __ - _ _ _ _
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I object on the further ground that if

2
the County had wanted to try to get these things into

3
evidence, it could have submitted a witness and tried

4
to get them in that way and that there is no foundation

5
laid for his asking my witness about these documents

6
that he has produced very late in the game.

7
In the legal sense, in the sense of a

8
docket in this proceeding.

9
JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you wish to

10
respond, Mr. Miller?

11
MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, I have

12
shown the witness two letters. I have asked the

3~'

(s_}
witness to read the letters and comment on what the

- ,,

letters say. That's the pending question to which

15
there is an objection.

I6
I think that the witness should be

''
permitted to answer my question.

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: May I also be heard? '

JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes, Mr. Zahnleuter.

O MR. ZAHNLEUTER: I have in front of me a

21
June 10th decision by this Board entitled " Memorandum -

22
and Order Ruling on Motion of Suffolk County and State

of New York on Reconsideration and Other Relief."
#

I think there is a sentence pertinent.

It says, "Intervenors have stated that the Board would

O
9
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not hear evidence on the adequacy of the Coliseum byw

2
choosing to disregard testimony of its possible

3 unavailability. The allegation is without foundation.
,

#
Intervenors have been and will be given full

5
,

opportunity to contest LILCO's case on Contention -

6
24(o)."

I think that what Mr. Miller is
8

attempting to do is in accord and pursuant to the

' direction that you have supplied in this recent order.
10

JUDGE MARGULIES: It is not the Board's

"
intention to get into a dispute between the County

Legislator and County Executive. In our reference to

our memorandum and order, we are speaking in terms of

the unavailability because of other functions at the

is Coliseum,

16
The Board will sustain the objection. .

MR. MILLER: Very briefly, the County

la
feels compelled at this time to make an offer of proof

~

regarding these letters offered as suffolk County

20
Exhibits 95 and 96 for identification. The offer of

21
proof is made pursuant to Section 2.743, Subsection e, -

in essence, Judge Margulies, if the County would be )
| permitted to cross examine this witness regarding these

24
two proffered letters, the County would have

L demonstrated that the Nassau County Board of ,

''

O
.
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I
pervisors has not authorized in any way the use of

2
the Nassau Coliseum by LILCO as a monitoring and

'

3
decontamination center, and that under the Nassau

4
County Charter, which is the governing laws of Nassau

S
county, it lies within the authority of the Nassau

CountyBoardofSupervisorsandnottheCounty
7

Executive of Nassau County, to make a determination

8
regarding the use, permitted use of the Nassau Coliseum.

'
And, therefore, the County would have

'U shown that the Nassau Coliseum cannot legally be made

'
available for LILCO's use.

12
Judge Margulies, I would move the

'
f] admission of Suffolk County Exhibits 95 and 96 into

- V 14'
evidence.

"
MR. CHRISTMAN: I object on the grounds

that what we have is a binding agreement with Hyatt

'7
Management, plus a letter showing the commitment of the

l8
County Executive to do all he can to help people who -

"
need help in an emergency and that these documents

20
can't possibly throw any doubt on that, which is the

2
essence of our case. -

22
Therefore, I do object and certainly

23 object to the admission of these for all the grounds

24
just stated a few minutes ago.

25
JUDGE MARGULIES: The request to admit

O

- - - . . _
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' Exhibits 95 and 96 for identification into evidence is~-

denied.

3
MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies--

4
(Audience reaction.)

5
JUDGE MARGULIES: If we are going to

6
have responses like that from the spectators, I will

7
ask the police officer to remove vou.

8
MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, pursuant

9
again to Section 2.743, Subsection e, I would ask th,at

10
the proffered exhibits, Suffolk County Exhibits 95 and

11
96, be made a part of the record.

12
JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes, they will be made

'
(~'N a part of the record, Mr. Miller.
~\m) i4

MR. MILLER: Is this an appropriate time

is
for a short recess?

16
JUDGE MARGULIES: How much of a recess

'
would be in order?

MR. MILLER: Ten minutes is fine.
'

JUDGE MARGULIES: We'll take a recess
.

until 11:00 o' clock.

MR. MILLER: Thank you. -

22 (Stort recess.)
23

24
(Continued on next page.)

25

O

. - . ..
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JUDGE MARGULIES: Please come to order.2

3 Yo'1 may continue with the examination of

the witness.4

MR. MILLER: Thank you, Judge Margulies.5

BY MR. MILLER:6

Q Mrs. Robinson, the letter, which is7

e attachment two to your affidavit--that is, the letter

from Mr. Purcell to Mr. Sumerlin--was that letter9

jo requested by LILCO?
,

A No.g

Q So, to your knowledge, Mrs. Robinson,12

Mr. Purcell, on his own initiative, simply wrote to Mr.
13(~g

(_s) Sumerlin and stated the matters addressed in his letter34

of October 1, 1984?
15

A Yes.16

I think, going by the letter itself,
37

he's confirming discussions they had had.
33 _

Q Now, Mrs. Robinson, the discussions with
39

the Nassau County Chapter of the Red Cross referenced
20

in Paragraph 4 of your affidavit, were you the only2
21

.

Person on behalf of LILCO involved in those discussions?22
.

A No, I was not.
23

24 0 Who else was involved?

A Mr. Weismantle.25

7-~ Q Is there any documentation of any of4

'd'

,

i\ " s:%.m' *s r , s
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those discussions, Mr. Robinson? Notes, for example?2

A The only documentation is the letter3

which is attached, which was the culmination of those4

discussions. There were no minutes.5

0 With respect to your. discussions with6

the Hyatt Management Corporation, the same question,7

was there any documentation of those meetings or
8

discussions?9

A No, there was not.
10

Q Mrs. Robinson, paragraph 5 of yourn

affidavit, you say that the Nassau Coliseum is a sports12

and entertainment complex designed to accommodate
33

C crowds of 15,000 to 17,000 people,ja

Do you see that statement?15

A That's correct.16

0 On what is that information based?i7

A That's information received from the boxis ,

office, from Hyatt Management, of the number of people39

they seat at sporting events or concerts.20

0 You say that the Coliseum is 43 miles
21

.

from the Shoreham Plant and 33 miles from the Ten Mile22

EPZ.23

on what information is that based?24

A That was on information receivel by the
25

technical people--received by me from the technical^

U '

t ew w %
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people.2

Q Technical people at LILCO?3

A That's correct.4

Q Do you know how they derived that
5

information?6-

A They--I know that they scaled it on the
7

maps of Long Island. I believe it was driven as well.a

I know it was scaled. The reason I am specifying who9

10 did it is, I wouldn't want to rely on me to do

technical work like that.ij

Q Do you know, Mrs. Robinson, if the
12

people at LILCO drove particular routes to get to the'

m 33

Coliseum?34

A I do not know right offhand.
15

Q I gather, Mrs. Robinson, from the
33

figures in your' affidavit, paragraph 5, that from thej7

eastern edge of the EPZ, points nearby the eastern edge
,is

of the EPZ, it would be approximately 53 miles to the
i,

coliseum, is that correct?
i20

A Approximately, yes.
21

.

JUDGE MARGULIES: Excuse me. Are we
22

talking about airline miles or road miles?
23

THE WITNESS: In this case, we're
24

talking about road miles, which is why it would have25

I been scaled off on a map of the area. That's why I

: _
._ _ . . _ _ _ . - ._ __ . ~_ _ - . . - - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ - _ _ - - _ .
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said approximately 53 miles, because I have no idea if
2

there would be a direct road from the eastern boundary
3

of the EPZ to the western boundary.
4

I would have to check with somebody on
5

that.6

Q So, we're talking about road miles, Mrs.7

Robinson, but you just don't know which roads or routes: g ,

were driven?9

A And I don't want to just add a flat ten
10

miles on and tell you that that makes it 53 miles, is
ij

what I'm saying to you.
12

Yes. No, I don't know.
33

s) Q Now, in paragraph 6, Mrs. Robinson, youj,

talk about various areas of the Coliseum and the square
15

f tage, for example, of the exhibition hall. Do you
16

see all that discussion?i7

A Yes, I do.'
18 _

Q Do you know the total square footage ofg

the Coliseum?20

A No. I could add up what's in here.21
.

There is a lot of other spaces that are available, and22
,

23 -
I certainly could find out the answer for you. But

what's listed in here are just the major spaces.
24

Q Do you know how many dressing rooms,
25

locker facilities, there are at the Coliseum?

.- .. .------- ._.--_ . . - _ . ___ _ - -- . - . - _ . .-.. - . ..
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A Yes, I do.2

3 0 Could you give me that number?

A There are four locker rooms, two for4

home teams and two for visitor's teams.5

Q And--6

A And then there are also five dressing
7

rooms, which also have sanitary facilities, includingg

showers. There are also some employee locker rooms,9

which we have not counted for any purpose, so I10

ii
wouldn't know exactly how many showers or toilets are

in those.12

Q Mrs. Robinson, is it your understanding
,_. 33
i

\ that LILCO would have access to all four locker rooms
i4

and all five dressing rooms at the Coliseum during an
is

emergency at Shoreham?
16

A If required, yes. Our basic plan relies37

on using only the visitor's dressing rooms.
_is

Q My question was prompted by attachment 5i,

t y ur affidavit, and I see the flow chart.
20

It does appear that you are indicating
21

.

just that the two visitors' locker rooms would be used.
22

A As I said, that is the basic plan, but
23

we would have access to all spaces and facilities at24

the Coliseum should they be needed.25

Q Why is it planned just to use the two

a

._. . . . . .
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visitor locker rooms?
2

A Because in the preparation of the
3

procedures, it was decided that those were adequate.4

Q could you tell me how many shower5

facilities there are in those two locker rooms?6

A Yes. There are six in each,7

s Q A total of 12 shower facilities?

A In those,9

There is also six each in the home
io

dressing rooms--in the home locker rooms, and anothern
ten in the dressing rooms.

12

Q If I read your flow chart correctly,
13p

'd Mrs. Robinson, attachment five, the evacuees would beja

monitored prior to reaching the locker rooms and that,
is

also, in the locker rooms themselves, is that correct?
16

A That's correct.j7

Q I am looking at your flow chart,ig
.

attachment five. As the evacuees come into the
39

Coliseum, they are monitored. They proceed on to the
20

locker rooms. Would it just be evacuees who are21
.

22 contaminated that would go into the locker room

facilities?23

A That's correct.24

Q And all the other evacuees would just25

proceed--

O ,
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A Into the arena lobby.2

3 0 How does LILCO Intend to segregate the

contaminated and non-contaminated evacuees?4

A I am not sure what you--
5

0 I am looking at the flow chart again.6

here appears to be one hall which leads to the locker
7

rcoms. It appears that contaminated individuals would
8

be directed into the locker rooms and non-contaminated9

individuals would simply proceed into the arena area.
io

Is there any method for segregatingn

individuals--12
,

A Well, the method--the basic method
13

Id' that's used is, after monitoring, those upon whom thereja

is found no contamination are issued a clean tag and
is

then proceed through to the arena lobby. The areas are
16

very discrete because of the structure itself, of thei7

Coliseum. But wherever necessary, there will bejg
,

boundaries drawn up with the stanchions and the yellowj9

and magenta rope. And there will be a number of LILCO
20

security personnel stationed at any possible points
21

.

where there could be confusion, where the groups could
22

mingle.
23

Within our own procedures, those check
24

points are very clearly delineated, and security25

m personnel assigned to those.

.
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0 Mrs. Robinson--I am not being very
2

clear--looking at the flow chart, attachment five,
3

there is one hallway which leads to all points within
4

the Coliseum. All evacuees would begin at that
5

hallway, where you have the G-13. Do you see that?
6

A No. Only persons with contamination
7

a would be passing by G-13.,
Persons who had been found to not be9

contaminated would be going through where it says G-9,104

G-10, and then there is an arrow to the arena. Thosey

would be the people who would be going into the arena
12

lobby, to where the Red Cross would be stationed if
13

V they needed congregate care.y

Only persons found to have
15.

Contaminadon--dere is a shod stahcase just to my -

16

side of G-13. It's about four steps upward. And
37

persons found to have any contamination would be
,is

directed up those steps and past G-13. It's a very
39

discrete pattern.
20

0 It's not indicated on attachment five to
21

.

y ur affidavit, Mrs. Robinson, but can you tell me22

where evacuees would first be monitored?23

A In the receiving area.24

0 Which is before the G-13 at the bottom25

p of the page?

0,

-- - - - -- - -
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A Well, in the lower left-hand corner of2

3 the page is an area shown as a receiving area. That's

only a very small part of the receiving area which is4

shown on this flow chart. It's a very large,5

concrete-floored area. And that's where the evacuees6

would be monitored as they came in.7

0 Now, all evacuees that would not be
8

contaminated would be directed to the left and through
9

the area where there is G-10 and into the arena.jg

Correct?3i

A Yes. There would be tables set up along12
4

there. They would come through there--some of the
33

b)( record keepers would log their names and issue them
i4

clean tags as they pass through to the Red Cross.
15

0 Evacuees who would be determined to be
16

contaminated would be directed along this path where it
17

says "To Contaminated Area"; correct?
,ig

A That's correct.j9

0 They are monitored again where it says
20

"G-15. I guess that's a check point also. Is that
21

.

right?
22

A The check point over there--G-15 is a
23

security post, not a monitoring post. That's a
24

security post.
25

0 I see the X. By the key, "X" meansg
b-

. - -. . .
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m nitors.
2

A
3 The reason for this G-15 is the security

4 post. 'That's past the monitor. The monitor is at the

'S check point before G-15 and that's for persons who

6 would need transportation to a hospital.

Q Are you telling me, G-15, the security7

g person at G-15 should not be on this attachment?

A No. What I'm saying to you is G-159

10 refers to the security post not to the monitoring.

n That's what I'm trying to say. There is a monitor

there but G-15 does not refer to him.12

Q The monitoring personnel in that area,
i3(s

\ what are they looking for if the evacuees have already34

been monitored back before they come into the area
15

where contaminated individuals are to be proceeded?
16

A One of the things they are looking for37
,

at that point is someone who has thyroid
,

jg

contamination. And they would be transported-to aj,
.

hospital.
20

Q Are you saying that evacuees would not21
.

initially be monitored in the receiving area for22

thyroid contamination?23

A Yes, they would. But if they had24

25 thyroid--if-it showed up as, thyroid contamination and
it was not on their clothing or on their shoes, at that

V .

,
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point they would be transported by ambulance to a2

hospital.
3

Q Let me just try to quickly one more4

5 time--Mrs. Robinson, thyroid monitoring would be

6 performed at both the beginning, in the receiving area,

7 and also up by the security personnel at G-15. Correct?

A Yes.8

Q Why is it performed at both places?9

A In the receiving area, what you are10
1

trying to determine is if the person has anyij

contamination at all, whether it's in the thyroid, on
12

their clothing, on their skins, on their shoes. You
13

\j just want at that point to determine if there is anyja

contamination.15

At the check point, you are trying to16

narrow it down still further.37

Q If at the check point individuals were
is ,

found to have contamination of the thyroid, they then
39

w uld be transported to a hospital?
20

A By ambulance. Yes.
21

.

Q All ther evacuees contaminated of any22

kind would proceed on to the shower. Is that correct?23

A That's correct. They would go on to the24

visitor's locker room. At that point, they would be
25

.

asked to take out their outer clothing. I have been

b

- - . . . _ _ . . -. .
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inf rmed by our consultants that experience has shown
2

in the vast majority of cases the contamination would
3

be on the clothing. They would then be remonitored.4

If they still showed contamination, they would go into
5

the shower. Yes.o

Q All these security personnel that are
,7

indicated on this flow chart, those would be LILCOg

'

LERIO personnel. Correct?9

A That's correct.to

Q As would the monitors and so forth in
ii

the locker rooms?12

A That's correct.7- i3

?]\ O If someone discards their clothing, goesu

through the shower and contamination still shows up,
15

what happens at that point?
16

A The process is repeated a total of four
37

times. If at that point there still appears to be skin
ig ,

contamination, the person is given disposable clothing,
i,

escorted back to that check point and an ambulance is
20 n

'#
requested to take them to a hospital for

21
.

decontamination.22
i

Q Do ymt know, Mrs. Robinson, where the
23

water that would be used in these shower facilities to24

wash down contaminated individuals goes?
25

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. It's not

O
.
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2 relevant to the issue in this proceeding, which is the

3 functional adequacy of the Coliseum.

JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you wish to4

respond, Mr. Miller?
5

MR. MILLER: I think I will just repeat6

what I've said before, Judge Margulies, which is that7

it seems to me'directly relevant.g
,

9 We're discussing how evacuees are going
1

to be decontaminated. We're discussing the facility10

'

11 where that decontamination is, under LILCO's hope, to

take place. It seems to me part of the decontamination
12

. process as just described by Mrs. Robinson is the

scrubbing and showering of individuals. I have asked

where the water used in that process goes to, that
15

water which would necessarily be also contaminated,16

(Panel confers.)j j7

i
! JUDGE MARGULIES: The Board overrulesis ,

the objection in terms of where the water initially*

f 39

g es within the Coliseum as still within the purview of
20

24(o).21
.

A The water would go into the drainage22,

system, into the sanitary sewer system.
23-

I think that you used a word, however,24

in your question, that I did not use in my answer.
25

That is, there is no scrubbing involved. Where we're

.
-
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sending people is just to take a shower. Nothing2

beyond a normal wash or shower would be done at the
3

Coliseum.4

0 Mrs. Robinson, this sanitary sewer
S

6 system you just referred to, does that system serve

just the Nassau Coliseum? |
7

A Nassau Coliseum has a sanitary drainageg

system which feeds into the larger sewer system under9

Nassau County and, ultimately, through treatment plants10

and into the Atlantic Ocean.11

0 Are there any provisions by LILCO or12,

Nassau County, to your knowledge, Mrs. Robinson, for13

y eliminating any radioactive contaminants that may be in

the water supply from the washing process at the Nassau15

Coliseum?
16

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. Outside thej7
-

scope of the issue here.jg
_

(Panel confers.)| .

39

JUDGE MARGULISS: The Board will sustain20

that objection.
21

.

0 Mrs. P t,it c 1, you would agree with me,22

23 would you not, that if you have individuals who are

contaminated from an accident at Shoreham and those.. 24

individuals proceed to the Coliseum, where they are25

decontaminated through this shower process, that there

O

,
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could be a possible release of radioactive materials
2

3 into the sewer system through the shower facilities at

the Coliseum?4

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. Beyond the5

| 6 scope of the issue to be heard in this proceeding.

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, this
-

7
f

a question goes directly to the adequacy of the Nassau

9 Coliseum, which is the issue that this Board has

- jo re-opened this proceeding for.

MR. CHRISTMAN: The issue of theg

adequacy to accommodate the anticipated evacuees, and12

this has nothing to do with that.'O
V MR. MILLER: If LILCO has no provisions,

34

Judge Margulies, to deal with the contaminants that
15

could proceed into the water supply system of Nassau16

37 County, the Nassau Coliseum, by definition, could not

.18 be rules to be an adequate facility for its use during
,

an emergency at Shoreham39

(Panel confers.)<-
20

JUDGE MARGULIES: Objection overruled.
21

.

THE WITNESS: could you please repeat22

your question, Mr. Miller?23

0 I think my question, Mrs. Robinson, is,24

would you agree with me that if you have individuals25

p who became contaminated during an accident at Shoreham,
d

.
. .
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( who then proceed to the Nassau Coliseum, where such2

3 contamination would be eliminated or reduced through

the showering process that you've described, isn't it a4

5 fact that there is a possibility that radioactive

6 contaminants could flow into the water supply

surrounding the Nassau Coliseum?7

A In that case, it would be dealt with by8

9 the vast dilution as the New York State Department of |

10 Health has issued its opinion in other cases.

n Q You say it would be eliminated by the

vast dilution. Is that--12

A I didn't say eliminated. I said dealt,m 13

ja with by the dilution,

0 Do you consider yourself, Mrs. Robinson,is

16 an expert to discuss the subject of dilution of

radioactive materials?37

A
ig I am relying on technical consultant,

.

and also the copies of two letters which I have seenj9

l fr m Mr. Davidoff, of the Radiological Emergency20

21 Preparedness Group of the New York State Department of
.

Health.t 22

0 That's not discussed in your affidavit,23

is it, Mrs. Robinson?24

A No, it's not.25

Q Mrs. Robinson, you also mentioned thatg
V

.

''
-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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individuals would be asked to discard their clothing
2

because generally that's where radioactivity appears.3

Is that correct?4

A Yes. As I said, I have been informed5

that in the vast majority of cases any contamination6

would be on the clothing.7

Q Could you tell me--let's assume again
8

9 that you have contaminated individuals, they go to the

Coliseum, they are asked to discard their clothing and10

n the clothing is indeed radioactive. At that point,

what happens to the clothing of these individuals?12

A The clothing would be transported to the
. 33
.[_ )
\m,/ Shoreham site for disposal as radioactive waste on they

Shoreham site.
is

0 Transported to the Shoreham site for
16

disposal in what way?j7

A There are technical procedures for
,

ig

wrapping it and transporting that kind of low-level
i9

solid material to the' site.20

0 So, you understand there are procedures21
.

for dealing with radioactive clothing?
22

A Yes. I have been so informed.23

0 Are you qualified to discuss those24

procedures, Mrs. Robinson?
25

A In detail? No, I am not. I am justf-s

\_)
*
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relying on the fact that persons who are qualified and2

3 who have, in fact, testified in this proceeding, have

informed me of that.4

Q These procedures are nowhere discussed
5

6 in your affidavit, are they?

A No, they are not.
7

0 Mrs. Robinson, if I understand you8

correctly, you are telling me that after an accident at9

Shoreham where there has been a radioactive release,
10

someone is going to transport clothing back to theij

Shoreham site for disposal?
12

A Ultimately, that's how it would be
13

'
%/ disposed of, yes.

i4

0 Ultimately. So, it may stay for some
is

time at the Nassau Coliseum?16

A When you say some time, I don't know17

what you are referring to.
,ig

O I am asking what you mean when you tell
i9

me it would be transported back to the Shoreham site.
20

When would it be transported back?
21

.

A As I say, there is a process for
22

containment of the clothing or whatever other solid
23

materials there are at the coliseum or any other
24

off-site. Those are covered in the procedures of the
25

on-site preparedness. I am not familiar with them.p)L.
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0 To again try to cut through this, Mrs.2

Robinson, it's true, isn't it, that you just don't know3

how long the radioactive clothing could remain at the4

Coliseum?5

A I can't give you a specific time. No.6

7 0 Going back to page 2 of your affidavit,

Mrs. Robinson, you mention again, looking at thatg

distance, the 43 miles from the Shoreham Plant and 339

miles from the EPZ boundary to the Nassau Coliseum--do10

n you see that reference in paragraph 57

A Yes.12

0 Isn't it a fact, Mrs. Robinson, that the13

D roadways between the EPZ and the Nassau Coliseum are14

congested with traffic even under normal conditions?
15

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. This is16

clearly beyond the scope of the issue in this hearing,
37

as evidenced by the Board's first order re-opening the
,is

record.39

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, I will20

briefly respond.
21

.

Again, I think it's directly relevant.22

I think it's relevant because in the testimony, in the23

affidavit of Mrs. Robinson, the distance to the24

Coliseum is addressed. I assume the distance is there
25

just so the Board can be made aware of the fact that

'%.)
,

1

J
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people'have td travel some distance to get to the
2

3 facility LILCO intends to use. I am asking a question

which bears directly upon the travel that people would4

have to undertake to get to this location, and I am5

asking whether those people can get there in a timely6

-manner, which is directly pertinent under New Reg. 654,7

I think Section J-12..g

JUDGE MARGULIES: The Board will sustain9
,

the objection.to

Q Is it true, Mrs. Robinson, that theg

Nassau Coliseum is located within a heavilyLpopulated
12

area?
33

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. Same,,

reason. Functional adequacy of the facility to
15

accommodate the expected general evacuees.
16

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, I keepi7

la hearing these words from counsel for LILCO. It doesn't
,

seem possible to me that, if the-Nassau Coliseum would
~

j,

be transported to New Haven, Connecticut, it could be
20

found to be an adequate facility by this Board.'

21
.

It might be adequate within the four
22

walls of that Coliseum. Maybe the Board will reach
23

that. determination, after hearing the facts and-24

evidence. But there has to be some attempt by the
25

Board to look at other factors which bear upon the

O

|
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suitability of that facility. Those factors have to2

include the distance from the Shoreham Plant and the3

fact that residents of Suffolk County would have to4

travel through congested roadways, populated areas, to5

get to that facility.6

(Panel confers.)7

JUDGE MARGULIES: The Board's ruling has
8

'
been that the proceeding involves the facility itself9

and its immediate environs. To the extent that your3g

question may relate to the immediate environs, it wouldn
be proper.

12

As we said before, matters involving the
33

parking lots and things of that sort would bev 34

pertinent. That doesn't extend beyond the immediate15

environs.16

MR. CHRISTMAN: Judge, I will renew myi7

objection. I think he's talking about the
,

ig

neighborhood, people who live around the Coliseum.
39

None of them live in the parking lot or grounds of the
20

facility. I think his question is improper.
21

.

MR. MILLER: The question pending, Judge
22

Margulies, is, isn't it a fact that the Nassau Coliseum
23

is located within a heavily populated area.
24

I think that, obviously, includes the
| 25

immediate environs of the Coliseum and I stipulate

-)

. , __ _ _ .__ __ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __._ - __. . . _
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that people do not live in the parking lots at the
2

Nassau Coliseum.3

JUDGE MARGULIES: We will permit the4

question.5

A Well, the immediate environs, in my6

mind--I think you're going to have to bear with me--the7

immediate area is not heavily populated. There areg

some office buildings across Hempstead Turnpike,9

European American Bank. To the immediate north there's10

ii
some very large parking lots and open spaces, what used

to be airplane hangars belonging to Nassau Community.12

College, and a Suffolk--rather, a Nassau County Police
33p.

d Department garage. Then there is Hofstra University
34

and a number of ball fields to the west. The
is

Meadowbrook Parkway and some open space to the east.
16

Q Mrs. Robinson, it's true, isn't it, that
j7

there are two colleges within the immediate area of the
,

,g

Nassau Coliseum?j9

A Hofstra University is to the west and
20

Nassau County Community College is to the north,
21

-

n rtheast.22

0 It's true, isn't it, that there is
23

substantial amount of high rise commercial property,
24

office buildings immediately in the area of the
25

Coliseum?
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A The only ones that I can think of that2

are in the immediate--what I would consider the3

immediate area, are the European American Bank4

5 buildings. Then there is the Marriott Hotel which is

immediately to the east. But that's not--quite6

truthfully, I just don't remember how many stories high7

they are. I can only remember the EAB towers.
8

9 Q Maybe you can tell me how you are

defining "immediately," Mrs. Robinson.io

A Certainly. As I said, I was there on
33

Sunday, driving around, just to get the feel of the
12

access roads and the area, and I would say what I'm
, 33

(_,/. counting as immediate is what I can see from the limits
34

of the property and its immediate surrounding access15

roads. That's what I remember seeing.to

17 0 Can you tell me, Mrs. Rcbinson, has

18 LILCO conducted any study or analysis of any kind of
,

the traffic conditions in the immediate environs of the
i9

Coliseum?
20

A To a limited extent, yes.
21

.

Q Are you talking about your survey of the
22

parking lot?23

A The parking lot and a survey of the24

immediate access points, yes. A number of access
25

t

points, gates.-s

'

\s,/

I

|

i
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0 The second survey, the survey of the
2

access points from the Coliseum, that is not discussed3

in your affidavit, is it?4

A No. It was--5

0 That is the question. It's not6

discussed in your affidavit?7

A No.g

0 Mrs. Robinson, on page 3 of your9

affidavit, you say that Hyatt Management advised LERIO10

it would take no more than one to one and a half hoursj3

to completely clear the Coliseum and its parking lot.12

Do you see that?
'

_7_ 33

( )v A Yes, I do.y

0 were you advised of this by Hyatt
is

Management?
16

A By Colonel Sumerlin, yes.37

0 You were personally advised of this?
,

ig

A I had heard him say it, and he h as alsoi9

advised other people at LILCo. Yes.
20

0 Was Mr. sumerlin talking about any kind
21

.

of event that could be held at the Coliseum?22

A He was talking about any event in which
23

there was public present at the Coliseum and it was
24

sold out to capacity. Yes.
25

O When he said that the Coliseum could be

\

- . .- - - - _ _ - . _ - - ._. . . _ - . - - _ . _ - - _ - .
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cleared, is he talking about cleared of people who
2

3 attended, or cleared of equipment, such as boats or

autos if that happened to be the event going on at the--4

A No. At that point what--what we are
5

talking about here are members of the'public, their
6

vehicles that they came in. You know, that kind of
7_

things.
g

Q There are events at the Coliseum, aren't
9

there, Mrs. Robinson, such as boat shows and antiquein

auto shows?ij

A Yes, there are, which is why we do not
12

rely on being able to use either the exhibition-hall ori3
I.the arena floor in our procedures.

34

Q You rely on using the arena floor to
15

some extent. It shows up on your flow diagram, which
16

.is attachment five?i7
,

A When you're at the Coliseum and you walkis *
a

I through it, where those arrows are, are a corridor
39

,

between the arena floor and the seats. Those are
i 20
i.

vacant. That's not actually the floor. The; 21
.

.

I designation of arena floor really is just a designation
22

d

: showing the location. But the people are shown as
23

walking around a corridor, which would be available
i . 24

even if it was in the middle of a hockey game.
i 25
:

| . Q Does LILCO, or do you have any

:
!
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documentation, Mrs. Robinson, regarding this2

one-and-a-half-hour estimate to clear the Coliseum and3

its parking. lot?
4

A No. Our own study, which was done by a5

6 Consultant, showed the parking lot cleared within 45

minutes. We believe Nr. Sumerlin's estimate is very7

conservative. But we also don't think there is anybodya

more familiar with it than he is.9

10 0 To your knowledge, what Mr. Sumerlin has

stated is that, under any event that there could be at3j

the Coliseum, the Coliseum and its parking lot would be
12

cleared within one and one half hours?
13

L A Of the public and their vehicles. Yes.y

0 You go on and you talk about your
15

consultant, LILCO's consultant, which you say clocked
16

the clearing of the parking lot after a New York
37

Islanders hockey game and determined that the lot had
,

ig

been cleared within approximately 45 minutes.
39

Do you see that?
20

A Yes, I do.
21

.

0 Just tell me who the LILCO consultant22

23 was.

A A pr fessional person named Ed Canfield.
24

0 Is he a LILCO employee?
25 ,

A No, he's not. He works for a consultant

b
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to the company.2

Q A consultant in what capacity? What is3

his--4

A He's an engineer.5

Q A traffic engineer?
6

A No. He was not out there plotting any
7

kind of traffic patterns. What he was doing was, he
g

was there literally with a stop watch, and listened to9

the game on the radio and literally timed when he sawin

people coming out, when the game ended and when he saw
ij

the last car leave.12

So, he did not try in any way to
i3

V approve, disapprove or survey the patterns. It wasy

simply for time.
15

0 If I understand you correctly, Mrs.
16

Robinson, this individual was at the Coliseum duringi7

this hockey game and when people started coming from
,is

the game, he started his stop watch and when he felt
i9

the lot had cleared, he stopped the stop watch?
20

A When he visibly saw the lot had cleared
21

.

and the Nassau County Police Department had left their
22

posts and it was over, that's when he stopped it, yes.
23

And he timed it.
24

0 This hockey game you say took place on
25

January 8th of this year. That was a Tuesday, correct?
O,
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A I believe so. I don't remember the day2

of the week.3
,

Q That game was a night game, correct?4

A Yes, it was.
5

0 You would agree, I assume, Mrs.
6

Robinson, with me that during the evening, say around7

11:00 o' clock, when a hockey game would be over, thereg

9 is probably less traffic around an area like the Nassau

Coliseum than during the normal course of the day?in

n Would you agree with that?

A Are you saying that--and please explain
12

this for me--that at the end of a hockey game there
,_ j3

(ms) would be less traffic around the Coliseum than on--3,

0 Let's say there's a hockey game in
is

Progress, not quite over. It's at night, a weekend,
16

11:00 o' clock at night or 10:30 at night, whatever time
37

the hockey games usually end.
.is

Would you agree with me there is less
j,

traffic on the roadways around the Nassau Coliseum
20

than, for example, at 5:00 o' clock in the afternoon?
21

.

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. I believe
22

this question goes beyond the immediate environment23

and into the world beyond.24

He's trying to extend the traffic issue
25

into the area.

O

, _. _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ , _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ , _ . . . _ _ . . _ . . . . _ . -
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MR. MILLER: I will limit my question to2

the immediate environment.. I am talking about traffic3

right in the area of the Nassau Coliseum. Traffic4

-5 comparatively speaking--looking at traffic ten minutes

6 before the hockey game ends, at 11:00 o' clock at night,

and looking at traffic in the middle of the day in that7

same area.a

JUDGE MARGULIES: Objection overruled.9

A I am not a traffic engineer, butjo

intuitively, I would have to agree.
33

0 You would agree with me, Mrs. Robinson,
12

that when individuals come from a hockey game, they are
33

,

O(J
!

going in one direction to begin with, at least, andja

that is, out of that parking lot and to their homes.
i 15
!

| In other words, you don't have traffic
16

moving into the Coliseum parking lots as well as moving
37

i

| is out of those parking lots. Correct?
,

A That's correct. This was a measurement39

of how long it would take to clear the parking lot.20

| Q This 45-minute exercise that was21
.

conducted by this consultant--there is no documentation
22

f that, I assume.
23

A I ust--I have a memo from him. It was24

n t a formal study that was ever filed with the Board.
25

O Mrs. Robinson, I just want to go briefly

b

- - - -. . _ _ . - _ _ - . _ - _ -_ _ . - - -
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through the attachments to your affidavit, just go2

3 through them in order, starting with attachment one.

I believe you told me at the beginning,4

this morning, Mrs. Robinson, that this letter was
5

drafted by attorneys for LILCO. Is that correct?6

A This is the letter from Dr. Catacosinos
7

to Mr. Sumerlin? Yes, it was.g

9 Q In the second paragraph, Mrs. Robinson,

10 it says that Hyatt is agreeing to allow LILCO to use

33 the coliseum, consisting of the Nassau Veterans

12 Memorial Coliseum building and all parking lots and

immediately surrounding property.
33

'y Do you see that?j,

A Yes.
15

0 can you tell me what is meant by the
16

"immediately surrounding property"?i7

A The access roads, any paved or unpavedis ,

areas which happen to be part of the coliseum property,
,9

within that property, as well as, obviously, the
20

parking lots and the building itself.
21

.

0 Do you mean by "immediately surrounding22

property" anything different from the parking lots?23

A There are parts of the property which24
'

25 are not delineated as parking lots. There are

concourse, there are other paved and unpaved areas that

LJ

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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2 are not delineated as parking lots.

3 Q In the next paragraph there is a

reference to the fact that LILCO will identify the4

| 5 Coliseum in its plan and brochures and other

6 information distributed to the public.

7 Do you see that?

! A Yes, I do.g

Q Does LILCO still intend to iden ify the9

10 Coliseum in its public information brochures and other

information distributed to the public?
ii

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. I don't see
12

where that involves the functional adequacy of the
33I

V Coliseum.i4

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, it's a15

question so directly related to a statement attached to16

37 Mrs. Robinson's affidavit that I just have to believe

it must be a relevant question.is ,

JUDGE MARGULIES: We will permit thei,

question. It seems to be getting away from the focus
20

21 of the hearing, but you may ask the question.
.

A Yes. We plan to identify it in public
22

inf rmation, public education and public information.
23

24 Q You plan to identify the Coliseum in the

Public information brochures and so forth?25

A That's correct.q
\.)

,
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Q In the next paragraph, Mrs. Robinson,
2

you talk about that you will perform monitoring and
3

decontamination at the Coliseum or surrounding
4

5 . property, including the use of showers in the building
and Waterworks on the property. Do you see that?

6

A Yes, I do.
7

Q What waterworks are you talking about
g

there?,

A Well, one, specifically, is a hydrant
10

that it is possible could be used for washing downji

vehicles. That's not our most current plant, but that
12

was why it was included.
em 13

Q That hydrant is where, Mrs. Robinson?\m/ u

A It's off the concourse area. You could
15

not see it on this plan. It's off the concourse area
16

and it's between the actual Coliseum building and the
37

Marriott Hotel. There's a hydrant.
18 .

0 Is it somewhere in the parking lots
39

around the Coliseum?
20

A It's--actually, there is a large
21

.

concourse area to the east of the Coliseum. Within
22

that, there is like a loop road. It's right there. It
23

is not actually in the parking lot.
24

25

(Continued on next page.)
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BY MR. MILLER:
2

0 It's on the Coliseum's property?
3

A Yes, it is.
4

0 Other than one hydrant, was anything
5

else meant by the use of the term " waterworks"?6

A Anything involving sinks, toilets --7

whatever sanitary facilities that involve water.g

0 This-hydrant is the only one that you9

know of outside the building; is that correct?10

A The only one that's included in our
ii

P anning,l12

0 Mrs. Robinson, I thought you just said ao 13

moment ago that the hydrant you are describing was not'

ja

Presently part of --
is

e Mme dat we Mst staded
16

working on procedures for using the Coliseum, we had
37

P anned to use that hydrants for washing vehicles,l
18 ,

potentially decontaminating vehicles. It is still not
i9

totally ruled out that at some point, we might want to20

do that. So, that's why it's included. That's the
21

.

only hydrant for it.22

0 Mrs. Robinson, on page two of attachment23

1, there is a paragraph entitled " Access."24

It says, "LILCO will be given reasonable25

access to the Coliseum upon notification by LILCO to

V

.- .- . - - _ _ - _ _ _ . _ - - . . . - - .
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Hyatt or the County that a radiological emergency2

exists at Shoreham."3

Do you see that?4

A Yes.5

0 How do you define reasonable access?6

A That is a -- refers to time. When we7

discussed this with Mr. Sumerlin -- I sometimes callg

him Colonel Sumerlin because of his military9

background. To him, immediate meant within 15ig

minutes. He felt that that was not doable. He wantedij

the term " reasonable," and that was how we had come12
,

originally to discussing how long it would take thep_ 33
i 1

(_/ Coliseum and parking lots. He said it could take asg

much as an hour and a half.
is

So, I would Say We defined " reasonable"16

as between 15 minutes and an hour and a half,
37

0 May I ask you this?is ,

The determination regarding when accessp,

will be given to LILCO, that determination, I assume,
20

will be made by the Coliseum, Mr. Sumerlin or his21
.

Personnel; is that correct?
22

A I don't think so, but I am not
23

absolutely certain that I understand your question.24

0 The determination as to when LILCO will25

be given access to the Coliseum in the event of an

\

l
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emergency at Shoreham, that determination would be made
2

by Mr. Sumerlin or his staff; is that correct?
3

A No. Upon notification of Hyatt4

-5 Management by LILCO, by LERO, LILCO, from that point

on, will have reasonable access to the Coliseum. There6

is no further decision to be made. This is just a
7

reference to the time frame in which it would beg

9 possible.

Q- Does LILCO'have a key to the Coliseum?10
}

A That is not necessary. There is 24 hour
ii

security there.
12

Q. I assume that once you notify the
33

Coliseum of the emergency, that then someone still has
i4

t decide when LILCO will be given the access, and it
15

I would be reasonable access.
j3 ,

That determination has to be made by the
j7

Coliseum; is that correct?18 ,

A No. No, I -- again, I am not absolutelypg

certain that I am understanding your question, but as I
20

i
understand, that is not correct.

21
.

LILCO personnel would begin arriving at
22

the Coliseum. The Hyatt Management would be notified.
23

4

24 In fact, it is entirely possible that LERO personnel
.

would arrive at the Coliseum and be inside the building25

before that notification was even made to Hyatt

O.

i

b

-,9- .,, - - - - -- .-. , , _ . ,..w-. -w.-.-.--- ,re. w,_ -- ,---.m.,c ..r-%. -+-m-,..,-m. --..-~.---.._yw___-_,3.--- r_, - - , ---m w.. -, yi.----
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Management. And in our procedures, we account for
2

that, for calling in to make that kind of
3

notification. It's an automatic process. It gets4

itself going. There is no decision making at that
S

point.6

Q This notion of access, we talked about
7

how the coliseum is booked for sporting ora

entertainment events.9

A That's correct.in

Q Do you know, on average, the number of
ij

dates per year that events are booked at the Coliseum?
12

A I can't give you days. I can give youi3

percentage calculations that show on an average -- let34

me just check the numbers to make sure.
is

The arena floor is in use 60 percent of
16

the time. That doesn't mean there is an event goingi7

on, but there might be ice down for a hockey game. And
is ,

the exhibition hall is not available 30 percent of the
39

time, which is why we don't rely on them. They could
20

be used if available, but we do not rely on those
21

.

22 spaces.

I could get somebody to calculate it for
23

you in days, but you know I'm terrible in arithmetic,24

so I will stick with the percentages that I was given.
25

Q Mrs. Robinson, would you look at

O.
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attachment 2 to your affidavit.2

A The letter from Mr. Purcell to Mr.3

Sumerlin?4

Q Yes.5

6 Mrs. Robinson, let's go on to attachment

3. I think we covered attachment 2 already.7

Attachment 3 is Dr. Cordaro's letter to8

9 Mr. Rasbury of the Red Cross, dated October 23, 1984,

it's titled " Letter agreement for use of the Coliseum10

ii by the American Red Cross."

A That's correct.12

Q It says, Mrs. Robinson, in the secondi3

paragraph, that -- about half way down - "The Americanja

Red Cross will provide information and assistance to
15

evacuees as required."
16

Do you see that statement?j7

A Y'8'
18 .

0 Could you just briefly describe to me39

the information and assistance that would be provided20

by the Red Cross?
21

.

A The Red Cross will provide what they22

normally do in any emergency, as per their own73

24 procedures, which is basically anything that evacuees

would need for their physical well being.
t 25

They provide first aid, they provide

n/
| x-
.

i

L
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counseling, they provide congregate care, food,2

clothing.
3

0 Mrs. Robinson, is it fair to say that4

the following sentence, which says "The American Red5

Cross Will provide staff to assist evacuees and to6

direct evacuees to congregate care centers," that that
7

sentence more or less summarizes the duties expected ofa

the Red Cross by LILCo?9

A That's correct. They will assist10

evacuees, as they normally do.
ji

0 It says that "The evacuees would be
12

directed to congregate care centers operated by the Red
33

(_- Cross, chosen from among those on the list providedg

with the letter of agreement between LILCO and the Redis

Cross, dated July 25, 1984."16
,

Do you see that statement?i7

A Yes.ig ,

0 That list of facilities, Mrs. Robinson,
j,

was previously attached to LILCO's location center
20

testimony entered into the record last summer; is that
21

.

correct?22

MR. CHRISTMAN: I am going to object
23

here, just so I don't lose my right to. I have been
24

assuming these questions are leading up to a question
25

about the functional adequacy of the Coliseum to allow

G
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the Red Cross to do these things. I haven't heard such
2

a question yet. I think we're now getting into
3

congregate care centers, so I will make any first4

objection right now, just to be sure.
5

JUDGE MARGULIES: It's still a6

preliminary question and you may proceed.
7

Q Mrs. Robinson, let me ask again, theg

list that's referenced in this letter is the same list -

9

which was, I believe, attachment 4 to LILCO's testimonyin

n which you, in part, sponsored last August regarding

relocation center issues; is that correct?
12

A I don't remember the number of thei3

attachment, but it is the list.i,

Q Going into the next paragraph, Mrs.
15

Robinson, again, the Red Cross is talked about and it
16

says "The Red. Cross staff at congregate care centersi7

will be trained to send any evacuee who has not been
18 ,

monitored, should any find his way to a congregate care
i,

center without first going to the Coliseum, back to the
20

Coliseum for monitoring prior to accepting him into the
21

.

congregate care centers."
22

Do you see that?
23

A Yes, I do.
24

0 It says that "The location of the
25

congregate care centers will not be included in the
o
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Public information materials. All evacuees will be2

3 directed to the Coliseum"; correct?

A That's correct. All evacuees who need4

3 any kind of assistance from the Red Cross would be

directed to come to the Coliseum.6
1 .

Q We will get to that later.7 ,

The question I want to ask now, Mrs.a

9 Robinson, is, everything that I have been asking you -

about in this letter between Dr. Cordaro and Mr.10

it Rasbury, obviously, assumes the availability of

12 congregate care centers for use by the Red Cross during

an emergency at Shoreham; is that correct?i3

A That is a normal assumption in thei4

United States, yes.
15

Q Let me ask you, Mrs. Robinson, in
16

'
37 assuming the availability of these congregate care

.

18 centers, what information do you rely upon, what
,

statements have been given to you, regarding thei9

availability of such facilities?
20

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. Now we are
21

.

in congregate care centers. It is beyond the scope of,22
'

the issue to be heard here.23

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, again I24

respond very briefly by noting that I am asking25

n questions, limited questions, I think, directly

U

_
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2 pertinent and relevant to the very material which has
, v

3 'been attached to Mrs. Robinson's affidavit, and my

4 questions go directly to the implementability of

5 LILCO's plan, the workability of that plan, which is

the issue this board has to decide.6,

7 My questions are brief but they are,

important and certainly relevant.'

e

9 JUDGE MARGULIES: We are not going into

10 the matter of the congregate care centers. The
,

ji objection is sustained.

| 12 Q Mrs. Robinson, by way of background --

'

because I want to make sure we have an understanding

. . about these matters -- it's true, isn't it, that LILCO

: 15 assumes.20 percent of the EPZ population may need

sheltering; is that right?16,

A That is the basis, as we litigated iti7

is last summer, yes.
,

Q Of course, we are talking about after an39

' accident at the Shoreham plant. Roughly, for planning20

21 Purposes, LILCO would assume, then, 32,000 persons may< -

.

need sheltering, 20 percent of 160,000 people; is that22

correct?23

A That's right. That's the number we24

litigated.25

Q Is it your understanding, LILCO's

i

r i iq -

.. .
.

____________._.m_______-.-.
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0 understanding, Mrs. Robinson, that the Red Cross,2

3 Nassau County Red Cross, has the capability to shelter

4 as many as 32,000 persons?
~

5 That is, do they have available to them

a sufficient number of facilities? |6

|
MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. This is the7

congregate care center issue, which is already8

litigated.,

JUDGE MARGULIES: Objection sustained.10

n Q Can you tell me, Mrs. Robinson, isn't it

12 a fact that many facilities have informed LILCO and the

Red Cross that they will not permit their buildings to33

b)(, be used as shelters during an emergency at the Shoreham
i4

plant?
i is

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. Same16

37 reason. We're in the congregate care centers issue and
~

' counsel"has argued for the third time this should bee

18
,

'; included and it shouldn't.39

I JUDGE MARGULIES: Objection sustained.20

21 MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, the County

would have at this time, to offer, a number of22

documents into the record, marked as exhibits for23

identification. There are a number of -- let me24

explain briefly, Judge Margulies.25

There is a number of letters. They are

V

'

__-- _ _ _
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2 addressed to various individuals, but primarily to Mr.

3 Rasbury at the Red Cross, Nassau County, or to
,

yourself. In some cases, just to the NRC, I believe.4

I think it would be easiest for purposes5

f identification, if we simply marked this Suffolk'

6

County Exhibit 97.7

JUDGE MARGULIES: It will be marked8

Exhibit 97 for identification. It consists of --9

MR. MILLER: I'll have to count.10

ji JUDGE MARGULIES: Fine.

MR. MILLER: I believe it consists of 3412

pages, first page dated February 12, 1985, a letter!

33

from Mr. Leon Campo of East Meadow Union Free School34

15 District to Mr. Frank Rasbury, executive director of
,

16- the Nassau County Chapter of the Red Cross.

i7 The document will be marked Exhibit 97 i,

!

for identification.is
,,

(So marked as Suffolk39

county Exhibit No. 97 for20
i

identification.)'

21
.

Q Mrs. Robinson, would you take a few
22

m ments and review very quickly -- I am not asking you23

24 to read in detail any of these letters, but if you flip

25 through them, I think it shouldn't take but a couple of

minutes.
\

. .. .. .. .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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(Pause.)2

Q Mrs. Robinson, have you had a chance to
3

at least glance at the letters which comprise Suffolk4

C unty Exhibit 98 for identification?
5

6 A Just a glance, yes. I haven't read any

of them through.
7

Q Do you recognize any of these letters,8

Mrs. Robinson? Have you ever seen any of them before?9

MR. CHRISTMAN: I object to anyjn

questions on this document and its admission into.n

evidence on the ground it is about congregate care
12

centers which this board twice decided is not within

the scope of this proceeding, and because there is no

foundation for admitting these into the record by using
15

my witness.
16

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, I have not
37

yet moved these letters into evidence. I am simply
ig ,

asking the witness if she's ever seen these letters
39

.before.20

JUDGE MARGULIES: I will permit that
21

.

question.22

A I may have seen some of them.
23 ,

I really

can't tell you offhand that I have seen all, or how24

many.
25

s Q Have you heard, Mrs. Robinson, from any
6

- ,.J ^

c
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source, that various facilities that LILCO or the Red2

3 Cross would intend to use as congregate care centers

during an emergency at Shoreham have indicated that4

their buildings would not be made available to LILCO or-5

the Red Cross?6

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. Counsel
7

asked almost the same question two or three questionsg

ago. The objection was sustained. The reason is it9

goes to congregate care centers which goes beyond thew

33
scope.

JUDGE MARGULIES: Objection is sustained.12

Q Mrs. Robinson, have you ever had a
33

\ conversation with Mr. Rasbury regarding his receipt of
34

letters by facilities that had been designated by his
15

chapter of the Red Cross to be used as congregate care
16

centers?a

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. This does18 ,

not go to the functional adequacy of the Coliseum.
i9

JUDGE MARGULIES: Objection sustained.
20

Q Mrs. Robinson, looking at attachment 3 ;
21

to your affidavit -- again, the letter from Dr. Cordaro
22

to Mr. Rasbury -- do you have that?
23

A Yes, I do..
24

0 Since the time this letter was sent,
25

which is October 23, 1984, has anyone indicated to you

~_ ._ _ . _ _
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that any of the matters set forth in the letter to Mr.
2

Rasbury regarding the Red Cross and its functions3

during an emergency at Shoreham are no longer correct?,

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. Unless the5
.

question is limited to the functions at the Nassau6

7 Coliseum and its functional adequacies therefor.

JUDGE MARGULIES: The question should be8

9 limited to the functional adequacy of the Nassau
,

Coliseum,
10

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, just aii

Point of clarification.12

13 The October 23rd letter, attachment 3 to

ja the affidavit of Mrs. Robinson, seems clear, on ius

face -- in fact, the title of the letter, " Letter of15

agreement for use of Nassau Coliseum by American Red16

Cross."37

My question is, have any of the matters
,

ig

addressed ir. this letter from Dr. Cordaro to Mr.y,

Rasbury, to Mrs. Robinson's knowledge, have any of
20

those matters been told to her are no longer correct,
21

.

since the date of this letter? Since the letter, on- 22

~

its face, purports to be LILCO's understanding of the23

Red Cross' use of the Nassau Coliseum, it seems clear24

to me that my question must be relevant and within the25

restrictions of this hearing as ruled by the board.-s

G'

. .-. - . -.
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JUDGE MARGULIES: Within the rules of2

3 the hearing, we are not going to the congregate care

centers. With that understanding, you may proceed.4

5 MR. MILLER: Let me repeat my question,

6 Judge Margulies, and make sure everyone understands

what the question is.7

My question is:g

To your knowledge, Mrs. Robinson, has9

to anyone told you that any of the matters discussed in

this letter, attachment 3 to your affidavit, are non

1 nger correct, since this letter was first prepared12

and sent to Mr. Rasbury of the Red Cross?
13

() MR. CHRISTMAN: I will restate myja

objection, insofar as it goes to congregate care
is

centers and these letters that Mr. Miller is trying so16

i7 hard to get evidence into the record on.

JUDGE MARGULIES: As I stated before, we
.

18

39 will not go into the matteg of congregate care

centers. You can ask the question and she can answer20

it. But as soon as it approaches congregate care21
.

centers, that is going to be the end of it.
22

MR. MILLER: I just don't understand,
23

Judge Margulies. My question goes to the substance of
24

the letter which is attachment 3 to Mrs. Robinson's25

affidavit. I am not limiting my question to anything

6

, , --,
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less than the substance of the entire letter. That is2

3 my question. If there is an objection, I guess I would

just ask the board to rule.
4

JUDGE MARGULIES: If it is your
5

intention to use that as a preliminary question to go6

into the matter of congregate care centers, the
7

question is denied.
a

MR. MILLER: My question stands. There9

is no intention for me to use it as anything other thanin

ij to try to get an answer to my question. And my

12 question is, is this letter still an accurate letter?

JUDGE MARGULIES: Does that mean,-s . j3

(sl counsel, that will be the end of it?
i4

MR. MILLER: I can't say, Judge15

Margulies. I don't know what the answer will be.16

JUDGE MARGULIES: You said it's notj7

intended to lead to anything else.
,

ig

MR. MILLER: I ask one question at a
j9

time. I simply need to know what the answer is. Then
20

I will make a judgment as to whether to go forward.
21

.

At this time, I have one question on the
22

table. It's been objected to by counsel for LILCO.23

JUDGE MARGULIES: I will permit the24

witness to answer.25

A There has been no change in the way 1e-)
,g

!
-
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LILCO and the Red Cross intend to use the Nassau
2

Coliseum.3

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, that is4

clearly not my question. My question was, has the
5

6 substance of this letter, attachment 3 to Mrs.

Robinson's affidavit, has she been informed that7

anything discussed in this letter has changed, is no8

9 longer correct. That's the question.

JUDGE MARGULIES: You may answer thejg

question and give your explanation.u
A There have been proposed changes, but

12

nothing affecting the use of the Nassau Coliseum.
13

Q What are the proposed changes you are.V y

talking about, Mrs.. Robinson?
15

A As to the possibility of using
16

facilities not on the list as of the date of this37

letter as additional congregate care facilities.
,

ig

Q Why have those changes been proposed,j9

Mrs. Robinson?20

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. It's now21
.

clear we are talking about congregate care facilities.
22

It is beyond the scope.
23

JUDGE MARGULIES: Objection sustained.
24

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, let me
25

just make sure that I understand.

.
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We now have a witness who has told us2

3 that there have been changes proposed to the letter

which forms an attachment to her affidavit, the letter4

which is the agreement with the Red Cross. We have
5

been told those changes involve the fact that LILCO and6

- the Red Cross may use facilities other than those which
7

have previously been designated on the list provided tog

this board and other parties and litigated in this9

proceeding,jo

ji We are now being told we can ask nothing

12 about those proposed changes, why they were made and

why LILCO is taking these steps.
13

Is that the ruling?y

JUDGE MARGULIES: That's correct. Yes.
15

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, I would at
16

this time move the admission of Suffolk County Exhibit
j7

97 into evidence.la .

MR. CHRISTMAN: I will object to that on
39

the obvious ground that the substance of these letters
20

-- I think some of them were already testified to as
21

.

p:ttt of Suffolk County testimony and were not
22 <

admitted. That decision was reconsidered in your June #
23

10 memorandum order. Now, we're having at it a third
24

time and I object.25

JUDGE MARGULIES: Objection sustained.

.

_w ~ , , - - - ,--s-w-
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MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, at this
2

time, as briefly as can be done, the County would make
3

an offer of proof.under Section 2.743, subsection e.
4

The offer of proof consists of the letters which have
5

been marked for identification as Suffolk County6

Exhibit 97.7

I think I can do this very briefly,3

9 Judge Margulies. The Exhibit 97 is offered for a

number of. reasons, but primarily, to indicate that the10

LILCO plan cannot, as a factual matter, be implemented
ii

because LILCO and the Red Cross do not have the12

facilities to shelter evacuees, contrary to their
33h)s/ explicit and express statements to this board last34

August in the hearings.
15

The exhibit is offered and the offer of
16

proof is made because the County would demonstrate, ifi7

we were permitted to examine Mrs. Robinson on this
,la

issue, we would demonstrate that the veracity of Mr.
39

Rasbury and LILCO's witnesses is directly called into
20

question by these letters which have been submitted to
21

.

the NRC and Mr. Rasbury regarding the availability--the
22

unavailability--of facilities which LILCO claims would23

be used as. congregate care centers.24

By my count, Judge Margulies, the list
25

we referred to, which has been attached to LILCO's
,
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testimony of last August on the relocation center2

3 issue, sponsored in part by Mrs. Robinson, that list

a had 53 facilities which Mr. Rasbury and the Red Cross

claimed would make available their buildings for use to
5

the Red Cross in sheltering Shoreham evacuees.6

Of the 53 facilities, the letters which
7

comprise Suffolk County Exhibit 97 indicate that 29 ofg

the 53 facilities have now stated that their facilities9

would not be made available to LILCO in the event of an10

ii emergency at the Shoreham plant, LILCO or the Red Cross.

12 They state that very clearly the Redc

Cross was never given permission to use the facilities13p
C in the event of an emergency at Shoreham to shelterja

Shoreham evacuees.
is

The letter states very clearly that the16

Red Cross nor LILCO ever approached or disclosed to
17

these facilities their intent in using the buildings
,18

listed in attachment 4 to LILbO's previous testimony to
39

shelter Shoreham evacuees.
20

Of the 29 facilities who have written21
.

and whose letters are included in Suffolk County
22

Exhibit 97 for identification, 25 school districts, two
23

churches and the State of New York facilities at24

Westbury and Farmingdale have all indicated, in
25

q writing, that'their facilities either are clearly just
la

__
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not 9 ing to be made available to the Red Cross and
2

LILCO or, at a minimum, they have never been asked to
3

make their facilities available for that purpose and,
4

therefore, there is no authority or right or permission
5

having been granted to LILCO or the Red Cross to use6

the facilities to shelter evacuees.7

Mr. Rasbury testified last summer, in
8

LILCO prefiled written testimony, that the Red Cross
9

had space.for approximately 46,000 persons to shelterio

evacuees.gi

Mr. Rasbury of the Red Cross and LILCO
12

testified that this was ample and conservative planning
i3

on LILCO's part and the Red Cross' part because they
j,

only expected 32,000 evacuees to seek shelter during an
15

emergency at Shoreham.g

These letters which comprise suffolki7

County Exhibit 97 for identification, indicate that
.is

over 33,000 of the total 46,000 persons would be
39

sheltered if the Red Cross was, in fact, an accurate
20

list would not be made available to LILCO or the Red |
21

. !

Cross. By easy mathematics, 46,000 minus 33,000
- 22

indicates that, at best, LILCO at this time, and the
23

Red Cross, at this time, have the capability of
24

sheltering, perhaps, 13,000 individuals, surely not~

25

nearly the 20 percent which could seek shelter, under
O

_ _ - ____ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ .
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LILCO's estimates, during the Shoreham emergency.
2

It seems to me, Judge Margulies, that we3

certainly have a clear situation facing this board.4

Letters have been written and presented to the board5

which indicate that statements made by LILCO and the6

Red Cross witnesses simply are not true; that
7

facilities claimed to be available to LILCO and the Red8

Cross simply do not exist. And this board just cannot
9

close its eyes to the fact that LILCO does not have the
to

facilities and the Red Cross does not have the
ij

facilities to shelter evacuees during an emergency at
12

Shoreham.i3,

\_,)t
We would move the admission. We wouldj,

move the admission of Suffolk County Exhibit 97 into
is

the record on that basis.
16

That concludes the offer of proof, Judge
37

Margulies. Again, under Section 1.743 e, I ask Suffolkig
,

county exhibit 97 be made part of the record.*

39

MR. CHRISTMAN: I thought the offer of
20

proof was for the purpose of preserving issues for
21

.

appeal, unnecessary in this case because the same22

issues are argued in two sets of pleadings.
23

He had his say, we had ours. The board
24

decided twice. He has his appeal if he wishes. I25

-object again. Now, the decision has been made a fourth7-ss
D

t-
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time, I guess. I object to the admission of Suffolk2

County Exhibit 97.3

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, I don't4

think this is a question where counsel for LILCO has5

the right to object. The rule is clear. The rules6

says objected exhibits adequately marked for7

identification shall be retained in the record. That3

is my question.9 _

MR. CHRISTMAN: I thought he was moving10

n for submission into evidence.

JUDGE MARGULIES: That was my12

understanding, that you were moving its submission into
33

V evidence. The admission is denied. It will be bound3,

into the record.
15

MR. MILLER: Thank you.
16

JUDGE MARGULIES: Is this an appropriatej7

time to break?is ,

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, I think I
39

'

could finish rather soon, probably before a lunch20

break, with my cross examination., 21
.

JUDGE MARGULIES: It is now 12:20.
22

MR. MILLER: Probably, I could finish by23

12:30 if the board would permit me to do that.24

JUDGE MARGULIES: Fine. I will also --25

the board will make a ruling on the proposed statement
,

.

_ mr ,- . _ - , , __-.- , __.m .m,_ . ___,. _ - -,
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by the Long Island Coalition By Safe Living at the
2

conclusion of the cross examination of this witness.3

MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, I have
4

reviewed my notes, and I think my cross examination is
5-

finished. But I do have two other points, brief6

7 points, I would like to bring to the board's attention

or make for the record.g

One point, Judge Margulies, is that it9

seems to counsel for the County that we have, with thejo

letters from these congregate care facilities, a matter
11

of bvious importance to the factual determination this
12

board must make. It reminds me of the situation last
13p

summer, when, in the midst of a strike by LILCOja

employees at the plant, the board, sua sponte, raised a15

serious safety matter for Consideration by the parties
16

ij under Section 2.760 a. That serious safety matter

involved the issues of the implementability and
,is

workability of the LERO LILCO plan in the event of a
i9

strike by LILCO workers.
20

As you are aware, there is litigation of
21

.

those issues. The County would urge the board to22

recognize the seriousness of the issues raised by these23

facilities and the letters which have been marked for24

identification in the record as Suffolk County Exhibit
25

97, the fact that these facilities have said thatp
V

l
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3

clearly at this point, the record is simply not2

3 accurate regarding the availability of congregate care

centers for LILCO's use. The County would urge the4

board, under Section 2.760a to, on its own accord, sua
5

Sponte, recognize the serious safety matters that are6

raised here. And that provides an additional reason
7,

for receiving Suffolk County Exhibit 97 into evidence.
a

9 But more than that, a hearing by this

board to examine the accuracies of these letters and10

the inaccuracies of statements that have been made byn

LILCO and the Red Cross and LILCO personnel in the past12

before this board. That is one point.
13(mg

\ The second point, Judge Margulies,s- y

briefly, is that the County would formally note for the15

record, as we have done in our papers before the board,
16

our objections to the entire proceeding regarding thej7

relocation center issues; the fact that the County and
,

jg

the State opposed the reopening of the record on the
39

rel cation center issues; that the board, over that
20

objection, ordered the record reopened, gave the County
21

.

and the State rights to submit testimony. Such
22

s

testimony was submitted. After much time and effort,
23

such testimony that was submitted was relevant,24

directly pertinent to the board's inquiry regarding the25

7-~ suitability of the Coliseum as a facility to be used by

V)

. . . _ . - _ ._. . _ _ _ .__ __ _ _
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LILCO_during an emergency at the Shoreham plant. The2

board, in essence, rejected all the evidence submitted
3

j by the County and the-State. There was'some very
,

limite'd parts of testimony submitted by Deputy Chief5

6 Roberts of the Suffolk County Police Department and Dr.

7 'Raffert, another County witness.

'8 But, in essence, the testimony was

emasculated to the point where it was rendered9

.d meaningless. As you know, last Friday the County

, n- informed the board that such testimony would therefore

be withdrawn.12

We have proceeded here to give LILCO an*

i3

b_s)\s attempt, its fourth attempt, to reopen the irsues, toy

try to make a record, a case on these relocation center
15

issues.
16

We've proceeded with harm and prejudice
37

to the County from the standpoint that even in the18

beginning, once the record was reopened over our39

objection, all discovery was denied by the board, our20

testimony was stricken by the board. Here we are,21
.

hearing today issues which, frankly, LILCO still has22

n t proved its case, in our opinion, but that is a23

position we will brief for the record.y

We simply again object for the record.
25

We think the record is clear LILCO's plan is still not

O
/
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implementable on these relocation center issues. We2

3 want to make sure it is our understanding, contrary to

the board's understanding, that when the record was4

reopened on the relocation center issues on January5

28th, I believe, of this year, the reopening was not6

limited solely to the issue of contention 24-0, but to
7

all the relocation center issues.g

That was the basis for the testimony9

that was submitted by the County and by the Statejo

board. It's only at the eleventh hour that is nown

12 being said that contention 24-0 was the only reopened

issue, and on that basis, we also note for the record
13-~

(_,/ our objection to the proceedings and the way it's been34

conducted.
15

JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you wish to be
16

i7 heard, Mr. Zahnleuter?

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: The State of New York18 ,

would like to join in that request. Of course, the
39

State w uld support it and also wish to adopt it as its
20

own.
21

.

In addition, I think that the importance
22

of the request is that LILCO has evidenced, through
23

this proceeding, an intent to bully its way through the24

relocation center issues. This matter of the25

congregate care centers is just another example,

i
|

|

I
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I think that a review of Suffolk County
2

Exhibit 97 -- that is all those letters -- will show3

that LILCO never even asked permission or contacted
4

these facilities. It merely listed the facilities in
5

the plan. This conduct is just not in true fairness to6

the people of Long Island.7

So, the State would wish to join in that
8

request by Mr. Miller.9

MR. MILLER: Do you wish to be heard,
10

Mr. Christman?n
MR. CHRISTMAN: Do you wish to hear me?

12
,

I wouldn't, if you were you, because it's gone on far
33

too long already.
34

This request -- the only action that the
15

board is asked to take is to undertake an inquiry on
16

its own. That request could have been made in any of
j7

the several papers that the intervenors filed on this
ig

.

subject, all of which have been rejected. So, it's
39

untimely, number one.
20

Number two, is that this board is
21

.

holding this hearing more or less on its own because22

LILCO did not believe that such a hearing was
23

necessary, to consider a clearly adequate reception24

- center. This is, after all, a very, very narrow
25

n reopening. We did not think a hearing was necessary,

U

. . . . . -_ . . . - .
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but you decided to hold one anyway.
2

Finally, we responded on the merits on3

the various allegations that the plan can't be4

implemented because of these letters the intervenors5

have produced recently.6

We will stand on our written pleadings.
7

I think we addressed it at least twice and you ruled on
8

it at least twice.9

I will just remark, in response to the
10

last thing that was said, LILCO's plan relies on the
11

American Red Cross, which as the record reflects -- the12

record already litigated, has not failed this countryi3

in 103 years. I cannot believe anybody in this country- ja

believes that real people would turn away real people
15

who need help.16

JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Bordenick?j7

18 MR. BORDENICK: With respect to the
,

County and State request that the board weighs as a sua39

sponte issue the question of the congregate care20

centers, I would agree that it's very late in the day
21

.

to make that request.22

That request, assuming it's proper at
23

all, should have been made some time ago.
24

Additionally, Mr. Miller started off his
25

argument by indicating that the situation vis-a-vis the

m
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2 congregate care center was similar or analogous to the

3 situation where the board did, on its own motion, take

up the strike issue. The staff submits that the two4

situations are clearly distinguishable. The strike
5

issue Was a matter that was something new. There was a6

strike last summer against LILCO and the board brought7

up the matter of that strike. It was litigated.a

9 The question of the congregate care

centers is not new. It's already been litigated. I10

11 think the County misses the whole point and I think the

whole underpinnings of the board's previous decisions,
12

which the staff fully supported, was that the
i3

s ,/ congregate care center issues have already been3,

litigated.
15

The situation that obtained with respect
16

to the congregate care centers may or may not be a plan37

deficiency. I am not prepared to address that this
,18

afternoon.j,

However, it was clearly open to the
20

county earlier this year to move to reopen the record
21

.

n that issue. For reasons of their own, they chose
22

not to do it.23

JUDGE MARGULIES: Do any other counsel24

wish to be heard?25

MR. MILLER: Very short, Judgefg

U
|
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Margulies.
2

The County has made it clear from the3

very beginning, from the very time these lettars were4

first received, that the matters were important and5

6 LILCO itself had moved to reopen the record. The
'

County assumed that when LILCO moved to reopen the7

record on relocation center issues, all issues
8

pertinent thereto, including congregate care center9

issues, would be within the realm of any reopenedjo

proceeding.
33

It wasn't until May of this year that
12

the board ruled that, no, that's not the case, the onlyi3_\
ss/ matter that is going to be reopened is contention 24-0.i4

The board at that time also said, "The
15

issues you've brought forth regarding congregate care
16

centers and their unavailability will not be litigatedi7

before the board."ig
,

At that time,.the County promptly moved,
39

the County and State, promptly moved, I think within20

one week, to reopen the record. It's nonsense to say
21

.

it is untimely, that we're seeking to get this in the22

record, and it also doesn't make any sense to argue
23

that our drawing the board's attention to Section
24

2.760a is untimely.
25

7-'s That section talks about how the board,

b

.. - - - - --- - . . - ,_ - -
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sua sponte, is to take recognition of serious safety2

matters. This is a serious matter. The board on its3

own is to take recognition of it. Therefore, whether4

untimely or not raised by the County is irrelevant.
S

The board itself is faced with a clear6

choice. Either face the facts and look at the record,
7

which indicates centers are not available to shelterg

evacuees, or don't look at the facts and rule LILCO has9

10 a workable plan which would ignore the clear facts.

ii JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there any redirect

examination for Mrs. Robinson?12

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: Excuse me. Judge, I
13

[m}L/ have cross examination to proceed with. Might I
9

suggest we adjourn and convene at 2 p.m.?
15

JUDGE MARGULIES: That seems
16

reasonable. Before we recess, we'll take up the matterj7

of the Long Island Coalition for Safe Living's
,is

statement.
39

May we have the spokesperson for the
20

Coalition identify herself.
21

.

MS. ROSENFELD: Yes. My name is Sue
22

Rosenfeld. I am a member of the Coalition for Safe
23

LiVi"9-24

JUDGE MARGULIES: Ms. Rosenfeld, we have25

o two statements from your organization. Which is the
'

]
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statement that you are interested in presenting? There2

is one on the letterhead, Long Island coalition for3

Safe Living --4
1

MS. ROSENFELD: That is one of the5

o statements. The other says " Prepared Statement for the

7 Nuclear Regulatory Hearings, Tuesday, June 25th," et

cetera.g

JUDGE MARGULIES: Is it your intent to9

present both or only one?
3o

MS. ROSENFELD: Yes. We would like to
11

do that. I would first like to read the one --12

JUDGE MARGULIES: You're going to have
13(m

(s / to wait for our ruling.ja

The board has decided that we will take15

your statements and bind them into the transcript but36

we will not have an oral presentation on thei7

statements. Both of your statements will be bound into
,18

the transcript at this portion of the record.
39

MS. ROSENFELD: Okay. Would you explain
20

to me if that is the same thing as if they were read
21

.

out loud?22

JUDGE MARGULIES: It would have no23

different effect. The effect would be absolutely the
24

same. They are unsworn statements and they will just
25

w go into the record as unsworn statements.

O
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MS. ROSENFELD: Thank you.2

Remember John Matthews, who handed his3

statement in too? We would --a

JUDGE MARGULIES: We will accord him the5

same right and we will bind his statement into the6

record as well.
7

ank you. We did come.

8

in with three. Thank you,9

Thank you, Judge Margulies.io

ii JUDGE MARGULIES: They will be bound

into the record at this point. Recess until 2 o' clock.12

(Recess.)p 13
t j -

\_/ JUDGE MARGULIES: Come to order.g

You may proceed with your examination,15

Mr. Zahnleuter,
16

CROSS EXAMINATIONj7

BY MR. ZAHNLEUTER18

O Mrs. Robinson, I wish I could have asked
i,

these questions before, but I think now I have to ask
20

them, because I lost a little bit of what you were
21

.

saying before.
22

Could you please define what you mean by
23

" monitoring," in the sense of people?24

When you use the term " radiation
25

monitoring," what does that mean to you?

\
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PREPARED STATEMENT FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION HEARING

(] TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1985, HAUPPAUGE, NEW YORK
V

BY THE LONG ISLAND COALITION FOR SAFE LIVING

IN THE MATTER OF THE NASSAU VETERANS MEMORIAL COLISEUM IN THE

LILCO EVACUATION PLAN FOR THE SHOREHAM NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

members of the Long Island Coalition for Safe LivingWe, as

and as residents of Nassau County state publicly today that we,
and all residents of Nassau County, have been disenfranchised

from participating in the discussions and decisions concerning
issues that affect our health and safety. Our concerns have been

rejected out of hand by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, LILCO
and Nassau County Executive Francis Purcell.

,.- Our two major concerns are:
( 1

V 1. The direct exposure to radiation poisoning as a

result of a nuclear accident at the Shoreham Nuclear
Power Plant

i

from air borne radioactive particlesa.

b.from ingesting water contaminated with -

radioactive particles (as a result of massive

decontamination procedures at the Coliseum mainlyt

the hosing down and showering of contaminated
.

vehicles and people).,

2. The impossibility of an effective and safe

evacuation of the estimated 250,000 - 500,000 people

who would leave both Suffolk and Nassau Counties in the
\

Q event of a nuclear accident at the Shoreham plant.

1

-. - . - __ __ - - . ._. . _ _ _ _ . . - _ . -- _ _ -
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We assert that the NRC refuses to acknowledge critical

evidence regarding health affects and safety regulations, that
LILCO misrepresents its right to use the Coliseum in its

evacuation plan, and that Francis Purcell acted illegally by
insuring the use of the Nassau Coliseum in LILCO's evacuation

plan without the approval of the Board of Supervisors and with

blatant disregard for the public's "right to know" and for public
safety.

>

SPECIFIC CHARGES AGAINST Tile NRC, LILCO, AND FRANCIS PURCELL

I IN Tile MATTER OF OPENING TIIE S!!OREHAM NUCLEAR POWER PLANT AND

TIIEREBY CREATING THE POTENTIAL FOR A RADIOLOGICAL ACCIDENT

O NRC:
%

1. Refusing to acknowledge testimony regarding the health affects

in the Three Mile Island area specifically the 600% increase in

cancer illness and deaths since the 1979 accident.

2. Refusing to accept the testimony of the New York State Water
.

Commission concerning the fragile state of Long Island's aquifer
and the potential for radioactive contamination of the water

supply (testimony of the New York State Water Commissio'n by
,

Sarah Meyland before the NRC on January 11, 1985).
4

3. Refusing to acknowledge that more than half of the " congregate

care centers" have withdrawn from the LILCO evacuation plan.
,

p 4. Neglecting to inform the public that there will be no economic

U benefits for Long Island residents if the Shoreham plant opens.

-

2
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') 5. Neglecting to inform the public of the grave dangers inherent

in a nuclear power plant accident.

6. Neglecting to demand proof of the standing of Francis Purcell

to authorize the use of the Coliseum for the LILCO evacuation
1plan.
|

7. Failure to provide a guarantee for the safe disposal of

nuclear waste generated by the Shoreham nuclear power plant.

8. Failure to uphold and support the studies and decisions of

l' local authority namely the Suffolk County Legislature.
|

9. Failure to direct Nassau County to follow New York State's
:

Environmental Conservation Law which requires the County to
f

prepare an Environmental Impact Statement in order to " minimize

i or avoid adverse environmental effects" (New York State

Environmental Quality Review Act, Article 8-0109).

10. Attempting to reduce the danger zone around the Shoreham

plant to under 10 miles when evidence from TMI shows the danger -

zone to be at least 30 miles.

LILCO:
.

1. Mismanagement of the construction of the Shoreham plant.

2. Misrepresentation of the safety and economic benefits of the
*

Shoreham plant.

3. Continuing to promote the LILCO evacuation plan after it was,

V
ruled illegal by the State Courts.

3

. . _ .

___
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f 4. Disregarding the reality of crowd azid traffic management in an
a

_ Island-wide crisis.

5. Disregarding the mass panic reactions and chaos which are
inevitable in any major crisis.

}

I PURCELL:

1. Failure to conform to the legal procedures stated in the,

y

Nassau County Charter which requires the Nassau County Board of1

Supervisors to approve the use of Nassau County facilities such
I

as the Coliseum.

2. Failure to inform the public about and hold public hearings on
the adequacy of the Coliseum as a relocation and decontamination

y
center.

O
3. Failure to place the health and safety of Nassau residents

before the interests of LILCO.

To sum up the position of the Coalition we believe that any
r

prudent commission, corporation or county executive would have
,

, addressed these issues in depth before attempting to license a
l

nuclear power plant.

.

NOR THE " COALITION": June 25, 1985

Susan B. Rosenfeld
i

Sharleene Sherwin h o i ~ >-r
,

3)+
Robert Hoffman M h

. - p
F o . Bo<. /35r, 41assagegua , M y . N7o'V

4
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Long Island Coalition For Safe Living
,

V Box 1355, Massapequa, N.Y. 11758
June 25, 1985

STATEMENT PRESENTED TO THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD, HAUPPAUGE, NEW YORK i
|

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is only willing to hear a small part of
the story here today. This hearing on the adequacy of the Nassau Veterans Memorial |

Coliseum as a Relocation and Decontamination Center is not considering other crucial
aspects of LILCO's Shoreham evacuation plan.

CONGREGATE CARE CENTERS _ Forty-eight (48) schools and four (4) churches

were submitted by LILCO to the NRC to be used for congregate care centers (and for
decontamination purposes if necessary) in the LILCO plan * These facilities are an
essential part of the Plan and will be relied upon by LILCO to provide additional
space to house and relocate 48,000 people.

Although LILCO has submitted this list of 52 facilities, which STILL
REMAINS A PART OF THEIR PLAN, thirty seven (37) have already withdrawn from any part-
leipation in this LILCO Plan. Their withdrawal removes accomodation for 34,000
from the 48,000, leaving the plan inadequate. More withdrawals are expected, as
these schools were submitted without the permission of the school officials involved.

"' The NRC is not willing to hear the thirty-seven (37) Superintendents who
have withdrawn; or that their withdrawal makes this outrageous plan even more,

-

dangerous.

Because of the ootential danger of carcinogenic radioactive contamina-
tion to our children (the very young and elderly are most susceptible) who would
be attending these schools during our after an accident, the LONG ISLAND COALITION

.

FOR SAFE LIVING is demanding that the NRC not consider the MISUSE of our Nassau

County facilities. This MISUSE would endanger both Suffolk and Nassau residerl r.t
~

! "Lilco will identif y the Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum in the -"

1 - Lilco Plan, brochures, and other information distributed to the Red Cross in the
event of a radiological emergency at Shoreham, where 1) the Local Emergency Res-
ponce Organization (LERO) will register, monitor, decontaminate (if necessary)

~

and issue " clean tags" to evacuees, and 2) the American Red Cross will provide
information and assistance to evacuees as required. The American Red Cross will
provide Red Cross staff ta assist evacuees and to direct evacuees to CONGREGATE
CARE CENTERS OPERATED BY THE RED CROSS, CHOSEN FROM AMONG THOSE ON THE LIST
PROVIDED WITH THE LETTER OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN LONG 15 LAND LIGH11NG COMPANY AND
THE AMERICAN RED CROSS, dated July 25, 1984" From a letter of agreement written
by Matthew Cordaro, V.P. Lilco, to Frank Rasbury, Exec. Dir. American Red Cross.
Mr. Rasbury's signature on this letter made the agreement official. Oct. 23, 1984.

_

This letter consitutes part of the LILCO Plan under consideration today.
_,

~

Supporting Groups in Progress:
Long Island Rate (Myers Association Long IslandIvogressive Coalition North Short Coalition for Soft Ex
Long Island Coalition for Safe Living Long Island Citizens in Action Women Opposed to the Nuclear Threat

l'enple's Action Coalition Nurses Environmentalllealth Watch Concerned Mothers ofNassau
Safr Energy Allinnre ofI.ong inland Mather's Allinnreforl'eace Ll. Network forIvace & .lustice

l> ace Smith flouse N Y. Community Action Network (in progress....)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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STATEMENT BY JOHN MATTHEWS BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD MEET-
ING IN HAUPPAUGE, JUNE 25, 1985

At issue here is the use of the Nassau County Coliseum as an evacuation

and decontamination center in case of an accident at the Shoreham_ nuclear power

plan t '. -Before you are documents and letters purporting that an agreement between the

Long Island Lighting Company, Nassau County Executive Francis Purcell and the manage-

ment of the Coliseum now places the Coliseum in the evacuation plans'of-the Long

Island Lighting Company.

However, any such agreement is invalid and illegal since only the Nassau
_

County Board-of Supervisors has the authority to make such an agreement and the

Board has_not approved such an agreement. Legal action will be taken.within a matter
(

of days in New York State Supreme Court aimed.at forcing Mr. Purcell and the Coli-

seum management to withdraw this so-called agreement. |

The Nassau County Charter is specific in this regard.- Section 103 (b) states:

"The following enumerates the powers of the Board as set forth in the County
.

Charter......make rules-and regulations, by ordinance, covering the use of any

county owned or-county-leased property." The Coliseum is under lease by the County

to the Hyatt Management Corporation.

;Further, the County Charter states that as the governing body of Nassau County;

the Board of Supervisors must act under procedures set forth in 105 (1) of the

charter which states that the Board "shall act only by ordinance or resolution.

No franchise or privilege shall be granted, real property of county alienated....

except by ordinance."

. D)( Also in paragraph 2103 of the Char er, the Board is given the power to re-
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.gulate the use of county parks, playgrounds, athletic fields and recreation centers.

Again, the Nassau County Board of Supervisors has taken no action that could

conceivably be construed as approval of placing the Coliseum in the Long Island

Lighti Company's phony evacuation plan. This position is supported by two members

of the Nassau County' Board of Supervisors, Long Beach Supervisor Hannah Komanoff

and Glen' Cove Mayor / Supervisor Vicent Suozzi.

In addition to the illegality of placing the Coliseum in Lilco's evacuation

plan.there are other considerations to be taken into account. kncaseofaser-

lious accident'at Shoreham, as many as 500,000 people may have to be evacuated.

It is senseless to believe that the Nassau Coliseum could possibly handle such an

evacuation. There'is simply not enough roo'm nor are-there proper facilities to
i

handlesucNmassdecontamination. -

Such mass decontamination would pose disasterous health and safety problems

to the residents of the area, in fact to the residents of all of Nassau. Our under-

- ., ^ . . .
.

-

ground water, our sole source of potable water, is now being contaminated daily
.

and in' case of an accident at Shoreham, and decontamination at the Coliseum, our-

-

.

'

water supply could be contaminated to the point where it might well be made, unusable

now and in the forseeable future. Washing down thousands of contaminated cars

and thousands of unfortunate, contaminated people raises problems that stagger
.

one's imagination. The Coliseum is not now nor will it ever be a proper decontam-
_<

ination center.-

IMr..Purcell's attempt to place the Coliseum in Lilco's evacuation is just

one more example of his coziness with that utility company.

Since there seems to be little public input into these proceedings let me

briefly quote from a letter to Mr. Purcell from the President of Morton Civic Asso-

ciation of Franklin Square, Pat Mongiello. The group represents 800 families.
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"We are NOT in accord.with the_ granting of permission for the use of any of our

public buildings as decontamination centers. We consider such tactics as illegal

and thus out of~ order," Mongiello wrote.

I also feel that I must remind you that Langdon Marsh, Executive Deputy Com-

missioner of the State Department of Environmental Conservation,_has stated that

~before the Coliseum can be used as an evacuation and decontamination center anden--

vironmental impact statement must be compiled and pollution permits must be obtained.

And,. officials from Nassau County's Health Department and Planning Department have

admitted that-they had not considered whether the use of the Coliseum would requi e
~

such an environmental impact. This lack of concern by the appointees of our Nassau

County Executive is unacceptable.

:To sum up: _ Nassau County Executive Francis Purcell's l'etter agreeing to usefsg'() the Nassau Coliseum oversteps his authority as County Executive and is invalid and

illegal. Legal action will be taken within the next few days in New York State

Supreme Court to invalidate his action. Since the Coliseum is not, and cannot

be par't of the Long Island Lighting Company's evacuation plan; then there is no

evacuation plan. Without an evacuation plan Shoreham cannot open and this should ,

be considered before granting even a low power license to the Long Island Lighting
' r. Company for~Shoreham.

.
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A That is a procedure by which trained
2

personnel, using equipment, determine the presence of
3

external radioactive contamination on people -- on
4 4

clothing, on their person.
5_,

0 With respect to what is anticipated to6

happen at the Nassau Coliseum, what will the people who7

g monitor the evacuees at the first point actually be-

doing?9

A They will be using equipment, the'
10

subject of which, the appropriateness of which was1

y

previously litigated in this proceeding.
12

But they will be using equipment to, in
33b\_ ,/ essence, scan those evacuees who arrive at the Nassau
3,

Coliseum to determine level of radiation above
is

background.
16

Q Is it correct that each person must be17

| individually scanned?
,18

A Oh, yes.i9

0 Do you have an idea of how long it would
20

take to scan one person?
21

-

A Yes, I do. It takes between a minute22

and 90 seconds, and that's based on experience and
23

drills.24

Q That scanning you are talking about now
25

is with reference to the first scanning that happens at

Os -

t

, -,w -- - - . . . - , ..,m , - . . . - . , . - . , ,_-g, ., . .,.- - . ,,. . ,,-
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the entrance to the Coliseum; is that correct?
2

!

3 A Well, there is a' specific area that is :
F

set aside for monitoring. Persons who arrive there f4

'S will be directed to where the monitors have set
.!

themselves up. And then they will be scanned. Yes.i; ,6
a

v
Q .Then at the checkpoint near G-15, where7,

'

you testified.previously there would be limited thyroid
| .g
.

monitoring --9 ,

A That is -- those are persons on whom it; ig

}. has already been determined there is some
'

-n
;

.

; contamination. Those persons will be directed towards '

12

that checkpoint and there will be second -- actually,33

'
.that would be the-third monitoring. The people will bey

t

11 5 , monitored where they are directed up to the ,

decontamination area to see if the contamination is on~16

their. shoes or in their feet.. 37

At that point, they would be issued shoe
,: la

l' covers so that they would not track up the floor. That.p,
:

would actually be a third potential monitoring point.
20

'

- 21 Q Do you have an ideaaof how long it would
. ,

| -22.
take to monitor the thyroids?

d

A It would take less than 90 seconds,
,23.

,

since the original monitoring included thyroid ;
24

monitoring and that'was a maximum of 90 seconds.
25

,

r- Q Do you have an idea of how much less? A

f \s
e- .

,

is

2

, .-....W^- . . , . . . . . _ - , . . , _ , . . . _ , , . _ . , ~ , , _ , , _ , _ , , , , , _ , . _ , . , _ , , , . , _ ,,, , _ _ _ . , . , , _ . _ , ,. _ _ , . _ . , _ _ . , , , _ _ . ,
'
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half? A quarter?
2

A I can't be absolutely certain, no.
3

Q Could you define what you mean by
4

" decontamination within the Coliseum"?
5

A Well, that is actually in two parts:6

One is to remove contaminated clothing from people,
7

Potentially contaminated clothing. And as I said
a

before, that seems to be, by experience, where most9

contamination would be found.to

That would be retained until the
.ii

Operation was closed down at the Coliseum. That, of
12

course, would be removed before -- as would any other
33

potentially contaminated material -- be removed before(); ja

the Coliseum would be turned back to Hyatt Management.
is

Following that, people will again be
16

monitored. If at that point they will show signs of
37

contamination -- if it's on their hands, they would be
,is

directed to wash their hands. If not, they will be
39

directed in to take a shower with soap and water.
20

Q Do you have any idea how long that
21

.

Process would take, assuming that the contamination was22

on more than just the hands?23

24 A That would take a few minutes for a

Person to take a shower.25

Q In fact, four showers. Didn't you say

\._/
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that before?2

A That is a potential maximum that an3

individual might have to take, four showers. That is4

n t very likely, but that is a potential maximum.5

6 0 We've just been talking about people.

Could you define for me what you mean by " monitoring7

and decontaminating vehicles"?8

A To a large extent, it's the same thing.9

A person with a device, a radiation monttoring device,in

would scan the top of the car, the radiating grill, the3,

wheel well, to determine if there was any contamination
12

if the car had come from a zone where potentially there
33n()

had been a release.(__/ u

15 At that point, if contamination was

found, they would use essentially handy wipes and spray16

37 bottles of Fantastik to wipe off the particulates. The

is
contamination -- when you say, "particulates," you're

,

ireally talking about dust. That would be the procedure
i9

for doing it.
20

0 Do you envision monitoring the entire21
.

area of a car?22

A Under certain circumstances, yes.23

24 0 With respect to dust or particulates on

the outside of the car, say in the wheel hub, which I
25

f-~3 think you mentioned, how would you clean that off?
e 4

Q)
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A Again, with handy wipes and Fantastik
7

-and just wiping it off. It would be surface
3

contamination.4

Q Do you have any idea of how long that
5

would take for one car?6

A I probably have it someplace in my
7

notes. It would be a few minutes.g

Q Would a few minutes be, say, ten9

minutes, or five minutes?10

A I could determine it for you, but I13

12 would say probably around five minutes for the

procedure.
13(q7

,/ Q That's per car; correct?y

A It could be more, it could be less,
15

depending on -- that is why there are provisions for
16

parking contaminated cars if you could not get to themi7

all. Many cars with contamination, if you saw it was
,

3g

taking too long and the process was backing up, that's
39

why within the procedures, certain parking lots would20

be determined for parking contaminated cars or
21

.

potentially contaminated cars and start processing22

people through the relocation center.
23

Q Could you tell me when LILCO first
24

started to negotiate with the Hyatt Corporation for25

permission to use the Coliseum?

\J
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A Yes. In August of 1984.2

3 Q Could you be more specific?

A Not -- I really couldn't here. I can4

5 only tell you that it was in late August of 1984.

Q Do you know if it was after your6

testimony in August?7

A The question is -- correct me if I am8

9 wrong -- when I began to negotiate with Hyatt

10 Management?

Q You or LILCO.g

A Well, I was the person who did the12

negotiation. I believe so, but I cannot be absolutely33Oh certain without checking the dates. It was definitely34

in August of 1984.
15

Q Do you recall if you started16

17 negotiations for the first time with Nassau County at

the same time?'

is
,

A There were negotiations with Nassau39
\

county. There were discussions with Nassau County.
20

There had been a number of internal discussions, in21
.

LERO, discussing potential sites. There had also been22

discussions with the Red Cross about potential sites23

that would be suitable.24

Q Did your discussions with the Nassau25

County Executive's office start at the same time,
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1

at und the end of August?
2

A I would say probably, yes. Mid to end
3

of August. I really just cannot give you a specific
4

date without going back and checking last year's
5

calendar.6

Q Do you know if Mr. Rasbury had been
7

negotiating with the Hyatt Corporation prior to that
- a

time?9

A I don't know that he negotiated with
10

n Hyatt Corporation. I do know that Mr. Rasbury has

12 ongoing programs in Nassau County to talk to various

entities about proposed congregate care centers,13Od relocation centers. I can only answer for myself and34

for joint discussions.
15

Q I intended to just ask about Mr.
16

Rasbury's negotiations with the Hyatt Corporation
37

concerning the Nassau Coliseum?jg
,

A I can't tell you whether he had ever
j,

8Poken to them in the past or not about the
20

Possibility, because they deal with more than just21
.

Shoreham, so that I can't give you a flat no.22

The discussions for Shoreham began in
23

late August,
24

Q They began -- is it your testimony now25

p that discussions between Mr. Rasbury and the Hyatt

V
-
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1

2 Corporation began after your testimony in August --

3 A No. My testimony is that my discussions

with Hyatt Management -- I am telling you I really4

5 cannot answer for Mr. Rasbury because at the time that

6 We testified in August, if you remember, Mr. Rasbury

was -- had several sites under consideration. I have7

no idea where he stood on any of those. I can onlyg

9 speak for myself.

0 Could you tell me why LILc0 interjected10

n itself into the negotiations with the Hyatt Corporation

in late August?12

A I wouldn't say that we interjected
13

() ourselves. I would say we undertook those negotiationsy

because of the previous problems we had in identifying
is

i
and relying on a reception center, and we wanted to be16

17 very certain that we had covered all the bases, that

is everybody, all the parties were very clear on what we
,

were discussing, on what functions were going to bei,

performed, what the requirements would be, and that we20

had a very clear cut agreement.
21

.

0 could you please answer this yes or no?
22

Isn't it true that LILc0 had not taken such definitive
23

measures prior to that negotiation with the Hyatt24

Corporation -- let me rephrase that.
25

A Please.

v
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Q Concerning other relocation centers in
2

the past, isn't it.true that LILCO had not'taken that3

kind of accive involvement before?
4 ,

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. Relevance to
5

functional adequacy of the Nassau Coliseum.
'6

JUDGE MARGULIES: Objection sustained. f7

8

9

10

11

12

(Continued on following page.)

15

16

17

18 .

19

20

21 ,

22

23

'

24

25

O

h
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Q Does your affidavit or any of the

attachments include an express letter of agreement
3

between the Nassau Red Cross and the Hyatt Corporation
4

for the use of the Coliseum for Shoreham relocation
5

center?
6

A The agreement is between LILCO and Hyatt

Management and LILCO and the American Red Cross, Nassau
8

County Chapter. Those are the agreements.
9

Q So there is no agreement between the Red
10

Cross and the Hyatt Corporation?
''

A I can't answer that definitively. There
'

may be for other situations.

'3Q Q I am only concerned about Shoreham.

I#
A No. These are the agreements of which I

15 am aware regarding Shoreham.

16
Q In the letter which is attachment two to

'
your affidavit, Mr. Purcell stated to Mr. Sumerlin that

18
he hoped that an agreement could be reached promptly ~

19
with the Nassau County Chapter of the American Red

2
cross to formalize their relationship with the Coliseum.

21
Could you explain what that means? It's -

22
the last paragraph of that letter.

23
A I assume it means just what it says on

24
the face of it, that he santed the Red Cross included

25
in the process of planning.

O
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Q Do you think he had an agreement between

2
the Red Cross and the Hyatt Corporation in mind?

A I really can't tell you specifically
#

what he had in mind, but I do know--what it says to me

5 is he wanted the Red Cross involved in the

proceedings. Therefore, they have been. We formalized

an agreement with them.

8
Q Thank you.

'
Would you say that you are familiar with

to
attachment one to your affidavit? That is the--

11
A The agreement with Hyatt Management.

12
Yes.

33p 0 Would you say you are thoroughly

14
familiar with that?

15
A I would say so.

16 I

Q Do you know if LILCO--and I use that
~

17
term to include you or Dr. Catacosinos--ever

'
contemplated that the County of Nassau would be a *

''
signatory to an agreement?

20 MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. Relevance to

21
the functional adequacy of Nassau Coliseum. -

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: Judge Margulies, the

23
relevance is this is an attachment to the affidavit,

24
and I am asking questions directly related to this

25
attachment.

O
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,

V JUDGE MARGULIES: The agreement pertains

2;, to the use of the facility, and we will permit the

3 question.

4
A Could you please repeat the question?

5
(Record read.)

A No.
7

0 Could you look at page 2 in the last
8

paragraph? Could you explain to me what it means where
'

it says in the middle of that. paragraph that, "within

10
ten days after the signing of t.his letter of agreement

11
by the County and Hyatt."

12
Could you explain why that is in the

agreement there?

a No, I really can't. It's just standard

15
hold-harmless language that we use all the time, that

"
Hyatt Management's attorney's looked at an approved.

'#
Beyond that, I can't give you any explanation.

18
0 Do you think that that phrase *

contemplates the signing of the document by a

representative of the County?

21
A As far as I know, that was never -

contemplated.

23
0 I take it that you mean that Mr.

Sumerlin did not contemplate that?

25
A It was never discussed with me or in my

(
'

m

;

!

i
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presence, no, and I've never heard anybody suggest that.
2

Q Is that the only-explanation you can
3

offer for that sentence?
4

A As far as insurance goes, in the hold

harmless, obviously, any county personnel who would be

6
assigned to the Coliseum to assist in any way would be

7
covered by our insurance.

8
0 I only have one more question.

Do you know if the county has ever

10
signed this letter of agreement?

11
A This agreement.between Hyatt Management

and LILCO?
I

Q Yes. Attachment one to your affidavit.

"
A No. Absolutely not. They were never

' requested to. I assume they've seen it, but that was

16
never even thought of.

'
Q Changing subjects for a second, would

18 '

you agree with me that a full evacuation of the

shoreham EPZ would involve approximately 160,000 people?
,,

. 20
A If--in the very unlikely event that some

21 condition caused the evacuation of the entire EPZ, that -

22 would be an outside number, yes.

23
Q For planning purposes, how many people

does LILCO envision will go to the Coliseum?

25

O

_ - -
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A As I said before, that was litigated

based on the literature, previous experience is an

3
outside number of 20 percent. That's very high, based

4
on experience in other disasters, both in the United

States and Canada. But.that is the number that we've

6
used for a planning basis.

7
0 So, you are saying that LILCO expects

8
that 20 percent of 160,000 people will go to the Nassau

'
Coliseum?

A As a planning basis, we have agreed to
,

11
use an outside number of 20 percent. Yes. I would not

12
say that we expect that, a number that high.

'
Q You expect something less than 20

G la
percent?

15
A I would say, based on the experience in

' the literature and in the most recent evacuations, the

''
answer is yes, considerably less.

18
0 Now, I would like to direct your -

I9
attention to attachment three to your affidavit, the

2
letter from Dr. Cordaro to Mr. Rasbury. On page 2, Dr.

'
Cordaro states that, "All evacuees will be directed to '

-

22
go to the Coliseum."

23
Why do you believe that 80 percent of

## the evacuees will not go to the Coliseum?
25

A What paragraph are you referring to,

iv

- _ ~ - _ - . - _ _ .._- - . _ - . . - _ .- ._. --
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I please?

Q The carry-over paragraph on page 2 of

that letter.
4

A I'm sorry. On page 2 of the letter from

5
Dr. Cordaro to Mr. Rasbury?

6
Q That's right. It's dated October 23,

1984, and it's attachment 3 to your affidavit.

A That's correct.

'
Q And it says, "The location of specific

'O congregate care centers will not be included in public

11
information materials; all evacuees will be directed to

'
go to the Coliseum."

13
My question is, why do you believe thatg

14 80 percent of the evacuees will not go to the Coliseum?

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. The number
'' of evacuees that will go to the Coliseum was already
'

litigated. What Mr. Zahnleuter really wants to know is

'8 isn't that sentence inconsistent with that or something
'

"
like that?

20 I don't have an objection to her

' explaining what that sentence really means, though -

22 yg,ve said it three or four times in the past, though I

23 do object to his asking in the form he did.

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: May I respond?

JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes, sir.!

O
I

. . . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ ___.___ -- ._ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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I
MR. ZAHNLEUTER: What I am trying to

probe is the ability of the Coliseum to accommodate all

3
of these evacuees, and the number'of evacuees is,

4
therefore, very relevant. We've had testimony that it

5
is expected-to be 20 percent of all evacuees, yet we

have inherently inconsistent information in the

7
affidavit, saying that it will not be 20 percent. -

| 8
' I would like to probe that.

'
JUDGE MARGULIES: What is inconsistent

in the affidavit, with the 20 percent figure?
.

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: The affidavit, in

12
attachment three, states that, "All evacuees will be

3
directed to go to the Coliseum."

JUDGE MARGULIES: And the' witness has
15

testified that 20 percent of them will actually go to

I6
the Coliseum, of the total of all evacuees. ,

17
MR. ZAHNLEUTER: My. question was why she

18
believes 20 percent will go and not all'the ones that

-

" have been directed.
23 JUDGE MARGULIES: This testimony has

'
been litigated previously, Mr. Zahnleuter. -

;

MR. CHRISTMAN: Yes, Judge, it has

! 23
been.- I think this is just a misunderstanding. The

'

|-
24'

|- point of the whole thing is, and we've said this in
,

i 25
legal pleadings, so I can say it, this has to be read

LO
c

.,
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I
in context.

2
The point is evacuees will not be told

,

3
to go directly to the congregate care centers. They

4
will all be told, instead, to go to the central

5
reception center. That's all that means. It doesn't

6
mean everyone in the EPZ will be told to go anywhere.

7
MR. MILLER: I just object to Mr.

8
Christman's testimony. He is not a sworn witness. The

'
witness up here, Mrs. Robinson, can testify as to what

I
was meant by attachments to her affidavit.

"
I also want a clarification for the

12
Board's benefit. He stated this has already been

litigated. That is false. The issue litigated last

summer, among other things, was the number of evacuees

"
LILCO anticipates in its plan with respect to those who

''
will seek shelter.

'
In that basis, they planned for 20

percent of the 160,000 population, to seek shelter. We
-

19
never litigated the number of evacuees that would go to

20
Nassau Coliseum for monitoring and decontamination

21
because the Nassau Coliseum was not known to anyone -

other than LILCO Prior to the close of the record last
August.

24
j The issue Mr. Zahnleuter is now

25 exploring is the number of evacuees who would go to the

;

- - _ _ _ - _ - - _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ .__ __-________-_-_-___-__
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Nassau Coliseum for monitoring and decontamination,
2

which is a separate function, by LILCO's own testimony,

from sheltering of evacuees.

MR. CHRISTMAN: I might add there was

also testimony on that subject previously litigated

where it was suggested both by FEMA and our own

7
witnesses that if necessary any number of people could

8
be told to report for decontamination and monitoring

'
and that was all discussed at the hearing, and it's all

10
been litigated.

11
The 32,000 planning basis has never

12
changed and is not at issue here anymore.

'8
It is, in fact, the anticipated evacuees

"
that were referred to in the Board's statement.

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: I think the easiest way

to resolve this is to ask the witness how many people

'
will go to the relocation center, namely, the Nassau

'8
Coliseum. *

MR. BORDENICK: That's asked and
20 answered, I believe.

21 MR. CilRISTMAN: It has, indeed. -

22
MR. ZAHNLEUTER: Of course all of this

3
is being asked in terms of this attachment to the

affidavit and the monitoring and decontamination role

25
LILCO will have to perform for all these people,

bo
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V I MR. CHRISTMAN: It's this sentence I

2
object to being taken out of context. The intervenor

has been misrepresenting for months now this sentence.

# If you read it in context, as anybody can, it's
'

perfectly clear what we mean. .I have no objection to

6 the witness saying yet again what we've said time and
7

time again, look at the context and it explains what it
8

means.

To elevate that into a re-opening of the

I number of planning bases is improper and should not be
"

allowed.

MR. MILLER: The objection I have now is

(
Mr. Christman putting words in the witness' mouth,

V 14
which is what he is clearly doing here. Let the .

" witness testify and Mr. Christman should not be
16

testifying. There is a question pending to the witness.

It seems to me the way to resolve this

I8 *

is to let the witness answer.

"
MR. CHRISTMAN: It's already in the

2
record in our legal pleadings. I've said it lots of

' times before. -

JUDGE MARGULIES: I believe it has been

23 established in the record that the planning basis is

24
for 32,000 people. That is the relevant figure. If

25 you want to proceed from there as to the Coliseum being

. _
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3 able to accommodate 32,000 people, you may do so. But

2
the planning basis, as I understand it from the prior

3
testimony, was that it was on the basis of a maximum of

4
32,000 people.

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: Judge Margulies, I

respectfully disagree with your representation that

7 that's happened, but I will' continue with my questions..s.
8

BY MR. ZAHNLEUTER:

0 Mrs. Robinson, for. planning purposes,

10
how many people does LILCO anticipate will go to the

11
Coliseum to be monitored and decontaminated, if

12
necessary?

'
~ f] MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. Asked and
'd 14

answered.

JUDGE MARGULIES: I will let the witness

answer.
'

A On a planning basis, an outside number

'8
of 32,000 people. That's not an expectation, that is -

"
a number that we are using conservatively as a planning

2
basis.

21
0 I think I'll switch subjects. -

22 You said previously this morning that

23 water from the Nassau Coliseum's showers would go into

24 the drainage system within the environments of the
#8 Nassau Coliseum.

- - _ _ - _ _ _ _ . _ __ _ -- - - - - - - - - -
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Could you tell me what your basis is for

your understanding about the discharge system on that

3 property?

#
A I don't think I used the word drainage.

'
I said that the water from showers at the Nassau

6
Coliseum would go into the Nassau County sanitary sewer

7'
system, be processed through it and ultimately into the

8
Atlantic Ocean.

9
Q Do you know if LILCO, Hyatt or the Red

10
Cross or Nassau County has studied whether that kind of

11
discharge would have a significant effect on the--

MR. CHRISTMAN: Object.

13[) MR. ZAHNLEUTER: I didn't finish my
N 14

question, please. .

MR. CHRISTMAN: Sorry.

''
Q --on the sewage pipes and whatever

'#
sewage treatment facilities are within the environs of

*the Nassau Coliseum?
"

MR. CHRISTMAN: Clearly outside the

20
scope of the proceeding, which is the functional

21 adequacy. -

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: I tried to specifically

limit the questions to the sewage pipes and treatment

facilities within the environs of the Nassau Coliseum.i

MR. CHRISTMAN: The effects on the sewer

|O
|
v

|
i
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pipes is outside the scope of this proceeding.'-

JUDGE MARGULIES: Objection overruled.

3
You may answer.

4
A I don't know if you would call it a

$
study, but we have looked at, as part of the cor.clusion

6
of any use of the coliseum, of monitoring anyrof the

equipment, materials or actual structure of the

a
Coliseum and decontaminating them. That would include

'
any drains that were within the building. Obviously,

' those would be monitored and decontaminated.
11

Q I assume that would be--you are talking

12
about post-recovery operations; correct?

'

I''} A I am talking about before the coliseum
'#~'

would be released back to Hyatt Management, that is

15
part of the procedure. That's very clearly part of the

'
procedure, to monitor and, if necessary, decontaminate

17
any part of the facility.

18
Q Do you have anything else you'd like to

'

19
add to your answer?

20
A That covers the plans for the Coliseum.

21
Q Also this morning, you spoke of -

22 ambulances *that would be used to pick up people who, at
2 the end of the showering process, still had

24 contamination on them.
25 '

could you show me on the diagram in your -

!v

- - _ _ _ - - - _ _ - _ - _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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I'' affidavit, which is attachment five, where you would

expect the people to be picked up by the ambulances?

.,k, . * A Well, on the diagram, on the right-hand |

#
side, where you see the initials CP and then an X and~'

t

5
then G-15, there.is--there is a staircase on the,

,, I right-hand side leading to an exit. Any person who
7

needed transportation to a hospital would be escorted
8

to that. exit and, there, turned over to an ambulance
^

f 9
for transportation to a hospital. 1( 2 ,

L "- 10
Q In terms of proximity, how close is that

11
exit to that point?

A It's up a flight of stairs.

Q I assume this right-hand portion of the

diagram is,.then, the outside portion of the building?

15
A Well, it's hard to do it just from this

16
diagram withcut looking at the various overlays of the

'
blue prints. But I would say that that's approximately

' '8 so. I don't know the exact footage. It's a flight of '

stairs up, leading to an exit.

2
Q What ambulances does LILCO intend to use

21
to carry out that function? -

MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. Relevance to
'

the functional adequacy of the coliseum.*

24
JUDGE MARGULIES: The Board sustains the

25.

objection.

O
+
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Q This morning you spoke of lett6rs that

Mr. Davidoff, from the State Health Department,' wrote.

Could you answer these-questions yes or no, please:

Did Mr. Davidoff's letters or statements
5

specifically address the Nassau Coliseum?
,

6 |

A No.

Q Did they specifically address Nassau

8
County?

A No.
'

O Long Island?

II
A No.

I
Q Is it correct that the parking area

'

",O around the Coliseum is circular, or is it correct tha
'

-

14 it surrounds the Coliseum?
"

A It surrounds it, but I wouldn't call it

circular.
I 17

j Q Would you call it roughly circular?

'8
A Well, it's composed of several different -

! fields. While surrounding is accurate--I don't think

20
I'd call it circular. Part of it has a straight edge

21 and there's part that's curved. It's not regular -

22
enough'to be referred to as circular or any other

2
regular shape.

24
0 When Mr. Canfield conducted his timing

25
survey of the time in which it takes to exit the

ba

- .
.

. _ - _ - - - - - -
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Coliseum, is it correct that he was at one point during

2
his survey?

A obviously.

4
Q Is it also correct that he did not move

around the Coliseum at any time?

A No. That's not correct. ;

Q Well, when he conducted his survey,

8
didn't you testify this morning that he was at one

place and he timed the time in which the cars left the

parking lot?

11
A He timed from the first cars that he saw

12
leaving the parking lot, times when he saw the Nassau

'
County Police arriving, he timed when he saw the Nassau

''
County Police leaving. But, obviously, he then looked '

'S
around, aside from being at that single point, to be -

able to say that the parking lot had emptied out.

'#
The actual timing process in which he

''
was standing there and looking at the flow, he was at -

one point, one point as controlled by where the Police

2
Department was funneling traffic past him.

'
Obviously, afterwards he had to survey -

22
to make sure the parking lots had really emptied out.

23
0 What is the basis for your statement?

#
A What I've been told by the person who

25
reported that he surveyed the parking lots.

/'s

.
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I\/ Q Who reported that to you?

2
A As I said, he gave his study to Mr.

3
Aidikoff and those discussions were between Mr.

4
Canfield and Mr. Aidikoff. From where he was' standing,

5
he could see virtually all of it. Obviously, there are

6
portions he would not have been able to see. But he is

7
an intelligent professional person.

8
Q How much of the parking lot do you think

9
he would not.be able to see?.

10
A I wouldn't begin to judge.

11

Q But it was more than just a little bit?
12

A Well, if you were at the Coliseum and |
3

you saw the way it is structured, the area that he

could not see--there is an area between the Coliseum

'S
and the Marriott Hotel, which is largely taken up by a,

'
circular' drive. The parking--major parking lots are

17
not in that area. Even if he couldn't see that at any

18
given time, it simply would not be important in terms

'

( of the bulk of the traffic.
20

He was mainly concerned, however, with

j the flow of the traffic out of the exit and with the -

21

22
police control of that traffic.

23
Q Excuse me.

24
Did you say exit or exits?

25
A He was standing at one major exit.

O
V

_ _ _ - - -
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Q Thank you, Mrs. Robinson.

MR. ZAHNLEUTER: I have no other

questions.

JUDGE MARGULIES: Does staff have

questions?

6
MR. BORDENICK: Judge Margulies, a short

7
answer to your question is no, as we indicated in our

8
filing of February 19th. We've heard nothing this

'
morning that we think would require any clarification.

'O
So, the answer is no.

11
MR. GLASS: FEMA has no questions.

12
JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there any redirect?

'^ 13
MR. CHRISTMAN: No, sir.

-

14
MR. MILLER: Judge Margulies, I have on

15
quick question.

16
MR. CHRISTMAN: I object to any

17
recross. There was no redirect.

'8
MR. MILLER: This is follow-up to Mr. -

Zahnleuter's questions. It's always been permitted in

20
these proceedings.

MR. CHRISTMAN: I, nevertheless, object -

22
because the two parties who are crossing on each

23
other's cross essentially have the same interest and I

24
think it's improper to allow Mr. Miller to recross on

25
Mr. Zahnleuter's cross.
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I JUDGE MARGULIES: You have one question,'--

Mr. Zahnleuter.

3 MR. MILLER: I have one question, Judge

4
Margulies.

5
JUDGE MARGULIES: You may ask it.

6
FURTHER CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. MILLER:
8

Q Mrs. Robinson, a very quick point of

9
clarification.

10
I thought you stated in response to a

11
question from Mr. Zahnleuter that there would be no

12
occasion where any evacuee would have to go through

() more than four showers at the Coliseum.

Did you say that?

15
A I think what he's talking about is

6
the--in the decontamination process, which I had

17
described earlier this morning, after a person who was

18
found to have some contamination removed their

-

19
potentially contaminated clothing, they would be

20
monitored again. If they still showed signs of

'
contamination, they would be sent into the shower. It -

22
is possible that they would be asked to shower a

23 maximum of four times before, at that point, if they

24
still showed signs of contamination, they would be

25 escorted back to the check point and transported to a
<-

t

. - . .
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hospital by ambulance for decontamination.

2 i

MR. MILLER: Okay. Thank you. -

JUDGE MARGULIES: Anything further of

.4
this witness?

You are excused, Mrs. Robinson. Thank
6

you.

7 boes the applicant have anything further?
8

MR. CHRISTMAN: No, sir. I think the

9
staff may want to talk about scheduling for tomorrow,

10
but I have nothing more.

"
JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you wish to speak

12
about scheduling for tomorrow?

'
[~') MR. BORDENICK: I have spoken to the
'' 14

parties and, as I understand it, the only remaining

15
testimony before the Board in connection with this

16
re-opened hearing is testimony from the FEMA witnesses,

17
who, as the Board knows, could not be here today but

'8 -

will be here tomorrow.

I' I would suggest we start at 9:00

20
o' clock. The other parties are agreeable to that and,

21 hopefully, w can try to finish before lunch tomorrow. -

22
If not, we'll see where we are. But certainly I think

23
we can finish tomorrow.w

24 JUDGE MARGULIES: Any objection to

'
starting at 9:00 tomorrow?

p
V
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1
MR. CHRISTMAN: Not from the applicant.

MR. MILLER: No objections from the,

3
County, Judge Margulies. We're prepared to go forward

4
right now if.the FEMA witnesses are available.

5
MR. ZAHNLEUTER: I have no objection.

6
MR. GLASS: We are not ready to go

7
forward. The original schedule was for tomorrow.

8
JUDGE MARGULIES: We'll recess until

'
tomorrow morning at 9:00 o' clock.

(Time noted: 2:45 p.m.)

11

I2 ** **

-s, 13

. s_/ i4

15

16

17

18 .

19

20

21
,

1

22

23

24

25
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Atomic Safety & Licensing Board -

U.S. Nuclear Regulaeory Commission
FF.CE OF SElitt.it..-,

Washingeon, D.C. 20555
00CdETING & SEBvir.i

BRANCH
RE: Shoreham Nuclear Power Station

Unit I Docket No. 50-322-OL-3 2
. . . . .

(Eme rgency Planning)
,

'

Gentlemen:

As the Mayor of Glen Cove I am also a Supervisor of the
C ounty o f Nassau. Correspondence has been received from
individuals concerned with the Shoreham opening; specifically
regarding the use of the Nassau County Veteran's Memorial
Colis eum as part of a proposed emergency plan.

(3 My review o f the correspondence merely indicates that
V the County Executive would make any and all County facilities

available for any emergency whether within Nassau County or for
use by others that are not County residents.

Any legal agreenent between the County of Nassau and any
-individual, business etc. must be approved by the Board of
Supervisors be fore the County Executive can sign a specific
contract.

.

As of this time, the Board has not received any memorandum
or correspondence, etc. f rom the County Executive indicating that
he seeks their approval f or a contract be twe.en LILCO and the

.

of the Nassau County Veteran's Coliseum.County for use

The Charter of Nassau County is very clear as to its -

intent. The following enumerates the powers of the Board as set
forth in the County Charter (Section 103(b) :

"make rules and regulations, by ordinance, covering the
use o f. . .any county owned or c ounty-leased p roperty. . ."

As the governing body o f Nassau County, the Board of
Supervisors must act under procedures set forth in 5105(1) of the
Charter, which states that the Board

s.-
" . . . shall a c t only by ordinance or resolution. No...

franchise or privilege (shall be) granted, real property of
county alienated...except by ordinance."

P. . a OI, / h



. .

See also Charter 52206 which provides that upon executida
of an agreement, contracts must be filed with the Board's clerk
tcgether with the " ordinance...upon which the right to make such
a contract rests."

Further support for requiring legislative a p p't a va l of the
county executive's decision to allow LILCO to use the t r.-l'. s e um i s
found in 5 2103 of t he Charter. This section gives the Board of
Supervisors the power to regulate the use of county parks, play-

,grounds, athletic fields, and recreation centers. '

|

In conclusion, there is no legal agreement between Nassau
County and LILCO regarding the use of this facility. Should you
have any further questions, please contact me.

.

- 1 cerely, /

'VINCENT A SUOZZI
VAS/1k Mayor and'Supervi
ec: Hon. Hannah Komanoff

f

O
.

o
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e

e
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
... .,

'QCEENINN, ''!1717 H~S.creet, N . W.. '
- -

' Washington, D. C..20555 : - BRANCHu
,

Commissloners:
Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts ggg
James K. Asselstine
Frederick M. Bernthal
Lando W.'Zech, Jr. -

.

Dear Sirs:

As Supervisor of the City of Long Beach and member of the
-Nassau County Board of Supervisors,I feel a special obligation to
co=munic' ate my opposition to County Executive Purcell's decision
to. permit use of the Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum as a recep-

- | tion center in the event of an emergency at the Shoreham Nuclear
Plant.

. .

May I state that I fully believe that Mr. Purcell was mot-
ivated by humanitarian concerns much the same as I would be in a
true emergency situation. I know him co be an honorable and com-
passionate' man.

H o w e v e' r ,- I believe the implications of the use of the Col-
.iseum are more serious than previously indicated.

,

In order for Shoreham to receive its license for operation,
it was necessary for LILCD to have an evacuation plan which had to
include a relocation center. Suf f olk' Coun~tiy had refused to offer
any of its facilities for this purpose. LILCO then sought the assist-,

ance of Nassau County for such a site and received one. In effect, '
the offer-of the Coliseum as the reception center became, either-
wittingly or unwittingly, an integral part of LILCO's evacuation
planychus permitting the possible licensing of Shoreham.

In the event of an emergency, I too, would want to assist
and shelter people in need. However, I would not presu'e to expectm
that such a humanitarian action,at the time of an emergency,would
become in advance a crucial part of any evacuation plan or reception
center for LILCO to rely upon and to submit,as part of a specific
' plan to be considered by the NRC for the opening of Shoreham.

.

1 as Or n\
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) A decision of this magnitude requires the approval of the
Board of Supervisors which is, of course, the legislative body of
the county and the elected representatives of the people of the
county. This decision far exceeds the County Executive's emergency*

povers. Since the Board has not agreed to the use of the Coliseum
by LILCO, LILCO then does not have the legal right to make any such
representation.

I applaud you for calling for additional hearings on emer-
gency planning for Shoreham to determine whether the Coliseum can
be used as a relocation center. _

_

A matter of such import does require public hearings, so
that citizens can learn the facts and advise the NRC and the Board
of their concerns, e.g.:

what facilities are available at the Coliseum for decontam-
ination purposes

how would radiated clothing and water used for bathing be
disposed,

what sums of money do LILCO or Nassau County intend to spend
to see that contaminated water does not enter the sewer

() system or the ground water supply,

what portion of the Coliseum would be used for decontamination'
purposesf

in what manner and which county personnel would be used in
the planning, training and exercise of accident drills 3

how will the health, welfare and safety of Nassau County
residents be protected in sue.h an emergency. .

what effect, if any, will such use of the Coliseum have on
its f u ture use as 'a business and recreation enterprise.

Until such time as these and other questions are addressed
and the Board of Supervisors makes a decision on the use of the Col-
iseum as an evacuation center. I must respectfully request that you
remove its possible use as a component of the LILCO evacuation plan.

I thank you in advance for your consideration of these matters
so serious to the well-being of my constituents.

. .

Very truly yours,

O na xg
HK:es HANNAR KOMANOFF

- . - - .-_ . - - - ~ _ -___-_ _ - . _ - - _ _ - . .-
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CARMAN AVENUE, EAST MEADOW, NEW YORK 11554 ,

"
516 794 7000

OFFICE 'JF THE SUPERINTENDENT oF SCHOOLS,-

February 12, 1985

.

Mr. Frank M. Rasbury
Executive-Director
Nassau County Chapter
of the American Red Cross -

264 Old Country Road
Mineola, New York 11501

Dear Mr. Rasbury:

It has recently come to my attention that, in official
testimony before the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, you outlined a
relationship which requires East Meadow Union Free School District
to offer our facilities to the Red Cross in the event of an7s

\ ') accident of the Shoreham Nuclear Plant which necessitates
(

evacuation of the population. As I understand it, the basis of

your claim is an agreement signed by East Meadow in 1978 which
indicates our willingness to cooperate with the Red Cross in the
event of a natural disaster,.

Please be advised that East Meadow School District is
under no obligation, contractual or otherwise, for the use of our
schools in the wake of a radiological accident at Shoreham. The

original agreement with the Red Cross specifically omits
-

" man-made" disasters including those of a radiological nature.

Prudence, if not respect for the agreement which you
referenced before the NRC, should have compelled you to contact me
before describing the relationship between the Red Cross and the

-

East Meadow Union Free School District.

O'O

|R~4snsa
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( There are numerous reasons which make our school system

inappropriate for use in the event of a radiological emergency;
I will not elaborate as you have expressed no directhowever,

interest in these factors. For your information, in East Meadow a
. proposal to consider participation in an emergency response plan
for Shoreham would be subject to a f act-finding, discussion and

; decision-making process which involves the Superintendent of
Schools and the Roard of Education.

It is troublesome that you list me and Claude Stringham,
a custodian in one of our buildings, as " contact" persons
regarding use of our schools in the event of an emergency. Mr.

Stringham has no districtwide responsibility nor administrative
authority regarding use of our schools. Mr. Stringham has

indicated to me that he possesses no knowledge of you or this
| matter. Have you ever contacted me regarding emergency,

preparedness? Have you contacted me for any reason? My records
~

reflect an absence of canversation or communication with you orIn the event of athe American Red Crons on these matters.in the absence of contact between the Red Crossnatural disaster,
and our school district, I must question the readiness to respond
to any emergency.

Upon telephoning a number of my colleagues in other
7-s it appears that you f ailed to specify that they.

| t s school systems, to participate in a radiologicalhave no contractual agreement' V
emergency at Shoreham and that contact regarding this matter has

' never been initiated by the Red Cross.;

You are requested to take immediate steps to modify your
testimony before the NRC to reflect the reality of the
relationship between the Red Cross and the East Meadow Union Free
School District.

Sincerely, -

/' / /s

N
g/ Leon Campo r.

'
- Exec tive Assistant

For Finance .

~

LJC:ms
.,

O

.
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"
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-

g OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENoENT OF SCHOOLS
t

.
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_

February 15, 1985
.

~
-

-
. .

,

- . j

-
Mr. Morton B. Margulies
Administrative Law Judge

- i

Atomic, Safety & Licensing' Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

,

Washington, D.C. 20555 '. .,
. _

.

- i

. Dear Mr. Margulies: _

' '

~I have recently become aware of the fact ~that the .
.

A=erican Red Cross and the Long Island Lighting Company have, in
,

-official testimony before the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
designated the facilities of East Meadow Union Free School

as a " congregate. care center" in connection with the
(''T . District ''

h Nuclea'r Plant'. - ,.

',"' , utility's ev'acuation. plan for the Shore am.Apparently,' ~ the ' basis of this claim ~is' an ' agreement _ signed .by. East
,

(_.,/ ...

Meadow in '1978 which indicates our willingness 'to cooperate with '
the Red Cross in the event of a natural disaster.

'Please be' advised that the East Meadow School. Districtfor the use ofis under no obligation,' contractual or otherwise, '

of a radiological accide'nt at Shoreham.our schools in the event
Neither the Red Cross nor Lilco has contacted us regarding this
matter and their presentation to the NRC is, therefore, a -

misrepresentation of the truth.

the Governor of.the State of New York hasIn addition,
the State of New York will.not participate in thedetermined that

implementation of the Lilco designed and Red Cross sponsored
evacuation plan and has characterized Lilco's plia as illegal in -

that the Corporation assumes powers normally reserved to
government.

I
1

|
'

__
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On behalf of the East Meadow Board of Education, which
commenced this letter through official vote, I am advising you

-

that the facilities of East Meadow Schools will not be available
to the American Red Cross or Lilco for implementing the Lilco
evacuation plan and that we have not entered into any agreement
for the use of our schools for purposes of monitoring,
decontamination, or relocation in the event of an emergency at,

Shoreham.

Si .erely,'

_

X i
3

Howard M. Koen
Superintendent o is,

'

long Island Lighting Co=panycc:
A=erican Red Cross

:

s

*

O
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'Md',~
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,,

April 3, 1985

Mr. Frank M. Rasbury, Executive Director
Nassau County Chapter of the:American Red Cross
264 Old Country Road
Mineola, New York 11501

Dear Mr. Rasbury:

In your letter of March 11, 1985 you " clarified" the basis of your-
testimony before the N'uclear Regulatory Commission with respect to
the participation of local school districts in an evacuation plan
developed, sponsored and implemented by the Lilco Corporation.
Unfortunately, your letter failed to address many of the substan-
tive issues which Leon Campo, Executive Assistant for Finance,
raised in his letter to you of February 12, 1985.

First of all, your failure to contact school districts with regard
to your testimony is inexcusable. School Boards, under the law,
not the Red Cross, possess not only the au.thority, but the respon-
sibility to determine whether or not the public buildings in their
charge are to be used as " congregate care centers" during a radio-gs

g ) logical emergency. Your testimony before the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission specifically implied that school buildings would be'

available for such purposes and you submitted letters of agreement
to substantiate this claim.

While your recent letter indicates that your total testimony
simply represents your " opinion," this point was obscured by your
testimony and that of Lilco which causes reasonable people to con-
clude that the Red Cross has pledged, by a contract with Lilco, to
provide congregate care centers through the use of the public

-

schools of Nassau County.

Specifically, question 24 which was directed to you,as well as
other representatives of the Lilco Corporation, asked if a "means
of relocation would be provided for evacu'ees from an emergency at

-

Shoreham?" Your response, in conjunction with that of Lilco rep-
resentatives, was "yes, relocation centers will be available for
those who require shelter should there be an emergency at
Shoreham." On that matter of fact, as your testimony related to
the use of Nassau County school buildings, I believe your testi-
mony was not true.

-s

.

O

. . - -



Mr. Frank M. Rasc ry -2- 4-3-85
.

1

Furthermore, your references to " emotionalism" and " politics,"
/~' are totally irrelevant to the issues at hand. You have ignored
( . the fact that Lilco's evacuation program, as it has been presented

to the Nuclear Regulatory Com.7ission, is illegal in the State of
New York. Certainly,public schools and the Red Cross, in my
opinion, may not participate in a program which contradicts the
law.

Finally, you did not tell the Nuclear Regulatory Commission that
you haven't had contacts with school districts in Nassau County
'for many years regarding emergency planning for natural disasters
and have had absolutely no contact with these school systems re-
garding a radiological emergency at Shoreham. It is rather impru-
dent for the Red Cross, working in conjunction with Lilco, to pre-
sent a program that is untrue regarding use of public school
buildings. At the same time, you failed to notify our schools of
your intent or your testimony.

Once again, on behalf of East Meadow Schools, I would ask that
you remedy your testimony before the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
as it relates to public school buildings in Nassau County and, i

more specifically, as it pertains to the use of East Meadow Schools
in any radiological emergency evacuation program.

Sine rely,

MV
Howard M. Koenig, r. .

Superintendent of Schools

HMK:mes
cc: Morton B. Margulies, Administrative Law Judge

.

9

9
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00C.E!!m .g
Mr. Morton B. Margulies BRANCH
Administrative Law Judge

'",",$"ofx'u"g5,"s Atomic, Safety & Licensing Board I'anel
'

Pnepal U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
EENNT.TH,an. A.AVANACH Washington, D. C. 20555J . A um ,

Aa.. .u

sr,s:sau, ,

sae[s", .= NYnn: Dear Mr. Margulies: -

* * ^ '

This is to -inform you that , as executive officer of Valley Stream
. Union Free. School District Thirteen Elementary Schools, I have not had

the opportunity to discuss with, nor gain approval from, the Board of
Education regarding the matter of " congregate care centers" forHOH LLL C.OAD SCHOOL

' ' t J PE,RReCC: evacuation in a Shoreham nuclear plant emergency.,

k . ,J. HofTM ANN - N

^",'["'""''' Accordingly, please be advised that there is not agreement,

between the Valley Stream Union Free School District Thirteen, theHpell Rud
win su.am. Ha. ns 2

American Red Cross, or LILCO on this matter.

Should either of the two organizations wish to contact us regarding
this topic, we shall be pleased to discuss it with them.

Yours truly, .

E HELLER MENLT SCHOOL
RIMO P RINI

AE%NETHJ.KAVANAGH *

Admimstranve Assauant J 99
n5:2wn Thomas Lee. .

vaarfs7d".^4Yun2 Superintendent

TJL:dit
.

EILIDW ROAD SCHOOL
MICHAEL J. PERRUCCI

PnmpeJ

BER% ARD F. GRAY
Atl:Mant Pnmpal

$144842310 -

%Ilow Road
ra' are. N Y.18010
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Island Park Schools
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15 JUN -3 P1 :03
May 17,1985

CF C '; '. .h v
00CKUIS3A S.,.~..

-
u-

ERANCH

Mr. Morton B. Margulies
Administrative Law Judge
Atomic, Safety & Licensing Board Panel
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C.10555

Dear Mr. Margulies:

It has come to my attention that the American Red Cross and the Long Island Lighting
(^'T Company have designated the Island Park Schools as a relocation center in the event
( / of a radiological emergency at the Shoreham Nuclear Power Plant.

The Island Park School District has not entered into an agreement with either of the
above mentioned to serve as a relocation center or for any other purpose related to
an emergency situation at Shoreham.

.

Very truly yours,

>.?O < -c cSN'U
,

GWM/eb George W. Marr,
Superintendent of Schools

"

.

cc: Frank M. Rasbury,
Executive Director of Nassau County '

Chapter of the American Red Crcss
|

|

|

.

P
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THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH..
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George Czar
00LKE'!I Pastor

SERVED Jun -31985usnac
.

'85 JUN -3 P1 :03

May 15, 1985,n . , '., ,,

l50 6 Ul % i 5E M -
ERANCH

Mr. Morton B. Margulies
Administrative Law Judge
Atomic, Safety & Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Judge Margulies:
.s.
;' It has come to our attention that LILCO has designated our chuch
as a " congregate care center" in connection with the utility's evacu-
ation p1pq fgr g Shoreham Nuclear Plant. It appears that this may4

habel,ee6 basbd upon an agreement that our Board of Trustees made with/'_
(N

6
) the American Red Cross to use our facilities in a very limited manner on

a short term basis in the event of a local emergency...

However, neither LILCO nor the Red Cross has contacted us regarding
the proposed evacuation plan of the Shoreham nuclear facility nor have
they indicated what such involvement would mean...

To date we have not agreed to be a " congregate care center". In
fact, we do not even know what this would mean and/or if our facilities
would be adequate for such usage.

,

Please be advised of this misrepresentation in your consideration
of any licensing and/or approval of such an evacuation plan..

.

Respectfully,
.

d'

Georg> ar,

Pastor..

GC/cn
cc: Edward Turner, Bd. of Trustees UMC

Sharleene Sherwin, N.Y. Community
,_

Action Network

|
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OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,

l 4- 235 LIDO BOULEVARDg

Ll60 BE ACH, NEW YORK 11541 gdy}p
-

(516) 88)-2224 %h
~:L%

OR. ItROME P. Ost suAN
t w n 6 E s m os u w-

'J5 HEC

13 May 1985

Frank M. Rasbury
Executive Director of Nassau County

FFChapter of the American Red Cross
264 Old Country Road 0$'

RANCH
-

G S IU
B

Mineola, New York 11501

Dear Mr. Rasbury:

There has come to my attention that in official testimony before
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,Lilco and the Nassau Chapter
of the American Red Cross have committed the Lcng Beach School I

facilities, along with other schools in Nassau, to a Lilco plan
of evacuation in the event of a radiological accident at the
Shoreham Nuclear Plant.

Please be advised that our school district entered into an agree-
n ment with the Red Cross a number of years ago agreeing to cooper-
( ) ate in the event of a natural disaster such as flood, fire,

hurricane, etc. A Shoreham emergency would not be included in
that category. Consequently, we wish to emphasize that the Long
Beach City School District will not be a participant in any
Shoreham evacuation plan' developed by Lilco and sponsored by the
Red Cross.

A copy of this letter is being sent to Morton B. Margulies so
that we can set the record straight as to the position of the
Long Beach School Distr,ict in this regard. -

Very truly ours

.w- -

.

E3OME P. OBERMAN
S9perintendent of Schools

,

jpo:g
cc: Morton B. Margulies, Administrative Law Judge

Irving Rosenthal, Long Beach City Hall

-

. . . .

v
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$ WESTBURY UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT ., $M
JERICHO TURNPIKE AND HITCHCOCK LANE $% .

"O
CALLER BOX #1035

- & WESTBURY, N. Y.11590
7 ~s

(jl6 997-8045M JOHN M. FRANCO, Ed. D.en Superintendent of Schools

C0'. d !! !
May 13, 1985 MC*

'85 JUN -3 P1 :04

Mr.'Morton B. Margulies
- Administrative Law Judge {fF i,Et5 R'53

'

0Atomic, Safety & Licensing Board Panel BRANCH
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Margulies:
_ _

~

This is to inform you that the'Westbury' Union Free
. School District has not entiered into an agreement with

the American Red Cross or Lilco to serve as a relocation
center for evacuation in case of a Shoreham emergency.

, ,
, , ,Any request for use of-facilities in our district

. must be' submitted to the Wes'tbury Board of.F.ducation for
.

.

. ' approval. A check.of our! records indicates that no approval
' .'. .y / has.been granted.

,

, ._. . , ,.
, __

' - Sincerely,,

_ ,

John M. Franco
Superintendent of Schools -

JMF/ck
,

.

e

9 e

U

. .-- - - ._
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lialleg 9tream linian Erre Brhaal District Gihirig
Valley Stream, N.Y.11582

.,g hDistrict Office * Shaw Avenue School

$$NV"A FRIENDLY SCHOOL" (516) 825-9131

William J. Van Ness, Superintendent of Schools

CC: -:Eir.-
DWMay 10, 1985

25 JUN ~3 P1 :04

Mr. Martin Margulies, LFIC E C a t . -
Administrative Law Judge 00CiU mcA 3cpyp

SRANCHAtomic Safety & Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Margulies:

I am writing to you on behalf of the Board of Education of
Valley Stream Union Free School District Thirty, to protest
the assumption made that District Thirty's willingness to y
participate with the American Red Cross in the case of a <?
natural emergency, could be extended by the Red Cross to
any emergency occurring from the atomic energy generators }

[ ,) of Lilco in Shoreham, New York. [V .
The fact that the districts were not directly contacte'd D
and were presented as a part of the emergency evacuation

*plan was high-handed at best. The interpretation ofi33 cq
atomic emergency is difficult to define as a "naturaPd'
emergency, as the original agreement described.

Please consider our concerns in your evaluation of their
proposals for dealing with evacuation procedures in case .

of an emergency.

Sincerely yours,

/g -(- -

William J. n Ness,
Superinten ent of Schools

WJVN:gz

cc: Shirley Sherwin
N.Y.C.A.N.(, ) 137 Broadway

V Amityville, NY 11701
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FREEPORT PU:LIC SCH3:LS
FREEPORT. NEW YOctM 11820

* " " ' ' "EXCELLENCE
,-%. SUPERINTENDENT of SCHOOLS

IU)
g \)tl-3ig;-May 9, 1985 j .

:2 4 i.:
. w.c

.

'85 JUN -3 P1 :04
Mr. Morton Margulies
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 7'C$Difd5'S$-W-

, , , .

00
Washington, D.C. 20535 EP.A rich

Dear Mr. Margulies:

Please be advised that the Freeport Public
. _. Schools was not consulted by the Long Island

Lighting Company (LILCO) regarding the emergency
evacuation plan and that we were completely unaware
that our district had been included in the plan
until.after its publication. We advised our

_
local Red Cross of this and we are so advising

, _

you now.
_

-

ISincerely,
~

." -

.
g c.

/
/ /

John E. Bier h
' Superintendent of Schools

-JEB:ds b
.

.

.

e

%

M
M

. D

/^N *

O 7
h
N

$a %
u. *
.
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' Roosevelt ' Union C]ree ochool ' District
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES

240 DENTON PLACE Ci,.J4dT NL'.',CE.1
PROD. & ITTIL FAC.,,g gggyROOSEVELT, NEW YORK 11575

, , , , , , , , , , , ,

(516) 378-8220
A
f 1

,.j ,7 gjy,,fj,,, Ulysses Byas Ed.D.

g$ h g =%
supenntendent ofefchoch

Frances E.Goodson President C; . E q ;-
Marion Moore. Vice President ;.5;.R;
Clarke W. Baldwin
R:bert M. Lawrence
Irene G. Lloyd

*85 JUN -3 P 1 :04Nay 8,1985

IIr GhsYk/ ,. -OC

BRANCHMr. Martin Margulis
Atumin Safety and Licensing Board
United States Nuclear Regulations Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Margulis:

It is my understanding that you have in the Shoreham Evacuation Schedule some
four-hundred (400) people to be housed in the Roosevelt Public Schools. This comes
to advise that the Roosevelt Board of Education did not give permission to.gpyone
to include our school in such an evacuation plan. We therefore feel no ob[rgation
Whatsoever. ~

.. g

Thank you so very much, I am m*

_

Sincerely yours, ',' 3 -

'

~5dtk;&T b|W - $
*

Ulysses Byas, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools

lj -

cc: Mrs. Sherwin

*
.

e

. . .

f

V
,

:

- _ - - . , , _ . . _ _ , _ ___ _ . . _
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O PUBUC SCHOOLS

BOX 367. ROSLYN. NEW YORK 11576 (516) 621 4900

: x PE"L!
Dr. Joshua Segal USNRC
Superintendent of Schools May 20, 1985 1

*85 JJN -3 P1 :03

f0Cd II G S ' li '

Mr. Morton B. Margulies BRANCH
Administrative Law Judge
Atomic, Safety & Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Margulies:

May I inform you that the Roslyn Board of Education does
not have any agreement with the Long Island Lighting Company
regarding congregate care centers in case of a nuclear plant"
emergency. ,

.

O Many years ago the School District agreed to assist the
Red Cross in case of a natural disaster. There are no other ^
related agreements. -

Very truly yours, ;
s 'a

JOSHUA SEG
Superintendent of Schools .

JS/am
cc Board of Education

.

.

m

.

O

. . _ .- . _
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Garden City PublicSchools
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February 21, 1985
, ,

SEDED FEB 271885
. .

.
.

Mr. Morton B. Margulies
Administrative Law J0dge
Atomic, Safety & Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comis'sion
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Judge Margulies:

I am surprised to learn that the American Red Cross and LILCO
| have designated the Garden City Schools as a relocation center
| in the event of a radiological emergency at the Shoreham Nuclear
| Power Station. The Garden City School District has not entered

into any agreement with the American Red Cross or LILCO to serve
( as a relocation center or as a decontamination and monitoring

facility for a Shoreham emergency. Any such agreement would
have to have been approved by the Garden City School District,
and no such approval has been given.

i

Sincerel yours,

Q.b r v.kw-

Robert M. G rdner
~

Superintendent of Schools
!

. .

O

r

.

O
|

.. .

- __________
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WEST H' ~4PSTEAD UNION FREE " 'HOOL DISTRICT S
'

-!!..
*

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES ,

EtCK TE~*
252 Chestnut Street L3 C E*

West Hernpstead. New York 11552 4
,

"

FE 27 AJ0.03-
.

en mic,sano t.vannutE * ROD r.IfTil.F1C.. g y cd-J
-

DOCXI.T MUMEER s HAnoto stLVE Asu s..~ i=:catesse-oots . . . . . . . . . . - - = OFFICE 0: SEc g itor cssi.,=,is: 1
ItCXETikc gy,,g7

"'""'" 3s's +an
6February 22, 1985 m CH 3

_

-

...,Wg g 'f *( NFrank M. Rasbury
Executive Director of Nassau County

''Chapter of the American Red Cross **
,

264 Old Country Road i
Mineola, NY 11501

'

_]
-

Dear Mr. Rasbury: A

I have recently become aware that the American Red Cross. and the Long Island zLighting Company have designated West Hempstead High School as a relocation center 4

in the event of a radiological emergency at the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station. j

Please be advised that the Vest Hempstead Union Free School District has not 2
entered into any~ agreernent with the American Red Cross or LILCO to serve as a -j
relocation center, or as a decontamination and monii:oring facility, for a Shoreham
emergency. Any such agreement would have to have been. approved.by the Vest Hempstead i

O Union Free School District, and no such approval has been granted.- West Hempstead ha -

permitted the American Red Cross to list Vest Hempstead High School as a mass care
shelter, but that listing does not grant the American Red Cross or LILCO permission 4
to use our high school as a relocat' ion center, or as a decontamination and monitoring |
facility, pursuant to LILCO's proposed plan to deal with a radiological emergency at y
Shoreham.* j

-

In addition, the Governor of the State of New York has determined that the 2

State of New York will not participate in the implementation of the of fsite radio- -

logical emergency response plan for Shoreham proposed by LILCO. In accordance with ,

the Governor's position, Vest Hempstead High School will not be available to the i
American Red Cross or LILCO for use in implementing the LlLCO plan, j

Consequently, as Superintendent of Schools and Chief Executive Officer of the |
~ Vest Hempstead Union Free School District, I am advising you that we have not enterec E
into any agreement to serve as a relocation center, or as a decontamination and ^ g

- monitoring facility, in the event of a radiological emergency at Shoreham. '

i
Sincerely, 3

e.

--.- 3

~~ Richard L. Varriale -
;. -- ..

m

cc: Morton B. Margulies, Adm. Law Judge
. Atomic, Safety C. Licensing Board Panel ]

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ]Vashington, D.C. 20555 i
k
I-

B

. .. . . . ..
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.

Mr. !trten B. Margulies ..... . SERVED FEB 2y 1985
. Ad .inistrative Iaw Judge
Atenic, Safety & Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regula* wry Ccrxaissica

"Washington, D.C. 20555
.

Dear Mr. Margulies:
"

This is to inform you that, as executive officer of the Oceanside
Pt61ic. Schools, I have not had the c, c.i.cnity to discuss with, nc: gain.

approval frcra, the Scard of Edr"tien regarding the r atter of "cengregata.

care centars" for evacuation in a Shereham nucla plant emergency.

Accordingly, please be advised that there is no agreertent be-
tween the Oceanside Schools, the Icerican Pad Cross, or Lilco en this r atter.

Sheuld either of the two crgani:ations wish to ec:. tact us regarding5

this tcpic,we shall be pleased to discuss it with them.

Sincerely,T.

!\i '
o

a
Q- -

VAL:dn Victor A. Iaccese
Sumerintendent of Sc%1s- .

.

{ ..

.

G

.

\.

.- -

. . . . .

_ _ _ _
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Mr. Morton B. Margulies cyf;";..,: :',

Administrative Law Judge . . , :-

Atomic, Safety & Licensing Board Panel- *M' '-
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Co- 4 ssion |

Washington , D. C. 20555 SG/3 g g _Gn .~
Dear Mr. Margulies: .

,,

.

I have recently become aware that the A=erican Red Cross and
I the Long Island Lighting Company have designated the ca= pus

of the Lawrence Junior High School as a relocation center in .

the event of a radiological emergency at the Shoreham Nuclear
Power Station.

'

Please 'be advised tha: the Lawrence Public Schools have not
entered into any agreenent with the American Red Cross or LILCO
to se ve as -a reloca: ion center, or as a deconta=ination and
=onitoring facility, for a Shoreham emergency. Any such

o) agreenent would have to have been approved by us, and no such( approval has been granted. Tne Lawrence School District has
entered into an agreenent with the 7.merican Red. Cross concerning
the use of the district schools as = ass care shelters, but
that agreement does not grant the A=erican Red Cross or LILCO

.

per=issica to us e our campuses as relocation centers, or as|
'

deconta=ination and =enitoring f acilities , pursuan: to LILCO's
proposed plan to deal with a radiological energency at Shoreha=.

In addition, the Governor of the State of New York has determined .

that the State of New York ud.ll not carticioate in the
inplenentation of the off-site radiological' emergency response
plan for Shoreha= proposed by LILCO. In accordance wi:h :he
Governor's position, the ca=puses of the Lawrence Public Schools
-will not be available to the American Red Cross or LILCO for,

| use in i=plementing the LILCO plan. -

As Superintendent of the Lawrence Public Schools, I an advising
you that we have not entered into any agreemen: :o serve as.

a relocation center, or as a decontamination and monitoring
facility, in the even: of a radiological e=ergency at Shoreham.

Very truly urs,

I~ ~

Alvin J. caron
SuperintendentAJ3:J3

c.c. Me=bers of the Board of Education' .

_' ', ev c- -
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UNION FREE SCHOOL DIST' :T
2616 MARTIN AVENUE

NORTH BELLMORE. NEW YORK 117,10<
,_,

'**

t 516) 221-2200 g.,',g [ ",

BOARD OF EDUCATION BOARD OFFICERS ADMINISTRATION

..ee s CCNEY Pres cent WILLtAM ENGLANDER. ddnseF - 9 P 3 :26 LAURENCE H JoHNSCN. JR
*

.~~
OEg= ;NE C G:OEN Vice Dresicent STEPHEN KOSHERS. Treasurer Superintencent of Scnoots
, .. g ;; y :EL, _ MORTIMER DEARLSTONE. O! strict Ciert ANi;; w g=gy.

00,l ';* ,:- A= ES E'N-a:DT L . ', . 11 . - Director et Scecia Services
. r'. . p t. 4. :. - DOMiNiC J. 5Av No

.=.,.<3_ . .
D ''

Business Manager
,

'

SEVED APR 9M5-
April 1, 1985

'

Mr. Morton B. Margulies
Administrative Law Judge
Atomic, Safety & Licensing Board Panel
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Sir:

Pleas'e be. advised that in the event of a radiological accident at
the Shoreham Nuclear Plant, the North Bellmore Union Free School
District would not make its facilities available as part of a LILCO
plan of evacuation.

x_)
Many years ago, our district agreed to cooperate in the event of
natural disasters. However, we do not consider a Shoreham emergency
to be a " natural" disaster; therefore, we would not participate in
any evacuation plan that involved the use of our school property.

Sincerely yoursr- .

./ .:.

,, n;:, ; . .. . . / ' , , *Iv: 4 '
'

.

Laurence H. Johnson, Jr.
|Superintendent of Schools

LHJ:eh>
,

cc: Bd. of Ed. _

|
l
,

)
. ,

|

]
,

.
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S!:. F:ank it. Ra.sbu. u, Executive DL1cetc.:
u Nassau Ccudu Chaptet.pf the American Red Cros s -

264 Cid Count 1u Rcad
..tinecla, NV !7501'

Dext !(1. Rasbu1y:

Recchtclu 1 teceived a copy cf acwt Jalu 25, 1984, lette tc !.Lts. Elaine
^

C. Robistson cf die Long Island Lighting Ccmpanu. In # 1t lette.1 uca cut-
lined an ag.tecment betecen the N s.sau Ccunty Chapte: cf the Ame.tican Red,

.C: css and Lilco tot .Che wse cf certain public scheci buildings in Nassau
Cousttu.as. evacuMicn centets in case of an eme. gencu et the Shcreham

..e
Nuclect Pctee SLzticn. *. - ;.

.. n..

. p) -..a
; Fur.chermcre, in ihd letter ucu indicate to Litcc #1t 6 tere Ls in existence.^

* an ag.teement betceen die Nassau Ccuntu Chapter of the Ame.tican Red Cicss and.

;the schocls cf the Seafc.d Union F.tec Schecl Disztict to use cut facilitics
fct shelter during an eme:gency. _ Titis ccnnesst vx:.6 t.ade based cn a sheltet
infcrmetton Listing in 1982-83 schich ucu attached tc ucut lettet te.
St:5. Robinson.,

At the time cf 6tM 1982-83 agteemed, the Scafc-d Public Schccls teere not
infc~med that aca teculd scLsh .to u.se out faciLLties in c=se of a nucie=1
accided. Please be advised 61at ow: Scard of Educaticn takes exception tc'
ucur Lettet to .(fts. Rcbittscn in die s4:cnges.t cc.ssible te ms. Unless uou
ate fLtst teilling to applu .to ou.1 Boc.1d of Education in w~iting for the use
cf cur facilities during a nuclear evacuMicn and have theit acceptance re-

* '
sportse i.n sctiting on file in ucat office, 61e dist ict :ciLL nct petmi.t die
u.se of our facLLLties a.5 part of the Sitoreham"evacuatiott plan.

.

k'e. a.te ccmpletely ama ed dtat you would attempt to t ke 61e k.ind cf unildenal
'

action thM hzs been exh.iblted bu the ccn.testts ef acut letter to Lilco.
The lettet ceAtzinly dce.s nodting to maintain cccpe:1tive telaticas betecen-

ute American Red C. toss and the Seaford Public Schocis. I c u.st d. t acu scill
: respond in tc icina scLth a request fot de u.se of ca.: buildings if uca feel

~

uls is e.ssedial to die implementzticn of the Sho.teham evacuation plan.
.

Vety Ltaly vowts,O -

O /Lio7 ~ C./d/
,

'

O.01ane. C. Pott i
*

Superin. tender t cf Schocls
i DCP:8G '

cc tc ~!!c.tto,n !L1:aalls, Administ:1tive Law Judac, At.cnic Saletu and Licensing i:
....v- - e en... . . . .. ,, .n... n....>.... .-

, ,, - . - . - - - - . - --

~ ~r
.

.
-

--
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A NORTE MEll.:CX
Ei.;3 ''i "R]

-

UNION FREE SCHOOL DIST.81CT
. __ _._ ] ] . _. .. _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ 1

- ( ])
[j 1775 OLD MILL ROAC 1f'
- MERRICK, N.Y.11566

85 AP -9 P3:ES6)379-4070soAno or soucAtion

vine.n ; par.o.

Mareh 5, g' i. h f [;. t
' ' " ' * * ' " :. .

.I''u.,g., i a Lasane
. . . . . .

'

No,e.n so., Honorable-Morton B. Margulies
"'',"" ^ " o"'c " Administrative Law Judge SED APR g g- iMa Cia pw6emt2

'

sonn.. siamon Atomic, Safety & Lincensing Board Panel
* * *' A s ea no U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Co==ission
sun. u innn. ca o Washington, D.C. 20555

s . . sen ..

s., so,ois,, Dear Honorable Margulies:
T,. .,

te,.nc. s_ smo .. g.a I recently beca=e aware that in official testi=eny
C- before the Nuclear Regulatory Co ission, LILCO and the

r,an E,nno,n Nassau Chapter of the A=erican Red Cross have co==itted
c*'"a C*a the North Merrick school facilities, along with 52 other

school districts in Nassau County, to a LILCO plan of
evacuation in the event of a radiological accident at
the Shoreha= Nuclear Plant.

The North Merrick School District has not been
O contacted regarding this catter by either the Red Cross
b or LILCO.

Please be advised that the North Merrick Union Free
School District has not entered into any agree =ent with
the A=erican Red Cross or LILCO to serve as a relocation
center, or as a deconta=1 nation and =enitoring f acility
for a Shoreha= emergency. Any such agree =ent would have
to have been approved by the North Merrick Board of Ed-
ucation, and no such approval has been granted. -

.

The North Merrick School District did agree to allow
the A=erican Red Cross to use school district facilities
for a = ass care shelter in the event of a natural disaster,
but that agree =ent does not grant the A=erican Red Cross or
LILCO per=1ssion to use our facilities as a relocation -

center, or as a decontamination and =onitoring facility,
pursuant to LILCO's proposed plan to deal with a radio-
logical e=ergency at Shoreha=.

I

I a= appalled and outraged at the =isrepresentation of*-

the Red Cross and LILCO.

S cerely, .

n <

U amu -

June N. Irv n, Ed.D.
JNI:ce Superintendent of Schools

. - - - - .
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FARMINGDALE PUBLIC SCEOOLS:
' -

Van Cott and Grant Avenues, Farrningdale, .1173!;

(" ' Office of the Superintendsc: . [516) 752 E5JC:s
N 0) ; ~: ".).

FRED BROCKMANN
Sup:rintendent of Schools

C '. ;i . h.--'

C; .w.E . :: .'. 3 E: .
3RANOW

-

March 11, 1985

.

. SE.RVED APR MSBSMr. Frank M. Rasbury
Executive Director -

"Nassau County Chapter -

A=erican Red Cross
264 Old County Road
Mineola, NY 11501

Dear Mr. Rasbury:

The Far=ingdale Board of Education has directed =e to ce==unicate our
distress to you about the A=erican Red Cross' involve =ent of ' the Farmingdale,

Puelic Schools in the LILCO plan for evacuation in the event of a radiological
accident at the Shoreham Nuclear-Plant. -

We wish' 'to 'go 'on record that we are not- participants in this
\ pro gram. I am seriously concerned with the fact that earlier co==unications

from your organization to the Farmingdale Public Schools =ade . absolutely no
mention of this new di=ension to your needs or plans'in this. regard.

~

A letter of October. 19, .1984, .from Mr. Paul Foley, indicated "Your
school could be called on at any ti=e to shelter people during a diaster. The
hurricane season is now upon us, so we take this opportunity to ask you to
inform your staff, of our disaster shelter program." Your letter implies' that
ycu would like to " update your records" and although we nave done that in good
faith, we do not feel this obligates us at all to the LILCO progra=.

~

We are seriously concerned about infor=ation that we 'have received
. . that e=ergency centers in the local plan wquid carry on deconta=1 nation

activities.
.

Please be advised, th'ere fore , that the Farmingdale Public School
'

District has not entered into any agree =ent with you or LILCO to serve as a
relocation center or as a decontamination and =enitoring facility for Shore =an
e=erge ncy . Any such agreement would have to be approved by the Far=ingdale

- Board of Education, and no such approval has been granted.

O
.

'i .

o.

- - . - . . - . , . , . , , ,. , --..-..-.n - - . . , , , . - . - . - - - . - - - , . - _ , . _ , _ , - - , , - . - , ,-



Mr. Frank M. Rasbury -2- March 11, 1985

' ['V) We have entered into an agreement with you to serve
as a mass-careshelter, but that agreement does not grant the American Red Cross or LI:.C0'

per-::ission to use our buildings as a relocation center, or as adeconta=ination or monitoring facility, pursuant to LILCO's'

' deal with a radiological emergency at Shoreham. proposed plan to
.

Sincerely yours,

Fred Brockmann
Superintendent of Schools

,

.

/dm
cc: Board of Education

Morton Margulies
Ad=inistrative Law Judge 'd * ~

.

y. (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coc:=ission
.-

-
''

"r. Howa-d M. Koenig

-(^ Superintendent of Schools -

#East Meadow U.F.S.D.
m
~

.

.

.

.

O

, _

j
.

- _ . - . - . . - - . . - . . - . . _ . - - . . . . . , _ _ _ . . _ _ - - - . _ - - _ _ _ - . - _ . . . _ . - . . _ - _ . - .- . . - - . .
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') In fact, I am sure that the district would cooperate in J. * [
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p any encrl:ency involving, loni' Icland recidents but, i do not J' . e f.

{Q@.I.#..y condone Hed Croac und 1.ileo's implication that our school district '' '. $
.

.

f, gave connent. to une of o.ir facilities as a congrcJate enre center. ,%.
r.:N;:

4 Tnank you for the tiliport. unity to clarify this si tuation.
,.

.s . . P.i neerely, . f; .j .,?,.

.. b.'- -

!,/. Y. . .
*
I
i . .f . }

f '?, /

} $ N t[d bl h,
j

'

') RP:CS 'hobert Parry . ;3#

..) cc: Community Action Network Acting Superintendent ,f,'yh
n .+.

. 'r
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EAST WILLISTON UNION~ ~ ~
-

,

FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
dFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT

Tn. wn..n.y senoor
DARRELL R. LUND, Ph.D. Nonh side school
/' Wdlets Road senool

1

110 EASTWILLISTON AVENUE
EAST WILLISTON, N.Y.11596

516 334-8020

February 27,1985
.

\-

(

Mr. Frank M. Rasbury
-

-

1

Executive Director of Nassau County
|'.

Chapter of the American Red Cross )
264 Old Country Road

.

Mineola,New York 11501
1

-

)
Dear Mr. Rasbury:

A copy of your letter, dated July 25,1984, to Mrs. Elaine D. Robinson
of LILCO pledging use, among others, of East Williston Schools as i

emergency shelters in case of an emergency evacuation caused by problems

7 at LILCO's Shoreham plant has been brought to our attention. Such a pledge
(V by you for use of our schools in man made emergencies, in our judgement,is a

,

violation of our original agreement with you. Thus, we are withdrawing all
privileges we originally extended to you for the use of our facilities.

;. . .

' Me will consider any new request made by you to enter into a new agreement ..

i

for use of our facilities. But you must assume, pending further actions by
you and us, that our facilities are, as of this letter, no longer available to

;you for any use.
- |

|Sincerely,

!r/ k u AM'

-

Carrell R.Lund
Superintendent of Schoo .

DRI/ef.

cc: Ronald J.Gossow, Asst. Superintendent for Business
Nick Viscio, Superintendent of Bldgs. & Grounds ;

t

f I

V

_ -
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.

JIoral park iBellerose-

n IInfan 3rre 9thaal Eistrict
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

ONE POPPY PLACE
FLORAL PARK, NEW YORK 11001

TELEPHONE:

DR. WILUAM J. MCDONALD (516) 352-0766
SUPERNTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

DR. CHRISTOPHER P. SCOTT May 6, 1985
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

.

.

Mr. Frank Rasbury*

Nassau County Chapter Red Cross
264_Old Country Road
Mineola. New York 11501

Dear Mr. Rasbury:

It has come to my attention that the Floral Park-Bellerose School
and John Lewis Childs School have been improperly designated by your
Tagency as part of an evacuation plan for the Shoreham nuc1 car plant.
Permission was granted by the Board of Education years ago for the use

p - of our two elementary schools by the Red Cross in the event of a naturdi
Including the Floral Park-Bellerose's two elementary schoolsdisaster.' t. j without any knowledge to the Administration and the Board of Educations

for such a joint venture with the Shoreham plant does not meet with our
approval. ..

Use of our two elementary schools for use by the Red Cross is hereby
,

As always, school districts will respond to public needs andwithdrawn.
we will be willing to discuss the needs of our residents in conjunction
with any activity of the Red Cross.

.

Sincerely,
f

f
c j\

v/ e .
.

William J. Mcdonald ,

Superintendent

WJMcD/gfu
.

cc: -Mr. C. Sherwin -

c/o New York Committee Action Network
137 Broadway
Amityville. N.Y. 11701p

v

!l
)

-
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3 June 1985

Morton Margulios ,

Administrative Law Judge
Atomic Gafoty and Licencing Ibnrd ,

U.S. Nucinar Regulatory Comminnion ,

Washington, D.C. 20$$$
-

.

.

Dont Sir
We vinh to advise you of n .r.isrepresentation on the part of the
Nassau County Chapter of the American Rod Cross in the matter of
an agreement with the Long I:: land Lighting Company in the went of
an emergoney at Shoreham ihtclear Power Plant.

We originally agrood a few years ago to serve as a nhelter in the
caso of a locnl emergoney.

Wo woro not contacted b. the American Rod Cross rogarding any
p) acroomont with LILCO. 'ic do not know tho terms of naid agreement..;ss

We, thereforo, regard anid agreement as illegal boonune wo, a
participating party, ucro not conculted and given the opportunit;7
to approve or dinapprove.

Thank you.
.

Br.V. J. GEORGE HILTON, Paster- ,

-

JGH/lpt ,,

ces Frank Ranhury, Nan :an County Executivo Dir. American R d Cross .
,

*
Shnrleeno Ghorwin, il.Y.Conminity Action Motwork

Sharleene:-

Here is copy of our le tter to Margulies. I
also sent a copy to Rasbury along with a
leffer that we're not available as a shiter

p in any evacuation plan of LILCO. I sent a

Q copy of our lettor to Rasbury to his boos,
Scott Render of Eastern Operations ARC
loc:sted in Alexandria VA,
Thanks for alerting us.

,

P:i r. l.nr Hi l ton
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0ysler 0ay basi rwich hentra| ScNoo| 0istric!
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0yster 03oy 0' law 0]od u u77s
'/ -
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-
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i ||
,

Ma.y 17, 1985 :
,.

uring School Hours !

All Offices:
922-3170

Mr. Mo r.to n 8. Ma.tg utiel i,

!

Af ter School Hours Administrative Law Judge ! |

U'4'd'',0y,3C'8j Atomic, Sa.fety 6 Licensing Boa.rd Pa.nef ''

U . S . Nacl e a..t RegaLa.coety Commission3,7 - --

'cr 81y High School: Q/ashington, D.C. 20555
922 3170

ernon Middle School Dgo,r Mr, Mo,rguLig4:
i

922 3285 |I ha.VE. re.cen tly become aware o f .the f a.C.C .tha.t .the
American Red C. toss and the Long Isla.nd Light.ingco:evelt Efementary -

Sen us '

Company ha.ve , in o f ficia.L testimony befo.te the %.922 3231

Nucled.,t Regulatory Commission, designated the
fa.eiti. ties of Oys.ter Ba.y-East Norwich Ce.ntra.L SchoolPhysic | Education,

Recreation as a " congregate care center'' in connection '

,

, -q 8uitding use Dis trict,
with .the u.tiLi.ty's e.vacuation pla.n for the Shoreha.m' * * ' ' '^,l Apparently, the basis a f .this claim

'

Nuetea.x Pla.n.
is an agreement signed by Oys.te.t Ba.y-Eas.t Norwich in |1978 which indica.tes our willingness to cooperat'e ...

wi.th .the Red C, toss in .the eveni o f a. na tural disas.ter. ,

Plea.s e be advis ed .tha .the Oys.ter Bay-Eas.t Norwich ;
contra.taal .

Central School Dis.trict is under no obliga. tion,
or o.therwise, for .the use of our schools in .the event :,

i*

H ei.ther .th eof a radiological acciden.c at Shosteham.
Red C. toss nor LILCO has can.cae.ted as regarding this

-

:

tra.C.ter and .their presen.ta. tion to the HRC is,.th er e.f or e,
,i

' ..} ;a. misrepres er.tation o f .the tru.ch. .. ,
:.

the Governor o f the S.ta.te o f New York
*f,

In addi. tion, i
has de.termined tha..t .the State o f New York wiLL no t
par.ticipa.te. in .the implementation o f .the LILCO designed

- j
'

-and Red C. toss sponsored evacuation plan and has.

charac.terized LTLCO's plan as illegai in that .the |
Corpo.tation assumes powe.ts normally .teserved to

.

;

'

g o v e tnm en.t .
. . . . -

.

..

_

Sincerely, .

'''s. .

p -.

C. C4.cf f ord McLean '

Superintendent.of Schools

c.c. Long Island Ligh. ting Company
'

.

;

Ametican Red Ctoss !.

-
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ELMbNT PUBLIC SCHOOLS . !

'

-
,

*

*|, EtuoNT UNION FREE SCHOOL OfSTRICT

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES ELMONT ROAD. ELMONT, N.Y.11003 . (516).126-5500 t
.

,

1

cR. RICHARD J. cal.lENDO i
Super.ntenetent of Schools

I

i
-

May 29, 1985 '

.

I
'

Mr. Morton Margulies . . , . . .

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ~

.' |United States Nuclear Regulartory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

,

''

Dear Mr. Margulies:

This letter will confirm that the Elmont Union Free School '

District has not authorized the use of its facilities for evacuation
purposes in the event of a disaster at .the Shoreham facility. The ,

,r m use of Elmont's facilities for this purpose will have to be negotiated
(') separately by the American Red Cross and have the approval of the Board

of Education of t.his district. .!'

.,
- - .

._

- 5g
Yours vp y truly, ,,y

,' ;.-
. . .

'

eta J |.!
Dr. Richar J Caliend/ 1;

'Superinte de of 3c 6ols ..
I

jm M
'

ti
cc: New York Community Action. Network. ')

Board of Education . .;,3

_v

.

.

l

1.

[v ,
e

s J

!
.

.

*.
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?- ~ PLAINEDGE PUBLIC SCHOOLS-

~ HICKSVILLE RD.. BETHPAGE. N.Y.11714
(5161735-8100

- ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES

CEORGEH.KANE May 29, 1985SvegniNigMcENT C8 SCHoots

AL8ERT N LINO<

itsestaNT Surf atNitNOENT

WfLL'AM HULMOWEA
suSBNE$$ MANAGER

.

.

Mr. Martin Margulies
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Margulies; .

become
.The Plainedge Board of Education has recently

aware that the American Red Cross and the Long Island Lightingrm

Company have included Plainedge Publ'ic Schools as one of anumber of relocation center's in the event of a radiological
!, )
'~'

emergency at the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station.
the Plainedge School-District

Please be advised that
does not agree to serve as a relocation center, or as adecontamination and monitoring facility for a Shoreham emergency.

.S
,,,

't
e

Sincerely yours,
2
i

' My' / /.X _>s'

George H. Kane
Superintendent of Schoolsgj

*
'

it
K

LQ
GHK/jw

Mr. Frank.Rasbury
;V cc:

American Red Cross
,

be c . 'G d%L ~

f

f.gN .

f'
h
s.g
.
.
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[:.en MINEGLA UNI @N FREE SCHO3L DISTRICT
2j;7

'

200 EMORY ROAD

' ['' MINEOLA, NEW YORK 11501
-

(516) 741-1242;

APPOINTED OFFICERS
- BOARD bF EDUCATION

ROBERT GROMAN . . .. CLERK :
.,

J WALTER GLENN JAMES R. WICKS .. . ..TREASUREF
'

President*

HENRY A. WEINSTEIN - COUNSEL
MARJORIE KUBAT'

vice mi '

MICHAEL E. PHIL8 URN ROBERT RICKEN
JAMES M. SHE ARY SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
LAR AY (CAN

.

May 31, 1985

Atomic Safety & Licensing Board,
'

N.R.C.
Washington, D.C. 20555

.

'[G) Gentlemen:

The Mineola Board of Education has directed me
to inform you that the Mineola School District never
gave permission to the Red Cross to use our facility

;

as an evacuation base in the event of an accident ,-
j

at the Shoreham LILCO plant.
.

Sincerely, .

,

Robert Ricken
Superintendent of Schools |

.

;

.

.| RR:ds-

! i C Sharleene Sherwin, N.Y.CAN
|

.
.

I

'

i

*

,

0

; |v |

.

W

: .

.y,
_ - .- . _ .
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- MALVERNE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
u 7 s o. e it AounsTRArioN SUILDING

WOODFIELD ROAD SCHOOL

(A ROCKVILLE CENTRE NEW YORK 11570
i

516-887-7733%)
JAMas J. TOus

se.ad as d sd i.

June 20, 1985 ~ ~ "

. __

Mr. Morton B.'Margulies
Administrative Law Judge
Atomic, Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U. S.~ Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. Margulies:

Please be advised that the Malverne U.F.S.D. Agreement
to cooperate with the Red Cross in the event of a national disaster
was not intended to indicate any agreement or disagreement with the
opening of the LILCO Plant at Shoreham.

We would be most cooperative with the American Red Cross if
an emergency occurred involving Long Island residents; however, we dos

V) not condone LILCO's implication that our school district has given,

them consent to use our facilities.

Thank you for the opportunity of clarifying this matter.
.

Sin re v yours, 1

(
*

~
me J. Tolle

JJT:rab
cc: Members, Board of Education *

Community Action Network / I
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State University of NewYork / College at Old Westbury
n
9

Old Westbury
VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION long Island, New York 11568

Telephone (516) 876-3183

June 18, 1985

bis. Sharleene Shetuoin
New York Community Action

Network
137 Broadway
Amityville, New York 11701

Dear Ms. Sheswin:

The Cottege is committed to .the pledge of cooperation for shelter
operations made with the American Red Cross in temporarity shelterb1g
victims of na,tural disa.sters.

O
Q') There has been no application made, nor agreement entered into,

between the College at Old Westbury and LILCO to be a part of .the
network concerned salth space required as a relocation center in the
event of a radiological emergency at Shoreham.

I am sure that the inetus. ion of the College at Old Westbury as an
evacuation site (re: Shoreham) was possibly an oversight and definitely
not a statement of fact.

Sincerety, -
,

d Da -

Robert A. Ma,tthetas
Associate Vice President

for Admbristtation .

RAM:st

cc: Nassau County Chapter-American Red Cross
Mt. Palomino, Special Counset to the Governor
Mt. Tyranski, Director of Public Safety, SUNYCOW

O
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